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A study is made of the noise in the output intensity of a high-power superfluorescent fiber
radiation source generating 20 mW in the 1.55mm region of the spectrum. The source is
constructed in an all-fiber technology from a quartz fiber activated with ytterbium and
erbium. It is found that the spectral density of the noise in the frequency range 100–500 kHz is
uniform and corresponds to the excess noise of ‘‘thermal’’ sources. It is shown that the
noise in the output intensity of the source can be compensated~decreased by an order of
magnitude! in a two-channel scheme of photodetection, where it approaches a level close to the
photon shot noise. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00112-2#

Superfluorescent fiber radiation sources with diodepower-weighted mean spectral width of 8 nm. The resid
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pumping are promising for use in low-coherence interfero
etry ~white-light interferometry! and its applications, e.g., in
fiber-optic gyroscopes.1 To obtain a high sensitivity of the
interferometric sensor it is necessary to have a high radia
power in the fiber and a low noise level. One way of maki
high-power superfluorescent fiber sources~generating more
than 10 mW at 1.55mm! is to use fibers with several activa
tors in efficient optical pumping schemes with an all-fib
technology of the superfluorescent fiber sources. In sche
of this kind one can expect some additional intensity no
besides the excess noise inherent to all wide-band~‘‘ther-
mal’’ ! sources.2 It is also of interest to explore the possibilit
of compensating the intensity noise3 to the fundamental shot
noise limit.

The present paper reports an experimental investiga
of the noise characteristics of a high-power Er/Yb superfl
rescent fiber source which also utilizes active stabilization
the radiation output power.

A simplified scheme of the superfluorescent fiber sou
~SFS! is shown in Fig. 1, which also shows a block diagra
of the apparatus for measuring the noise of this source.
activated fiber~AF! has a core doped with erbium and ytte
bium at concentrations of 0.1 and 2 wt.%, respectively. T
cutoff wavelength of the higher mode of the activated fibe
1.1 mm. Pump radiation at a wavelength of 0.98mm from a
multimode laser diode~LD! with a fiber output is coupled
into the activated fiber by means of a special single-
multimode fiber directional coupler-multiplexer~DCM! fab-
ricated at the end of a length of activated fiber. An opti
isolator ~OI! with fiber input–output is used to reduce th
influence of reflections on the parameters of the superfl
rescent fiber source.

The source utilized active stabilization of the outp
power by means of an automatic regulation system wh
reduced the slow fluctuations to a level of less than 0.5
The output power of the superfluorescent fiber source wa
mW. The stability of the mean wavelength of the radiati
spectrum was around 0.01 nm~upon a change in the tem
perature of the medium by 1°C!. The spectrum had a double
humped shape analogous to that given in Ref. 4, wit
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polarization of the output radiation of the superfluoresc
fiber source was around 0.4%.

Radiation from the fiber output of the investigated sup
fluorescent fiber source passed through an attenuator~A! and
a fiber polarizer~P! to the entrance of a fiber directiona
coupler ~DC!, the two outputs of which are connected
photodetectors (PD1,2) through attenuators~A1 and A2!. The
attenuators A and A1,2 were devices with a variable gap be
tween the ends of two fibers. The noise from the outputs
the photodetectors was amplified by identical amplifie
(Amp1,2) having a passband extending from 100 Hz
1 MHz and was then sent to a computing device~CD!. The
electronics had provisions for equalizing the amplitudes a
phase characteristics of the two channels. The noise at
output of the CD was detected by means of a spectrum a
lyzer ~SA! and oscilloscope~OS!.

It should be noted that measurements of the noise of
superfluorescent fiber source on our apparatus gave iden
results with and without the polarizer. This can be attribu
to the high polarization symmetry of the measuring appa
tus.

Figure 2 shows the rms noise currenti n at the entrance
of the photodetector as a function of the mean current of
photodetector. Measurements were made in a b
D f 5100 Hz at a center frequency of the spectrum analy
f 5100 kHz, and the values ofi n were rescaled to a band
width of 1 Hz. Curve1 corresponds to the noise for on
channel, and curve2 to that for both channels for the sam
power of the light incident on the photodetector. The me
sured noise in a single channel is described well by the r
tion for the excess noise of a wideband source~curve3!:

i n5~l0
2D f /cDl!1/2I 0 , ~1!

wherel0 andDl are the power-weighted~for a power spec-
trum P(l)! mean wavelength and spectral width of the r
diation from the source,q.0.8 A/W is the quantum sensi
tivity of the photodetector in the 1.55mm region;c is the
speed of light in vacuum,I 05qP0 is the mean current of the
photodetector~P0 is the mean power of the light incident o
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FIG. 1.
the photodetector!. We note the good agreement between the
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theory and experiment~curves3 and1!.
The quantitative agreement of curves1 and 3 indicates

that the other noise mechanisms besides the ‘‘classical’’
cess noise considered above give only a small contributio
the resultant noise in Er/Yb superfluorescent fiber source
f 5100 kHz. In the case of two working channels the no
delivered to the input of a single photodetector cannot be
than a limiting value determined by the shot noise of
radiation,

i n5~2!1/2~2eI0D f !1/2, ~2!

wheree is the charge of an electron, and the factor of 21/2

takes into account the addition of uncorrelated shot nois
the two channels. Equation~2! is plotted by curve4 in Fig. 2,
from which it follows that the excess noise of the source i
two-channel photodetection scheme can be compensated
level approximately 3 times higher than the shot-noise lim

The factors limiting the compensation of the intens
noise have not yet been studied. It can be noted, howe
that such factors as inequality of the optical power incid
on the photodetector or differences in the optical spectr
the outputs of the directional couplers~which, in general, do

FIG. 2.
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ment, since they lead to a dependence of the formi n;I 0 ,
whereas in our experimenti n;I 0

1/2.
We note that a dependence of the formi n;I 0 in the

noise-compensation regime is observed at high light pow
incident on the photodetector~for I 0>1 mA!.

Figure 3 shows the noise spectrumi n( f ) for the region
of Fourier frequenciesf 515– 500 kHz, measured for
single channel at a mean photodetector currentI 0.0.4 mA.
The increase in noise in the low-frequency regi
( f ,50 kHz) points to the existence of other sources of
tensity noise besides the excess noise. These might inc
mode noise of the pump laser diode and redistribution in
fiber directional couplers. The high-frequency region of t
spectrum of these noises in the radiation of a superfluo
cent fiber source should be weakened in intensity on acco
of the long lifetime of the working levels of erbium.

The results of this study demonstrate the possibility
raising the sensitivity of fiber-optic gyroscopes5 by roughly
an order of magnitude by using high-power Er/Yb fiber r
diation sources and a two-channel scheme of photodetec
of the signal.

Thus in this study we have investigated experimenta
the intensity noise of a high-power superfluorescent Er/

FIG. 3.
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20 mW in the 1.55mm region of the spectrum. We hav
shown that for Fourier frequencies in the region 100–5
kHz the spectral density of the noise is uniform and cor
sponds to the excess noise of the ‘‘thermal’’ sources. In
region the contributions of mode noise of the pump la
diode and of redistribution in the fiber directional couple
are small. It is also shown that the intensity noise of a giv
source can be compensated~decreased by an order of ma
nitude! in a two-channel photodetection scheme, to a le
close to that of the photon shot noise.
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Similarities and differences between the effects of orientation of red blood cells

he
in a nematic liquid-crystal medium and the Fro ¨ hlich electrical vibrations
N. V. Kamanina

S. I. Vavilov State Optical Institute All-Russia Science Center, St. Petersburg
~Submitted March 31, 1997; resubmitted September 17, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 7–15~December 12, 1997!

A qualitative explanation is given for the effect wherein red blood cells are oriented in a
nonlinear liquid-crystal medium, and it is shown that it is different from the Fro¨hlich interaction
for living biological systems. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00212-7#

The unique electro-, magneto-, and thermooptic effects
1,2
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in liquid crystals are now being studied in earnestand are
finding wide use in coherent-optical information process
schemes,3,4 laser physics,5 systems for surface processin
and flaw detection,6 and medicine.7 The physical phenomen
resulting from forces exerted on a liquid-crystal mesoph
on account of the electric, magnetic, and thermal fields,
formation, and other causes are due in general to the w
intermolecular interaction of the structural elements
liquid-crystal media.8

Another important property of liquid crystals is their or
enting ability, which is used in creating composi
materials.9,10 Liquid crystals will orient particles suspende
in them and will act as molecular matrices which are ea
controlled by an external field. Moreover, because of
interaction between the matrix and the particles suspende
it, the latter become sensitive to the external field, with
result that the orientation of the liquid-crystal matrix al
changes.

To take advantage of such factors as the presenc
weak dispersion forces between the molecules of liquid c
tals and the high orienting ability, we recently proposed
nonlinear liquid-crystal medium for visualizing, fixing, an
orienting human red blood cells.11 Blood reacts to the ex
tremely multifarious processes that are triggered in an org
ism by various external factors or by a change in the num
or activity of the cells circulating in the blood, by the state
the liquid phase, and by the reactivity of these component
relations to the physical factors of the medium. At t
present time the configuration of the red blood cells~eryth-
rocytes! is an important indicator of the health of a person12

along with the color and hemoglobin concentration of t
blood. A healthy human red cell is disk-shaped. A transf
mation of the erythrocytes can result from energy and imm
nological imbalances.12 An elevation of the count of trans
formed cells is a deleterious factor that can lead to a num
of pathological processes in the human organism. A ju
cious choice of the medium into which the erythrocytes
placed will make it possible to determine rather simply bo
the number and shape of the cells. Moreover, the possib
of limiting the number of degrees of freedom of the ce
~without loss of important vital functions! and to line up a
group of test cells along a single direction will substantia
simplify the data processing, which presents many diffic
ties for medical personnel in the the usual biochemical st
ies.
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orientation of erythrocytes of a healthy organism in liqui
crystal composites with different values of the optical a
dielectric anisotropy. Since the parameters mentioned
macroscopic characteristics of the medium and are relate
the packing fraction of the liquid crystal molecules, th
study will reveal the similarities and differences in the natu
of the interaction of erythrocytes with liquid-crystal mo
ecules of different mixtures and will also explore the distin
tions between the orientation effect and the Fro¨hlich forces.

The samples were sandwich cells with dimensions
25325 mm and a gap width of 10mm. A liquid-crystal mix-
ture with a suspension of erythrocytes was drawn into
gap by capillary forces. The erythrocyte concentration w
;5 – 7% of the total mass of the sample. The erythrocy
were 5–8mm in diameter. Thus the thickness of the liqui
crystal cell accomodated a single layer of erythrocyt
which simplified the subsequent study of their behavior
the liquid-crystal medium.

All the cells were made with an orienting coating bas
on a fluoroplastic solution in a mixture of acetone and am
acetate. The first experiments were done with an admix
of toluene in the orienting coating, but it turned out that th
substance caused a greater number of deformed erythro
while having no effect on the change in the angle of susp
sion of the liquid-crystal molecules and the related alignm
direction of the erythrocytes. Initially the choice of the o
ganic orienting substance was motivated by the fact that
had been shown in Refs. 13 and 14, the properties of
orienting film have a substantial influence on the dynami
characteristics of a liquid crystal and largely determine
value of the tilt angle of the liquid-crystal molecules to th
substrate surface. Since the highest contrast and fastes
sponse are obtained when polymer orienting coatings
used, the compound indicated above has assuredly been
more often than oxide orienting substances. After the orie
ing film was obtained by centrifuging, it was rubbed with
flannel cloth, and then used to makeS-type cells. The flaws
created in the rubbing of the orienting film were furrows,
which one can loosely ascribe a sinusoidal relief.

As the initial matrix we use a nematic liquid-cryst
composite with different refractive indicesDn and dielectric
anisotropiesD«: ZhK-807 ~Dn50.215, D«.0!; ZhK-1282
(Dn50.164, D«59.9!; ZhK-1289 ~Dn50.168, D«510!.
For experiments in polarized light a Lyumam-2I microsco
with a photographic attachment was used. With the repla

90220902-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



n
FIG. 1. Pattern of the distribution of erythrocytes in a
unoriented liquid-crystal cell. The Fro¨hlich interaction
is manifested for individual erythrocytes.
able objectives it gave magnifications of up to3800. We
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studied the erythrocyte distribution pattern in polarized lig
with the liquid-crystal cell placed between a polarizer and
analyzer set at a 45° angle between them.

Figures 1 and 2 show the results of a study of a unifo
distribution of blood cells in an unoriented liquid-crystal ce
and in a cell with a rubbed orienting coating. The liqu
crystal ZhK-1289 was used as the electrooptic crystal.
recall that photographs of the erythrocyte distribution patt
in the liquid-crystal composite ZhK-1282 were given
Ref. 11. The distribution of the blood cells in an unorient
liquid-crystal medium was shown there as well. It should
said that for all the liquid-crystal mixtures investigated in t
present study, as in Ref. 11, the blood cells were found
align along a single preferred direction.

It follows from these studies that erythrocytes, which a
not neutral particles,15 can be oriented along boundaries
rubbing-induced inhomogeneities of the mesophase. A
ally, the rubbing of the surface of the orienting film promot
the formation of a geometric microrelief which causes a
t
n

e
n

e

to

e

u-

-

The electric charge is concentrated differently at the hills a
valleys of the furrows of the orienting film and creates4 the
potential relief responsible for the packing of the liqui
crystal molecules. These factors can cause displaceme
the overlapping regions in associates consisting of t
liquid-crystal molecules with overlappimg rigid cores and
antiparallel orientation.16 The dipole moment of the stretch
ing vibration of the C[N bond, which is oriented along th
long axis of the rigid core of the liquid-crystal molecule,
uncompensated, and the red blood cells are attracted to it
become oriented along boundaries of inhomogeneities of
mezophase.

The general features of the distribution of the red blo
cells along a preferred direction are the same for all three
the liquid-crystal media that we studied. However, we d
observe differences in the tilt angles of groups of eryth
cytes when liquid crystals with different indicesDn andD«
were used. The difference in the tilt angles of the eryth
cytes is due, first, to the difference in the electrophysi
s
g

FIG. 2. Manifestation of the orientation of erythrocyte
in a liquid-crystal cell with a rubbed polymer orientin
coating.
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properties of the liquid-crystal mixtures used, and, second, to
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subtle effects involving the influence of the solid–liqui
crystal interface on the energy of the surface interaction.
known that the latter is given by the Rapini potential a
determines the tilt angle of the liquid-crystal molecules. O
of the most successful approximations of the surface
energy densityFs is of the form9

Fs5~1/2!~Ws sin2 q!,

whereq is the tilt angle of the director of the liquid-crysta
molecules with respect to the surface, andWs is the anchor-
ing energy of the liquid crystal to the surface. In its physic
meaning,Fs is equivalent to an interphase surface tensi
The values ofWs in the formula forFs vary over a rather
wide range: 1024– 1028 J/m2 ~Ref. 9!. The anchoring energy
depends on many factors: the nature of the surface, the q
ity of the rubbing, the aging of the solid surface, and also
properties of the liquid-crystal mixtures used. Under oth
wise similar conditions, the liquid-crystal molecules corr
sponding to different mixtures will lead to different surfa
densities of uncompensated surface dipoles and to some
ferences in their orientation direction. Interacting with t
liquid-crystal molecules, the erythrocytes follow the reli
that has been created and align along a preferred direc
with a definite tilt angle.

We note that the alignment of the erythrocytes alon
preferred direction is a characteristic feature of their orien
tion in nonlinear liquid-crystal media, and it is different fro
the Fröhlich interaction. Fro¨hlich’s theory actually predicts
that the blood cells in living blood are attracted to one a
other because of the presence of a cell membrane pote
and electrical vibrations that arise, with a frequency of
order of 1011– 1012 Hz. For a membrane thickness o
1026 cm and an electrical potential difference of 100 mV
high electric field of the order of 105 V/cm is created, which
naturally causes the membrane to become highly polar
and effects the organelles of the cell~e.g., proteins!. These
begin to oscillate at a still higher frequency. The oscillati
polar systems can interact with one another, and this inte
tion is sustained by exchange processes occurring in a li
organism. Visually the interacting blood cells begin to co
lesce, leading to their subsequent aggregation.

We note that the presence of Fro¨hlich forces is also de-
tected in our experiments in unoriented liquid-crystal ce
We have observed regions in which there are 3–5 eryth
cytes clumped together. However, the subsequent alignm
of the erythrocytes along a single direction is a definite in
cation that another mechanism is in effect, viz., the inter
tion of the blood cells with the liquid-crystal molecule
which follow the microrelief that is created.

Further, it has been shown18 that the Fro¨hlich interaction
can be strongly suppressed or eliminated entirely if: 1! the
potential of the cell membranes decreases; 2! the store of
exchange energy is exhausted. It was shown18 that when
erythrocytes are placed in solutions of suspension w
pH56.3 the membrane potential is close to zero. This s
stantially reduces the collisions of the erythrocytes and th
subsequent coalescence and destroys the cellular orga
tion ~it is suppressed by gluteraldehyde, for example!. The

904 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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by changing the pH of the solution to 7.6. Thus the auth
of Ref. 18 demonstrated the possibility of substantia
weakening the Fro¨hlich interaction by processing erythro
cytes in phosphate-buffered silane and the complete diso
nization of the cellular structure by processing in gluterald
hyde.

In our experiments the erythrocytes were embalmed
buffer mixture with pH57.23– 7.25. At these values of th
pH a certain slowing of the vital activity of the cellular stru
tures sets in, but the membrane potential is not comple
eliminated. The residual potential makes for a charge on
erythrocytes and promotes their subsequent interaction
uncompensated liquid-crystal dipoles. It must be said tha
order to decrease the error it would be well to do the exp
ments with living erythrocytes immediately after the blood
collected from the finger. There are certain difficulties w
this, however, since the blood plasma is subject to immu
logical reactions.19

The research reported above and the arguments
sented can be summarized as follows:

We have established the similarities and differences
the orientation of erythrocytes in an interaction with liqui
crystal molecules in liquid-crystal composites having diffe
ent electrooptic properties. We have examined the mec
nism of interaction of blood cells with uncompensat
liquid-crystal dipoles. We have ascertained the influence
the Fröhlich forces on the formation of microscopic group
of erythrocytes when a suspension of these cells is place
an uncompensated liquid-crystal medium. We have dem
strated the difference between the orientation of erythrocy
in a nonlinear liquid-crystal medium as compared to the
set of Fröhloch’s electrical vibrations for living biologica
systems. We have selected a medium which is rather fa
able for studying blood cells: it does not cause total loss
the important vital functions of the cells, and the residu
membrane potential ensures an interaction of the eryth
cytes with the liquid-crystal molecules and their alignment
a row at a certain angle to the surface of the substrate.

This last circumstance is of great significance from
applied standpoint. Comparison testing of a blood sam
from a healthy organism against some pathology by me
of a correlation type of information processing~the Van der
Lugt correlation function and a joint transformation! encoun-
ters difficulties if the blood cells are rotated. Optical syste
of this kind are not invariant with respect to rotation of th
cells in the blood sample. The chosen medium, which lim
the number of degrees of freedom of the blood cells~on
account of the viscosity of the liquid crystals! and aligns
them at the same angle to a common direction~on account of
the orienting ability of the liquid crystals!, substantially sim-
plifies the correlation analysis. Furthermore, when the blo
cells are aligned in a row they can be easily tested for sha
providing information to medical personnel about the sev
ity of certain illnesses. In addition, it is easier to count t
blood cells with the aid of an oriented liquid-crystal cell
compared to the quantitative estimate obtained in a Gory
chamber, and such cells may find application in ordina
laboratory studies of blood smears.
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Magnetoplasmon modes in the response of a mesoscopic particle of a semimetal

the
or a nonmagnetic insulator
S. I. Bastrukov and D. V. Podga ny 

Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna
~Submitted November 20, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 16–21~December 12, 1997!

The macroscopic features of the behavior of a mesoscopic particle in a magnetic field are
investigated for mesoscopic particles possessing the properties of a semimetal or a nonmagnetic
insulator. It is shown that for a fixed value of the magnetic field the frequency of the
Alfvén magnetoplasma mode falls off monotonically~as 1/R! as the radius of the particle increases.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00312-1#

The significant progress that has been achieved toward In this report we discuss the macroscopic features of
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miniaturization of computer technology continues to prov
the main stimulus for the intensive research on the me
copic properties of micron samples and nanoparticles of c
ducting materials.1 A feature of mesoscopic particles is th
they are polyatomic systems whose stability of formation
conditional on the organization of the charge carriers in
shell and depends substantially on the parity of the num
of atoms forming them~the binding energy is determined b
the shell and even–even effects which are characteristic
microscopic systems such as atoms and atomic nuclei!. At
the same time, in the response of a mesoscopic particle t
external electromagnetic perturbation one can discern
completely macroscopic behavior of the charge carriers
is characteristic of solids of infinite volume. The only mes
scopic objects that have been well studied at present
atomic clusters of alkali metals, the charge carriers in wh
are electrons~see, e.g., Refs. 2 and 3 and the references c
therein!. Meanwhile, the mesoscopic properties of fine p
ticulates of other conducting materials, such as semime
remain less well studied.

A distinctive physical property of semimetals~bismuth,
antimony, tungsten! cooled to liquid-helium temperature
~below 2 K! and immersed in a uniform magnetic field
their ability to support the propagation of transverse lo
frequency oscillations,4–8 which are known in magnetohy
drodynamics as Alfve´n waves9,10 and which are character
ized by dispersionless propagation:

v5cAk, cA5VA cosu, VA5B/~4pr!1/2, ~1!

wherer5n(me* 1mh* ) is the mass density of the neutralize
electron–hole plasma~me* andmh* are the effective masse
of the electron and hole!, and u is the angle between th
propagation direction~wave vectork! of the wave and the
direction of the magnetic fieldB. Alfvén waves can also be
excited in nonmagnetic semiconductors.11,12 This macro-
scopic property is a consequence of the microscopic me
nism of conduction of a semimetal or a nonmagnetic insu
tor, the carriers of which, unlike the case of simple meta
are electrons and holes with equal densitiesn5ne5nh . It is
appropriate to mention here that the equality of the elect
and hole densitiesne andnh is what makes it impossible fo
helical magnetoplasma waves~helicons! to propagate in the
aforementioned materials.6–8
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behavior of a mesoscopic particle in a magnetic field
mesoscopic particles possessing the properties of a s
metal or nonmagnetic insulator. The goal of our analysis is
determine the mesoscopic size effect in the response of
a particle to an external electromagnetic perturbation,
physical nature of which is due to the excitation of natu
oscillations of the Alfve´n type in a neutralized and magne
tized solid-state~electron–hole! plasma. From a constructiv
standpoint the problem consists in obtaining the explicit
pendence of the frequency of the Alfve´n modes on the di-
mensions of the sample in order to assess how the dispe
relation ~1! ~the law of propagation of Alfve´n waves in an
infinite volume of a semimetal or nonmagnetic insulator! is
modified in going to mesoscopic samples of these mater

The magnetoplasma response of a mesoscopic par
can be analyzed in the model of a magnetized and neu
ized solid-state plasma, the motion of which is governed
the equations of magnetohydrodynamics:9,10

dr

dt
1r¹•V50, r

dV

dt
52¹W1

1

4p
~B•¹!B,

¹•B50,
]B

]t
5¹3~V3B!, ~2!

whered/dt5]/]t1(V•¹) is the substantive derivative,V is
the velocity of the collective flow of the electron–ho
plasma, B is the uniform magnetic induction inside th
sample, andW is the hydromagnetic pressure. If it is a
sumed that the external perturbation does not give rise
local fluctuations of the density (dr50) or of the hydromag-
netic pressure (dW50), the linearized equations of magn
tohydrodynamics, which admit the possibility of Alfve´n
wave propagation in the electron–hole plasma, take
form:10

r
]dV

]t
2

1

4p
~B•¹!dB50, ¹•dB50, ¹•dV50,

~3!

]dB

]t
2~B•¹!dV50. ~4!

Hered V andd B are variations of the velocity and magnet
field, respectively, due to the external perturbation, andr is

90620906-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



understood to mean the equilibrium density of charge carri-
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ers. Scalar multiplication of Eq.~4! by dV and integration
over the volume of the particle~here it is assumed tha
dBur 5R50 on the surface of the particle! leads to the energy
balance equation

]

]t EV

rdV2

2
dt5

1

4p E
V
dViBk

]dBi

]xk
dt. ~5!

The variations of the flow velocity and magnetic inducti
are conveniently written in the form

dV5j~r !ȧ~ t !, dB5b~r !a~ t !, ~6!

wherej~r ! is the field of the instantaneous displacements
b(r )5(B•¹)j(r ). The latter relation follows from Eq.~5!
after d B given by relation~6! is substituted into it. Now
substituting~6! into ~4!, the latter equation is transforme
into an equation of normal oscillations:

M ä1Ka50, ~7!

whereM is the inertia andK is the stiffness of the Alfve´n
oscillations:

M5E
V
rj2~r !dt, j2~r !5j i~r !j i~r !, ~8!

K5
1

4p E
V
b2~r !dt, b2~r !5Bk

]j i~r !

]xk
Bn

]j i~r !

]xn
. ~9!

It follows from the expressions obtained forM andK that in
order to determine the natural frequencies of the Alfv´n
magnetoplasma modes one needs to know only the fiel
the instantaneous displacementsj~r !, which is uniquely re-
lated by Eq. ~6! to the variations of the velocity field
dV(r ,t).

From a physical standpoint the presence of a static m
netic field inside the magnetization is ordinarily treated a
background~magnetic jellium!, the presence of which is re
sponsible for its elastodynamic~elastic-like! behavior, in the
sense that the ability of a continuous medium to supp
undamped transverse oscillations as well as longitudinal o
is a property inherent to an ideally elastic continuum. T
similarity in the behavior of a magnetized plasma and
elastic medium gives us grounds for assuming that the
placement fields accompanying the natural Alfve´n oscilla-
tions of an electron–hole plasma magnetized in a sphe
volume can be described by the displacement fields arisin
a spherical particle of an ideally elastic medium with elas
oscillations excited in it. On the basis of this observation,
use the solutions found in Ref. 13 for the equations of e
todynamics of a poloidal displacement field

jp~r !5
Np

l 11
~¹3~¹3r !!r l Pl~m!5Np¹r l Pl~m!,

Np51/~ lRl 22!, ~10!

accompanying the spheroidal elastodynamic oscillations
spherical particle, and also for the toroidal displacement fi

jt~r !5Nt~¹3r !r l Pl~m!, Nt51/~Rl 21!, ~11!
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an elastic medium. HerePl(m) is a Legendre polynomial o
multipole order l , and m5cosu. The analogy discusse
above explains the physical origin of the magnetoelastic
storing force in the Alfve´n oscillations of an electron–hol
plasma magnetized in a spherical volume: the collective
placements of the charge carriers under the influence of
external perturbation deforms the equilibrium magnetic fie
giving rise to a stress which tends to restore the equilibri
configuration of the magnetic field.

To obtain concrete estimates we consider the case
which the external uniform magnetic field penetrating in
the particle is directed along thex axis: B5(B,0,0). In a
spherical coordinate system with a fixed polar axis, the co
ponents of this field inside the particle are of the form

Br5~12m2!1/2B cosf, Bu5mB cosf,

Bf5B sin f, ~12!

where m5cosu. Substituting expressions~10!, ~11!, and
~12! into ~8! and~9!, we find that the frequenciesv25K/M
~details of the calculations of the coefficientsM and K are
given in Ref. 14! of the natural poloidal and toroidal osci
lations are given by

vp
25

1

2
vA

2~ l 21!2
2l 11

2l 21
, v t

25
1

2
vA

2 ~ l 311!

l 11

2l 13

2l 21
,

~13!

respectively, where

vA
25

VA
2

R2 5
B2

4prR2 ~14!

is the fundamental, Alfve´n frequency of the magnetoplasmo
mode.

The spectral formulas~13! and ~14! are the main result
coming from the magnetic jellium model and express
physical content of the mesoscopic size effect that is
pected in the response of a spherical particle of a semim
or nonmagnetic insulator: at a fixed value of the fie
strength the frequency of the Alfve´n magnetoplasmon mod
falls off monotonically with increasing particle radius a
1/R. This conclusion can serve as one of the main guidep
in the experimental search for the mesoscopic effect
scribed here.

Let us conclude by given some concrete numerical e
mates of the frequency of the magnetoplasmon mode
bismuth particles of micron size and smaller. The velocity
an Alfvén wave in bismuth cooled toT51.2 K is
VA'109 cm/s. Substituting this value into Eq.~13! and as-
suming thatR;1022– 1024 cm, we find that the frequencie
of the Alfvén oscillations lie in the interval 1011– 1013 Hz,
which is completely accessible to measurement. This ho
forth the hope that the above predictions can be checke
the near future.

This study was supported by INTAS under Gra
INTAS-151.
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Nonequilibrium surface ionization of water molecules in a high electric field

to
in the presence of resonance absorption of near-infrared radiation
N. M. Blashenkov and G. Ya. Lavrent’ev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted June 27, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 22–25~December 12, 1997!

The results of experiments undertaken to establish the connection between the current of ions
desorbed from the surface in the presence of an electric field and the frequency of the
infrared radiation incident on that surface are described. It is shown that resonance absorption of
infrared radiation by adsorbed molecules increases the efficiency of the surface ionization
process. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00412-6#

The phenomenon of nonequilibrium surface ionizationmonochromatic light with a wavelength varying from 1.6
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was discovered in a study of the ionization of the products
the heterogeneous exothermic reaction of dissociation of
etone peroxide.1 The measured values of the ion currents
the radicals formed in this reaction exceeded the equilibr
values of the currents calculated for them according to
theory of surface ionization by 6–7 orders of magnitude.
was shown in Ref. 2, such a strong increase in the ion cur
can be accounted for by vibrational excitation of the deso
ing ions on account of the energy released in the cours
the exothermic chemical reaction.

Consequently, upon the excitation of vibrational states
adsorbed molecules by infrared radiation the efficiency
nonequilibrium surface ionization of excited particles sho
increase. However, at the low emitter temperatures neces
for the formation of appreciable coatings, the lifetime of t
adsorbate (t0 for neutrals andt1 for ions! can be much
longer than the relaxation timet* of vibrational excitation
on the surface. In order for the particles to have time to
desorbed while in excited states, it is necessary to decr
their lifetime on the surface. The lifetime of neutral particl
cannot be changed under the given conditions. Unlike tha
neutrals, however, the lifetime of ions formed from excit
molecules by the nonequilibrium surface ionization mec
nism can be decreased by lowering the Schottky bar
by applying an electric field to the surface, so thatt1,t*
~Ref. 3!.

Thus in this paper we address the problem of establ
ing the relation between the current of ions desorbed fr
the surface in the presence of a high electric field and
variable frequency of the infrared radiation incident on t
surface in the spectral region of the normal modes of
adsorbed molecules.

The adsorbate consisted of water molecules which
been admitted to a level of;1026 torr into the surface-
ionization field ion source of a static magnetic mass sp
trometer, with a residual gas pressure of 1029 torr. The ion
emitter was an oxidized tungsten filament 5–10mm in diam-
eter. A voltageU52(0.5– 20) kV was applied to an elec
trode coaxial with the tungsten emitter, producing an elec
field at the emitter of 105 to 83106 V/cm in the case of a
smooth filament and up to 108 V/cm as the tungsten oxid
scale grew on the filament.4 The emitter was illuminated by
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2 mm from the MDR-23 monochromator of a KSVU-23 ap
paratus. The temperature of the emitter in the experime
was 350–400 K. The ions were detected in the pul
counting mode. The spectrum was recorded in a sweep o
wavelength along the abscissa with a step of 20 nm, w
the signal from the secondary electron multiplier of the m
spectrometer was applied to the ordinate axis through
computer of the KSVU-23 apparatus. In each run we fi
made a background scan~without the emitter illumination!
and then a scan with the emitter illuminated. The worki
scan was the difference of the first and second scans.
statistics of the resulting spectrum amounts to 66 work
scans.

Figure 1 shows the spectrum of the ion current for H2O
1

(m/e518 u) as the wavelength of the illumination wa
swept from 1.6 to 2mm. An excess of the current above th
rms deviation is observed forl51.91– 1.95mm. The
closest eigenfrequencies of the water molecule to th
wavelengths are the combination frequenc
(n11n2)2151.91mm and (n31n2)2151.88mm ~besides
these frequencies this range also includes the fourth over
(4n2)2151.63mm, but its excitation probability is very
low!. Here we have used the notation for parallel norm
modes: skeletal (n1)2152.73mm, deformation
(n2)2156.27mm, and for the perpendicular skeletal mod
(n3)2152.66mm ~Ref. 5!.

Vibrations at the combination frequency (n31n2) and at
the fundamental frequencyn3 are not excited on the surfac
if the symmetry axis of the adsorbed water molecules is p
pendicular to the surface~this is the most probable positio
of the molecules, particularly in an electric field!. The di-
poles which vary parallel to the surface are not excited, si
the corresponding component of the radiation incident on
metal surface is zero.6 And this is precisely how the dipole
should vary in the perpendicular vibrationsn3 for the orien-
tation of the molecules described above.

It follows from what we have said that the observ
band can be attributed to vibrations at the combination
quency (n11n2). The width of the band in our spectrum
;100 cm21, which agrees with the width of the band of a
individual molecule. This means that the adsorbed molecu
in our case are not bound by hydrogen bonds, i.e., they

90920909-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



Thus the experiments confirm the hypothesis that the
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de-
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s-
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not form a water film on the surface.7 The shift of the ab-
sorption band to longer wavelengths by;130 cm21 is in-
dicative of the presence of a chemical shift which overlap
the dipole interaction of the adsorbed molecules.6

FIG. 1. Currentj of desorbed H2O
1 ions versus the wavelengthl of the

radiation incident on the surface. The horizontal lines indicate the rms erro
Top: the displacements of the atoms in the normal modes of the H2O mol-
ecule. Bottom: the position of the combination frequencies along the a
scissa.
910 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
s

resonance absorption of infrared radiation by adsorbed m
ecules enhances the efficiency of surface ionization by
mechanism of nonequilibrium surface ionization. This, w
believe, opens up prospects for new techniques of photo
sorption infrared spectrometry for adsorption systems.

In closing we express our sincere gratitude to M.
Knat’ko, V. I. Paleev, and N. D. Potekhina for helpful di
cussions.
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Using C 60 molecules for deep carbonization of rhenium in ultrahigh vacuum

cial
R. N. Gall’, E. V. Rut’kov, A. Ya. Tontegode, and M. M. Usufov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted May 29, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 26–30~December 12, 1997!

The adsorption of C60 molecules on the surface of a rhenium ribbon heated to 1800 K is
investigated quantitatively. It is found that the C60 molecules are adsorbed without reflection and
then dissociate, and the carbon formed in the process is dissolved in the bulk of the
rhenium to the limit of solubility. Then a graphite monolayer forms on the rhenium surface, and
the dissociation of the C60 molecules stops. It is shown that the C60 molecules can be used
as an effective carbonizing object on metals in ultrahigh vacuum. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00512-0#
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7/1
molecule has a distinctly low sublimation temperature an
extremely promising for use as an ultrahigh-vacuum carb
izing agent. In carbonization by C60 there are no extraneou
atoms impinging on the surface as, for example, when
drocarbons or CO molecules are used as the carboni
agent. This purity is very important both in scientific expe
ments such as research on the properties of catalysts an
the mechanisms and prevention of corrosion, and also
technological applications, e.g., in metallurgy, in the grow
of diamond films.

Unfortunately, there is extremely little information in th
literature concerning the interaction of fullerene molecu
such as C60 with the surfaces of metals at high temperatur
For example, it has been shown1–4 that C60 molecules ad-
sorbed on the surface of Ir or Re at room temperature re
their nature, and on heating toT5800– 1000 K they disso
ciate on the surface of both these metals. The carbon th
liberated ‘‘forgets’’ how it got to the surface and behav
precisely as we have found previously for other sources
carbonization—it forms a graphite film on the surface of
~Ref. 5! and dissolves in the bulk in Re~Ref. 6!. At the same
time, it is not known whether adsorption at elevated tempe
tures, in particular, at the temperatures required for carb
ization processes~1000–1600 K!, leads to dissociation of the
C60 molecules and the accumulation of carbon on the surf
and in the bulk of the substrate or to reflection of the C60

molecules from the surface.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments were done in the ultrahigh-vacu
(p,10210 Torr), high-resolution Auger spectrometer d
scribed in Ref. 7. The samples were rhenium ribbons w
dimensions of 0.0231340 mm, which were heated by th
direct passage of an ac electrical current through them.
auxiliary Mo ribbon with dimensions of 0.0231340 mm
was used in some of the measurements. The temperatu
the ribbons was measured by an optical micropyrometer

Molecules of C60 were deposited on the surface of th
rhenium ribbon, which was held at a temperature of 1800
from a Knudsen cell located;3 mm from the surface of the
ribbon, and the state of the adlayer was monitored by m
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collector system with an antidynatron grid.At no time dur-
ing the experiment did the residual pressure in the appar
exceed 131029 Torr. The results are presented in Fig. 1.
was found that during the first ten minutes of deposition
emission current was almost constant, but a slight increas
the current~by ;20%! and growth of the resistance of th
ribbon indicated that the carbon placed on the surface is
tively dissolved in the bulk of the metal. At the twelft
minute of deposition the current increased sharply by t
orders of magnitude and then stabilized, and the furt
deposition of fullerenes did not lead to any changes in
system.

The processes occurring here are similar to those wh
we observed previously in the carbonization of a rheni
ribbon in benzene vapor.6 When the concentration of th
carbon dissolved in the ribbon reached a level correspond
to the solubility limit, a graphite monolayer formed on th
surface, blocking the further dissociation of the fullere
molecules. The work function of a graphite monolay
ew54.45 eV, is significantly below that of rhenium coate
with a surface carbide,ew55.25 eV, and this makes for
sharp increase in the thermionic emission current upon
formation of the graphite monolayer.

To confirm the physical picture developed above, t
rhenium ribbon was heated to temperatures correspondin
the active desorption of carbon~2200–2300 K!, and the de-
sorption products, which were condensed on another, au
iary molybdenum ribbon, were studied by Auger electr
spectroscopy. It was found that carbon indeed does accu
late in the bulk of the rhenium ribbon, and on heating
desorbed in significant quantities~5–6 monolayers of carbon
on an auxiliary ribbon located;15 mm from the rhenium
sample!, while no extraneous impurities were detect
among the desorption products.

To determine the total number of C60 molecules that
have fallen on the surface of the rhenium ribbon in the c
bonization process, we had to determine the flux density
the fullerene molecules emitted by the Knudsen cell. For t
the flux of C60 molecules from the cell was directed onto th
surface of an auxiliary Mo ribbon held at room temperatu
and the number of adsorbed molecules was determined
Auger electron spectroscopy. As was shown in Refs. 2 an

91120911-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Change in the thermionic current~1! and elec-
trical resistance~2! of a rhenium ribbon as a constan
flux of C60 molecules impinges on its surface. The rib
bon is at a temperatureT51800 K.
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of the carbon Auger signal but the screening of the Au
signal of the substrate~the intensity of the Mo Auger signa
at E5221 eV!. We also used a technique proposed in tho
papers2,3 for estimating the concentration of C60 molecules in
the adlayer.

According to the results of the measurements the fl
density of C60 molecules from the cell, located;22 mm
from the surface of the auxiliary ribbon~it was not possible
to place it any closer to the cell!, was;(260.3)31012 mol/
cm2 s. Assuming for our estimates that the emitted flux d
sity falls off with distance as;R22, we can calculate the
flux impinging on the surface of the rhenium ribbon;
we see, this density turns out to be~22/3!2

•231012

mol/cm2 s51.031014 mol/cm2 s. Since each molecule con
tains 60 carbon atoms, the flux density of carbon to the s
face is;631015 atoms C/cm2. Let us now estimate the tota
amount of carbon dissolved in the ribbon. The solubil
limit of carbon at the temperatures used is;3 at.% ~Ref. 8!,
the volume associated with each square centimeter of
surface for a ribbon 0.02 mm thick is 231023 cm3, and the
density of rhenium atoms in the metal is 6.831022

atoms/cm3 ~Ref. 9!. Then the limiting amount of carbon dis
solved per square centimeter of ribbon is 231023

•(2 – 3)
31022

•6.8310225(3 – 4)31018 atoms C/cm2. At the same
time, in the 12 minutes that it took for the carbonization
occur the number of carbon atoms impinging on the surf
of the metal was 12•60•631015 atoms C/cm25431018

atoms C/cm2, which is very close to the limiting value est
mated above. Even this rough estimate is convincing e
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dergo dissociation on the surface in the high-tempera
adsorption of C60 molecules is small and that these mo
ecules are indeed not reflected from the surface but disa
ciate on it, making them a highly efficient carbonizing age
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Shift of the emission lines of aluminum in a laser plasma generated on the surface

of a solid target in the atmosphere

O. A. Bukin, E. N. Bol’shakova, É. A. Sviridenkov, N. V. Sushilov, A. Yu. Ma or,
and O. I. Kholodkevich

Pacific Oceanological Institute, Far Eastern Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Vladivostok
~Submitted October 29, 1996; resubmitted April 1, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 31–35~December 12, 1997!

Experiments designed to elucidate how the emission lines of the elements of a laser plasma are
affected by the presence of the atmosphere are described. It is shown that the generation
of a shock wave when the plasma flare is ignited on the surface of a target in the atmosphere
leads to a shift of the center of the emission lines and to an increase in their intensity.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00612-5#

The problem of the emission spectrum of a plasma flarewavelengths of 3961 and 3944 Å.5 The half-width of the
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on a target located in the atmosphere has been consid
recently in connection with the development of analytic
methods of laser spark spectroscopy of both solids1 and
liquids.2–4 To heighten the contrast of the lines of the em
sion spectrum of the elements to be detected against
background of the continuous spectrum of the plasma fl
one uses laser radiation with a high power density, in exc
of 109 W/cm2, on the target surface. It is known1 that at such
intensities a shock wave arises in the atmosphere, cau
additional heating of the erosion material coming off t
target and also additional ionization of the atoms of the
get and atmospheric gases. Thus the presence of a s
wave in the atmosphere can lead to an increase in the in
sity of the emission lines on account of the additional heat
and can give rise to a Stark shift on account of the enhan
ment of the local electric fields as a result of the additio
ionization.

We have done experiments for the purpose of elucid
ing how the presence of the atmosphere affects the emis
lines of the elements in a laser plasma. We investigated
emission spectra of a plasma flare generated by laser ra
tion on the surface of a solid target. A diagram of the expe
ment is shown in Fig. 1. A Nd:YAG laser with an outp
wavelength of 1.064mm was used in the experiment; the u
of a single gain cascade yielded an energy of laser radia
per pulse of up to 1 J at aduration~at half maximum! of the
order of 15 ns. The laser radiation was focused by a lens w
a focal length of 7 cm into an evacuable cell containing
target ~an aluminum plate!. A LiF crystal was used for Q
switching. The emission spectrum was recorded usin
double monochromator with a multichannel spectrum a
lyzer at the exit slit. The device gave a dispersion of 0.16
per element of the multichannel spectrum analyzer. T
wavelength calibration of the spectrum was checked wit
mercury lamp, the emission spectrum of which was recor
simultaneously with that of the plasma flare.

Figure 2a shows the spectrum of the plasma from
aluminum target when the cell was evacuated~pressure
1021 Torr!. The relative intensity of the spectral lines is plo
ted on the vertical axis, versus the wavelength in angstro
on the horizontal~in descending order!. On the left is the
calibration line of the mercury lamp at a wavelength
4046 Å. To the right are the emission lines of aluminum
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lines is of the order of 1 Å and is due to the collisiona
broadening mechanism. Figure 2b shows the emission s
trum obtained at standard atmospheric pressure in the
under otherwise identical conditions. The crosses in Fig.
indicate the positions of the emission lines of the alumin
atoms at a pressure of 1021 torr. One sees that the Al emis
sion lines are shifted toward the red region of the spectr
by an amount of the order of 1 Å. This shift was observed
a power density of the laser radiation on the target surfac
over 109 W/cm2 ~the power densities were the same for t
evacuated cell and the cell at standard pressure!. The half-
width of the emission line increased to 2 Å on going to
standard pressure. Thus the broadening of the lines on g
from the vacuum to a standard atmosphere is 1 Å, i.e.,
proximately equal to the shift of the line center, as is ch
acteristic for a Stark mechanism.

The typical values of the density of target atoms and io
in the plasma at the given values of the power density of
laser radiation at the surface of the target are of the orde
1020 cm23 ~Ref. 6!, which is higher than the density of a
mospheric gases, so that it is difficult to attribute the sh
and broadening of the line in the atmosphere to the inte
tion of the target atoms and ions with atmospheric gas
However, at such values of the radiation power density at
target surface the expansion of erosion material into the
mosphere gives rise to a supersonic radiational shock w
which causes additional heating of the plasma.1 Indeed, we
detected a significant increase in the intensity of the Al em
sion lines on going from the evacuated cell to a stand
atmosphere at the same values of the laser intensity.
increase in the intensity of the lines reached a factor of
which corresponds to an increase in the plasma tempera
in the standard atmosphere by a factor of 19 in compari
with the temperature in the evacuated cell~the estimates
were made from the ratio of the intensities of the same li
in vacuum and in the atmosphere on the assumption of t
modynamic equilibrium!.7 The ratio of the density of ions
upon breakdown at the surface of the target in the atm
sphere to the density of ions formed in the plasma flare w
the target was in an evacuated cell was estimated from
broadening of the lines;7 these estimates show that the e
ergy of the ions is increased approximately 85-fold in co
parison with the vacuum case. This should lead to a str

91320913-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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increase in the local electric fields in which the emitting
oms are located and thus to a Stark shift of the emiss
lines, as was observed in the experiment.

Thus the onset of a shock wave in the excitation o
plasma flare on the surface of a target in the atmosphere
have at least two effects: a Stark shift of the line centers
an increased intensity of the emission lines on account of
additional heating by the shock wave.

1L. T. Sukhov,Laser Spectrum Analysis@in Russian#, Nauka, Novosibirsk
~1990!.

2O. A. Bukin, A. N. Pavlov, N. V. Sushilovet al., in Proceedings of the

FIG. 1. Diagram of experimental apparatus:1—Nd:YAG laser and optical
amplifier,2—mirror, 3—focusing lens,4—mercury lamp,5—evacuable cell
containing the target,6—objective, 7—double monochromator,8—
multichannel spectrum analyzer,9—computer.
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FIG. 2. Spectrum of the emission lines of Al: a—at a pressure of 1021 Torr;
b — at standard pressure.
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Nonlinear surface waves with allowance for the saturation effect

L. V. Fedorov and K. D. Lyakhomskaya

T. G. Shevchenko Pridnestrov State–Corporate University
~Submitted May 8, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 36–39~December 12, 1997!

It is shown that for a medium with the dielectric function given by the expression
«5«11(«22«1)tanh(E2/Es

2), where«1 and«2 are constants andEs is the saturation field, there
is a threshold value of the power density at which a nonlinear surface wave can be
excited. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00712-X#
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waves is a topical problem in integrated optics. The prop
ties of these waves have been studied for Kerr media wh
refractive indices contain a term quadratic in the field.1–3 For
non-Kerr nonlinear media, however, it is necessary to ob
the refractive index from first principles, using the consti
tive relations. In a number of studies4,5 the properties of non-
linear surface waves have been studied with allowance
the saturation effect inherent to a system of two-level ato
In Ref. 6 a simple nonlinearity was used, for which it w
possible to obtain exact analytical solutions for the struct
of the field and the dispersion relation. Saturation effects
also be modeled with other dielectric functions.

We have studied the properties of nonlinear surfa
waves propagating along a plane interface between two
dia, one of which is nonlinear. The dielectric function of t
nonlinear medium is given by the expression

«5«11~«22«1!tanh~E2/Es
2!, z>0, ~1!

where«1 and«2 are constants andEs is the saturation field.
The function~1! exhibits the saturation effect, since it varie
from «1 to «2 as the amplitude of the field is increased fro
zero to infinity. We assume that the wave propagates al
thex axis and that the electric and magnetic field vectors
oriented as shown in the inset to Fig. 1. Using Maxwe
equations, we obtain the following wave equations for
linear and nonlinear media, respectively:

d2E

dz2 5x2E, x25k22«0

v2

c2 , z<0, ~2!

d2E

dz2 5S q22~«22«1!
v2

c2 tanh~E2/Es
2! DE,

q25k22«1

v2

c2 , z>0. ~3!

We have found the solutions for the profiles of the elec
field of the wave in the regionsz>0 andz<0. In the non-
linear medium the field profile has a maximum, and

E
Em /Es

E/Es dy

A~n22«1!y22~«22«1!ln coshy2
5k0z,

0<z<zm , ~4!
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E
Ex /Es A~n22«1!y22~«22«1!ln coshy2

5k0~z2zm!,

zm<z<`, ~5!

where the positionzm of the maximum of the profile is given
by the formula

E
E0 /Es

Em /Es dy

A~n22«1!y22~«22«1!ln coshy2
5k0zm ,

k05
v

c
. ~6!

Here E0 is the field amplitude at the interface between t
two media and is determined from the continuity conditi
for the tangential component of the field at the interfa
which results in the formula

~«02«1!
E0

2

Es
2 5~«22«1!ln cosh

E0
2

Es
2 . ~7!

The power density transported by the wave in the propa
tion direction is given by the expression

P

P0
5

nv0

v H E0
2/Es

2

An22«0

12F~Em /Es!2F~E0 /Es!J , ~8!

where

F~x!5E
0

x Aydy

A~n22«1!y2~«22«1!ln coshy
,

P05
c2Es

2

16pv0
,

andv0 is the frequency of the transition responsible for t
creation of the nonlinear function~1!.

Numerical calculations for the dispersion relation of t
propagating wave and the position of the maximum of
field profile were carried out for the following paramet
values:

«052.4336, «152.4025, «252.56.

Figure 1 shows the dispersion relation, i.e., the dep
dence of the normalized power density on the effective
fractive index of the composite medium. It is seen tha
solution of equation~8! exists ~a wave is excited! if
P.Pmin . For the given values of the parameters one g

91520915-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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(P/P0)min57.286 atn51.566. ForP.Pmin each value of
the normalized power density corresponds to two differ
values of the effective refractive index. Forn→1.56 and
n→1.6 the power density increases without bound, i.e., i
practically impossible to excite an electromagnetic wa
with these values ofn.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the position of the maximum
the field profile versus the normalized power density. It
seen that corresponding to each value of the normal
power density there are two different values of the maxim
of the field profile, so that each value of the normaliz
power density corresponds to two different values of the
fective refractive index.

Thus a medium with dielectric function~1! is character-
ized by a threshold value of the power density at which

FIG. 1. Plot of the normalized power densityP/P0 versus the effective
refractive indexn of the medium.
916 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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nonlinear surface wave can be excited. For power dens
below the threshold value such nonlinear surface waves
not exist. The results for the dielectric function~1! correlate
with the results of Ref. 6, where a dielectric function th
changed abruptly at a certain value of the field was used
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FIG. 2. Plot of the positionk0zm of the maximum of the field profile in the
nonlinear medium versus the normalized power densityP/P0 .
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Application of Mel’nikov’s method for estimating the efficacy of external signals

on complex nonlinear systems with strange attractors

V. V. Afanas’ev, Yu. E. Pol’ski , and V. S. Chernyavski 

Kazan State Technical University
~Submitted June 11, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 40–45~December 12, 1997!

Mel’nikov’s method is used as a criterion for determining the condition for the onset of
stochastization in nonlinear dynamical systems with strange attractors. Analytical conditions for
the onset of stochastization in Duffing systems and Lorenz systems are obtained, from
which one can synthesize a control signal ensuring the required behavior of the system. A
mathematical experiment is carried out which confirms the correctness of the theoretical analysis.
© 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00812-4#
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tractors support qualitatively different processes: regular
stochastic. Controlling the behavior of a nonlinear dynami
system with a strange attractor is an important problem.
known that control can be effected by small resonance
nals matched with the internal properties of the dynam
system. The goal of this study is to estimate the efficacy
external influences on the behavior of a dynamical sys
with a strange attractor on the basis of the qualitative cr
rion of Mel’nikov’s method.

The most widely used method of investigating proces
occurring in dynamical systems with strange attractors
computer simulation. At the same time, it is of interest
explore analytical methods that would permit determinat
of the conditions for transitions of the system from one
gime to another. There is a known analytical method due
Mel’nikov whereby one can determine the conditions for t
onset of stochastization in systems which are close to b
Hamiltonian systems2 from the criterion for the onset of sto
chasticity in the neighborhood of a separatrix in the prese
of dissipation in a nonlinear dynamical system.3 Mel’nikov’s
method is based on an analytical, perturbation-theory ca
lation of the distanceD between the separatrices of the sy
tem under analysis. A sign-varying nature ofD means that
the motion in the given region is chaotic.2,3 Consequently,
for determining the conditions for a transition of the syste
from a regular to a stochastic regime it is necessary to as
whetherD changes sign.

It is known that the behavior of a Lorenz dynamic
system

ẋ5s~y2x!,

ẏ5rx2y2xz,

ż5xy2bz ~1!

near points of unstable equilibrium~c1 andc2 , with coordi-
nates6x056y056Ab(r 021), z05r 021! can be written
in the form of Duffing’s equation with an anharmonic pe
odic right-hand side.4

For a Duffing nonlinear dynamical system with an ar
trary right-hand sideg(t),

917 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 1063-7850/9
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in the case when an additive external control signalb(t) is
used, the splittingD, according to Mel’nikov’s method, is o
the form

D5A2p (
n51

`

ch21~pnV/2!~2nVan sin~nVt0!

1nVbn cos~nVt0!!14d/3, ~3!

wherean andbn are the Fourier expansion coefficients of t
function

a~ t !5g~ t !1b~ t !,

with g(t) being the right-hand side of Duffing’s equatio
andb(t) the internal control signal acting on the dynamic
system.

It follows from expression~3! that the main influence on
the onset of stochastization in a Duffing dynamical syst
acted on by external periodic influences comes from
first harmonics g(t) and b(t), since the denominato
cosh(pnV/2) increases sharply with increasing coefficientn.
Therefore, to eliminate stochastization one can use harm
control signalsb(t) even in the case of an anharmonicg(t).
The most effective signals here are the quasiresona
V>vkb , and the inertial,V>vkb ~vkb is a quasi-resonanc
frequency of the system!.1

It should be noted that the change in sign of the splitt
D, as can be seen from Eq.~3!, also depends on the phas
relations between the harmonic componentsg(t) andb(t);
upon a change in the phasing both regularization and
chastization of the dynamical systems can occur.

In the case of a periodic modulation of the parameter
of a Lorenz system in the formr 5r 01r (t), we obtain from
Eq. ~1!

ẍ2xs~r 021!1x3s/b52 ẋ~s111x2/b!1a~ t !, ~4!

wherea(t)5sx@ ż/b1r (t)#, andr 0 is the constant compo
nent of r .

By analogy with the Duffing equation considered abo
we can conclude that for eliminating the stochastic regime
a Lorenz system one can use a harmonic signalr (t) with a

91720917-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Relationship between the initial deviationD
of the system from the pointsc1 and c2 and the
value of the minimum amplitudeDR of the control
signal necessary to ensure the elimination of d
namical chaos in the Lorenz system for differe
values of the parametern of the control signal.
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siresonance frequencyvkb can be estimated from the analyt
cal formula obtained in Ref. 1.

The phase shift of the control signalr (t) in the Lorenz
system describing the dynamics of processes occurrin
lasers5 has a clear physical meaning. Indeed, to ensure
bility of the output it is necessary to increase the pu
power of the laser upon a decrease in the amplitude of
field oscillations in the laser and to lower the pump pow
upon an increase in the amplitude of the oscillations. A
because the parameterr is proportional to the pump
intensity,5 the modulation ofr should be done with allow-
ance for the change in amplitude of the field oscillations~the
variablex! and the number of particles of the medium whi
interact with the radiation~the variablez!.

As the phased control signal acting on the parameter
we propose to use a signal of the type

r ~ t !5r 01DRQ,

Q5Q1 for z>r 021,

Q5Q2 for z,r 021, ~5!

whereQ is a train of pulses of unit amplitude with positiv
(Q1) and negative (Q2) polarity and with a reciprocal duty
factor ~period-to-duration ratio! of 2 and a repetition rate
nvkb .

The efficacy of the proposed control signal was e
mated by a statistical simulation of the behavior of a Lore
system with the characteristic parametersr 0528, s510,
b58/3 ~Ref. 3! and a functionr (t) of the form ~5!. In the
Lorenz system in the absence of a control signal, dynam
chaos sets in and a strange attractor appears. We investi
the relationship between the initial deviation of the systemD
from the pointsc1 and c2 and the value of the minimum
amplitudeDR of the control signal necessary to effect t
elimination of dynamical chaos in the Lorenz system
different values of the parametern of the control signal. The
results of the experiment are presented in Fig. 1. It was fo
that the minimum necessary value ofDR depends to a sig
nificant degree on the initial deviationD of the system and is
practically independent of the numbern of the harmonic.
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lows from Eq.~3!, that the behavior of the dynamical syste
is mainly influenced by the first harmonic of the control si
nal. Indeed, asn in Eq. ~5! varies, so does the form ofr (t),
but there is little effect on the enveloper (t) with the fre-
quencyvkb , and it is this envelope, as we have shown in t
study, that has the decisive influence on the behavior of
dynamical system. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the use o
control signal~5! with a modulation index of the order of 7%
can eliminate dynamical chaos in the Lorentz system at
initial deviationD from the pointsc1 andc2 of up to 90%;
this indicates that the use of such a signal would be hig
effective for controlling the behavior of the dynamical sy
tem.

Thus the proposed form of the quasi-resonance con
signal provides an efficient means of controlling the behav
of dynamical systems with strange attractors.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The qualitative criterion of Mel’nikov’s method ca
be used to analyze the behavior of dynamical systems w
strange attractors in the presence of external influences.

2. A study of the behavior of the nonlinear dynamic
system with a strange attractor by the Mel’nikov method h
shown that quasi-resonance signals are highly effective
controlling the behavior of the system. When a qua
resonance signal is used, one must take into account
phase relations between the internal stochastizing influe
g(t) and the external control signalb(t) acting on the dy-
namical system.

3. A mathematical simulation of the behavior of a L
renz system showed that the use of the proposed signal
ing on the parameterr of the Lorenz system with a modula
tion index of several percent can ensure the establishme
a regular regime in a system which, in the absence o
control signal, is found in a stochastic regime. The init
relative deviation of the system from the state of unsta
equilibrium here can reach 90%, which indicates that
proposed form of control signal is highly efficient.

918Afanas’ev et al.
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Detection of nitrogen dioxide by means of a gold film in a surface-plasmon

resonance scheme

P. I. Nikitin, A. A. Beloglazov, A. N. Grigorenko, A. I. Savchuk, P. M. Anokhin,
and J. D. Wright

Institute of General Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted July 14, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 46–51~December 12, 1997!

It is demonstrated that nitrogen dioxide can be detected by means of a gold film in a surface-
plasmon resonance scheme. The sensor response is reversible at room temperature and
permits detection of nitrogen dioxide down to concentrations of the order of 1 ppm. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!00912-9#

The method of surface-plasmon resonance was used infor different initial detunings relative to the minimum.
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7/1
Refs. 1–3 to detect the reversible interaction of microimp
rities ~4–10 ppm! of nitrogen dioxide~NO2) in air by means
of gold films. The effect was detected from the change in
resonance peak of the photosignal for films on silicon latti
and from the minimum of the reflection for films on gla
substrates. The response had a high selectivity and was
sent for a number of other gases and vapors~methane,
dichloromethane, ethanol!. The size of this response is on
par with the analogous response for phthalocyanine fi
deposited on gold. The latter are conventionally used in co
bination with gold in surface-plasmon resonance schemes4 as
materials sensitive to oxides of nitrogen, but the possibi
of a sensor effect for gold itself had not been conside
prior to the appearance of Refs. 1–3. In the present pape
show for the first time that the interaction of NO2 with gold
can be used to create NO2 sensors, and we analyze possib
mechanisms for this interaction.

A diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 1. Go
films 40–50 nm thick were deposited at a rate of 2–5 nm
by an electron-beam technique on a cleaned glass subs
in a diffusion-pump vacuum of 1026 Torr. Surface plasmons
were excited by radiation of wavelength 633 nm by t
Kretschmann method5 on the surface of gold in a flow of dry
air containing 10 ppm NO2 or pure dry air at room tempera
ture. The reflected signal was recorded as the angle of i
dence was scanned or for a fixed position close to the r
nance minimum of the reflection. The films had a reflect
minimum at the 3–11% level with a resonance half-width
1.5–2.4°.

In the initial position of the reflection minimum, the sig
nal increased when the mixture containing NO2 was admit-
ted and then slowly recovered when pure air was admi
~Fig. 2a!. The time required for the response to reach sa
ration was 1–1.5 h, and the time for recovery of the sig
was 6–8 h~the latter is an order of magnitude shorter in
with a relative humidity of 60%; Refs. 1–3!. The response
and recovery signals of newly deposited films also contai
a faster component varying over times of the order of 10
The response was always accompanied by a shift of the r
nance curve~of up to 0.2°) to larger angles of incidenc
~Fig. 2b!, with a slight increase in the level of the minimu
~by not more than 0.3% of the level of total reflection!. Such
a shift explains the different signs of the response detecte1–3

920 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 1063-7850/9
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The behavior of the signal was similar in character
several tens of samples prepared at different laborato
Although the amplitude of the response varies substanti
from one film to another, the cycles of response and recov
for each sample was reproduced to good accuracy, so
this effect can be used to make NO2 sensors. The surfaces o
the gold films were studied under a scanning tunneling
croscope, which did not reveal any features that would le
to different amplitudes of the response~the large-scale struc
ture was qualitatively the same for all the samples; Fig.!.
The films were continuous, without breaks, and consisted
grains 10–20 nm in size in the plane of the film and h
deeply penetrating and ramified grain boundaries.

Such a structure is typical for gold films on differe
substrates~see Ref. 6 and the references cited therein!.

Let us examine the possible mechanisms for the
served reversible interaction, using a macroscopic mode
surface-plasmon resonance in a multilayer system. One
these mechanisms involves a change in the properties o
gold surface, and the other a decrease in the volume den
of conduction electrons on account of their binding to t
electron-acceptor molecules NO2.

Using the Drude model of an electron gas, one can ea
estimate that the observed shift of the resonance curve~see
Fig. 2c! corresponds to a 5% decrease in the density of c
duction electrons in the gold film~the data of Ref. 7, where

FIG. 1. Diagram of the measurements:1 — helium–neon laser,2 — glass
prism, 3 — immersion fluid,4 — glass substrate,5 — gold film, 6 —
chamber with gas flow,7 — photodetector;u is an angle to be measured.

92020920-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. The behavior of the reflected signal: a—at a fixed adjustment to
initial position of the resonance minimum; a mixture of dry air with 10 pp
NO2 is admitted at the timest5500 s andt51500 s, and pure dry air is
admitted at the timest51000 s andt52000 s; b—as a function of the angl
of incidence near the resonance minimum:1 — in pure dry air,2 — in dry
air with 10 ppm NO2, at an exposure time of 3000 s.
the calculation!. However, the experiment showed that t
resistance of a film exposed to NO2 remained unchanged t
within 1%. In addition, a decrease in the electron dens
leads to a broadening of the resonance and to an increa
the minimum reflection level. On the basis of the observ
increase in the minimum reflection level~see Fig. 2b!, one
can place a bound of 0.3% on the decrease in the condu
ity of the film. This result agrees with the reported8 revers-
ible increase in the resistance of 0.1% in thin~10–60 nm!
gold films exposed to NO.

Thus the shift of the resonance curve should be att
uted to a change in the surface properties of the gold film
interacting with NO2. As an extremely simple model we ca
propose the formation of a thin, uniform surface layer.
calculation shows that an insulating layer 1.4–0.9 nm thi
with a refractive index of 1.4–1.8, can give the observ
shift. At room temperature nitrogen dioxide exists mainly
the dimer form N2O4, which is a transparent liquid with a
boiling temperature of 20.6°C and a molecular size
around 0.3 nm; it can be adsorbed~can condense! in several
molecular layers,9 and the extended surface of the film~Fig.
3! is substantially greater than the effective thickness of
adsorbed layer. Therefore, the formation of a surface la
with the indicated parameters is quite likely.

The question of the extent to which the proposed mo
corresponds to the actual processes occurring on the su
in the presence of adsorbates from the air must be answ
by deeper studies on the microscopic level. The revers
sensor response is presumably due to the adsorp
desorption of NO2 and N2O4 molecules, and the adsorptio
forces are due to their high electron affinity. These forc
cannot be dipolar, since the effect is absence for dich
romethane and ethanol, and the dipole moment of their m
ecules is five times greater than that of NO2 ~the N2O4 mol-
ecule is centrosymmetric and is not dipolar!. The extended
surface of the film~Fig. 3!, with a large number of pores

e

y
ge
ales
FIG. 3. Image of the surface of a gold film obtained b
means of a scanning tunneling microscope; the ima
has been smoothed to eliminate noise spikes. The sc
in the three dimensions are indicated in angstroms.
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This study was supported by the Russian Fund for Fun-

es,

B

processes of volume filling of micropores and layered filli
of mesopores through capillary condensation.9 The filling of
the pores by a condensate of N2O4 can decrease the inte
grain and overall conductivity of the film by decreasing t
density of conduction electrons and/or their relaxation ti
in inelastic scattering on grain boundaries. For a surfa
plasmon resonance it is equivalent to an increase in the
fective thickness of the adsorbed layer. The sharp decrea
the recovery time of the signal in moist air may be due t
reaction of N2O4 with water vapor.

In summary, we have demonstrated the possibility
detecting nitrogen dioxide by means of a gold film in
scheme of surface-plasmon resonance and have consid
the possible mechanisms for the observed reversible
sponse. This effect is promising for applications in sensor
view of its large magnitude and reproducibility and the po
sibility of rapid recovery of the signal, e.g., by using mo
air or a heating pulse.
922 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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Some physical properties of an Al 2O3 –SiC–TiC composite
B. I. Smirnov, V. I. Nikolaev, and Yu. A. Burenkov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg

J. L. Routbort and K. C. Goretta

Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439-4838, USA
~Submitted August 13, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 52–58~December 12, 1997!

Ceramic samples obtained by hot pressing from a mixture of Al2O3 with admixtures of 23 vol.%
TiC powder and 30.9 vol.% SiC whisker crystals are investigated experimentally. The
resistivity of the material is measured at temperatures of 4.2–300 K, the infrared reflection spectra
are recorded in the region 400–4200 cm21, and the temperature dependence of the Young’s
modulus is investigated at temperatures up to 1300 K. As a result it is it is shown that the
conductivity and optical reflection of the high-strength composite have a semimetallic
character, which is due to the titanium carbide particles contained in it. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01012-4#

Research on the physical and mechanical properties ofwith admixtures of TiC and b-SiC whisker crystals
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ceramic-based composites is of great scientific and prac
interest. This is primarily because these materials have h
strength and viscosity together with a high resistance to h
temperature creep.1–5 On the other hand, the presence
these properties leads to significant technological difficul
in the fabrication of items and their mechanical processi
Producing such materials with a sufficiently high electric
conductivity could eliminate these difficulties by permittin
the use of electrospark cutting and, in the fabrication of c
ting instruments, electrospark sharpening. It turns out
such a combination of physical and mechanical proper
can be found, in particular, in a composite based on Al2O3
al
h

h-
f
s
.

l

t-
at
s

~AlSiTi !. At the same time, there is practically no inform
tion in the literature about the physical properties~and the
nature of the conductivity! of AlSiTi composites.

The goal of the present study was to investigate cer
physical properties of AlSiTi and compare them with data
the microstructure.

The material investigated~Crystaloy 2311EDX! was
made by Industrial Ceramic Technology, Inc. from
Al2O3 powder with an admixture of 23.0 vol.% TiC powde
and 30.9 vol.%b-SiC whisker crystals having a length of 5
mm. The density of the composite after hot pressing w
he
ge
FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the resistivity of t
AlSiTi composite. The inset shows the current–volta
characteristic of the sample at 4.2 K.

923 923Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 1063-7850/97/120923-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



of
FIG. 2. Infrared reflection spectra for ceramic samples
AlSiTi ~1!, Al2O3 ~2!, and TiC ~3! and a b-SiC single
crystal ~4!.
d53.915 g/cm2, which is around 99% of the theoretical den-

fo
fa

en
um

cryostat, the temperature of which was regulated by an Ox-

the

e
ns
sity.
The dc resistance measurements were done by the

probe method. Potential contacts were deposited on the
of the sample (2.532.5315 mm! by the rubbing in of in-
dium. The current contacts were clamped. Measurem
were made in the temperature interval 4.2–293 K in a heli
ur-
ce

ts

ford ITC4 controller.
The infrared reflection spectra were investigated in

wave-number rangeK54200–400 cm21 on an IKS-29 spec-
trometer operating in a two-beam arrangement.

The Young’s modulusE was determined by a resonanc
method under electrical excitation of longitudinal vibratio
lus
FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the Young’s modu
of AlSiTi on heating~1! and cooling~2! of the sample.

924 924Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 Smirnov et al.
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FIG. 4. Microstructure of the AlSiTi composite under
scanning electron microscope. The bright regions c
respond to TiC particles.
in the sample.7 The value ofE was calculated from the data
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on the resonance frequencyf as E54dl2f 2n22, wherel is
the length of the sample andn is the number of the harmoni
that is excited~in our casen51). Samples with dimension
of 2.432.4324.5 mm were cut out for the acoustic measu
ments. The densityd was determined by hydrostatic weigh
ing at room temperature. The experiments were done in
temperature interval 290–1300 K in a helium-filled chamb
A detailed description of the apparatus and procedure
measuringf is given in Ref. 8.

The structural studies were done with a scanning e
tron microscope~SEM! and x-ray diffractometer.

The results of the electrical measurements are prese
in Fig. 1. The inset shows the current–voltage character
of AlSiTi at 4.2 K, which implies that the resistance of th
sample and contacts is of an Ohmic character. The temp
ture dependence of the resistivityr, also shown in Fig. 1, has
a metal-like character, although the resistivity of AlSi
(;631023 V•cm! is several orders of magnitude high
than in metals. We note thatr decreases practically linearl
as the temperature is lowered from 300 to 120 K, after wh
the decrease slows abruptly. The overall change inr be-
tween 300 and 4.2 K is around 12%. A similar change inr in
the interval 77–300 K has been observed in TiC samp
although, granted, the absolute value ofr at 300 K in that
case was 631025 V•cm.9

Figure 2 shows the infrared reflection spectra at ro
temperature for ceramic samples of AlSiTi, Al2O3, and TiC
and for b-SiC single crystals. A comparison of the spec
shows that the reflectivity from ceramic AlSiTi in the regio
of large wave numbers is determined by its titanium carb
component, since only TiC can give the ceramic a high le
of reflectivity outside the wavelength region of lattice refle
tion. Meanwhile, the characteristic infrared spectrum of
ceramic in the region of small wave numbers is indicative
a large content of crystalline Al2O3. The infrared data on the
composition of the ceramic are in good agreement with
results of scanning electron microscopy and x-ray struct

925 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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components TiC and Al2O3 in the composite. At the sam
time, the presence of several weak reflections which can
be assigned to any of the components is evidence of pos
chemical reactions between them during sintering.

Figure 3 shows data on the temperature depend of
Young’s modulus of AlSiTi. It is seen that the dependence
nonlinear in the region 290–800 K but forT.800 K there is
a linear decrease ofE with temperature. At room tempera
ture the Young’s modulus of AlSiTi isE5409.6 GPa, which
is somewhat smaller than the values for the main element
the matrix of the composite: Al2O3 (E[0001]5470 GPa! and
TiC (E5460 GPa!.10,11

Thus the experimental results indicate that the cond
tivity of the AlSiTi composite is of a semimetallic charact
and is due to the presence of titanium carbide in it. Acco
ing to the SEM data the TiC powder particles maintain th
integrity in the hot pressing process, and they have an a
age size of'5 mm ~Fig. 4!. In this situation the average
conductivity of the composite is most likely determined
percolation effects.

The authors are grateful to A. S. Zubrilov for doing th
optical measurements, to I. N. Zimkin for the x-ray study
the samples, and to Prof. W. C. Williams for providing th
TiC samples.

This study was done with the support of NATO~High
Technology Grant GRG/N960793! and the USA Departmen
of Energy~Contract W-31–109–Eng–38!.
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Angular momentum of the fields of a few-mode fiber. III. Optical Magnus effect,

not
Berry phase, and topological birefringence
A. V. Volyar and T. A. Fadeeva

Simferopol State University
~Submitted June 13, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 59–67~December 12, 1997!

It is shown that, on the one hand, the evolution of the angular rotation of the lines of nodes of
the CP11 mode is a manifestation of the optical Magnus effect in a few-mode fiber with a
parabolic refractive index profile, and, on the other hand, the additional phasegb56db21z in CV
and IV vortices is the Berry topological phase, which arises as a result of the cyclic change
in the orientations of the orthogonal axes of dislocations. The splitting of the propagation velocities
of orthogonal circularly polarized CV1 and IV2 modes in an LV vortex in a parabolic fiber
is a manifestation of the phenomenon of topological birefringence of a few-mode fiber. The
azimuth of the linear polarization of a vortex undergoes continuous angular rotation. In an
optical fiber with a stepped index profile the CP11 mode forms circularly polarized edge dislocation
over lengths which are multiples of half the beat length, and over lengths which are odd
multiples of the quarter beat length it forms linearly polarized fields with a purely screw
dislocation. This transformation of edge and screw dislocations can be regarded formally
as conversion of the polarizational angular momentum into orbital angular momentum. The
conversion of angular momentum is a reflection of the dynamical unity of the optical
Magnus effect and the Berry topological phase in the fields of a few-mode fiber. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01112-9#

The problem of the change in angular orientation of thelonger possible to use ray theory, and a light wave is
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ray trajectory of a local transverse mode in a few-mode
tical fiber upon a change in the direction of circulation of t
polarization of the initial mode~the optical Magnus effect!
was first touched upon in Ref. 1. In terms of physically o
servable quantities the optical Magnus effect has been in
preted as polarizational rotation of wave caustics2 or of the
speckle pattern of the radiation field.3

According to Zel’dovich and Liberman,1 the optical
Magnus effect is the inverse effect of accumulation of Be
topological phase, in accordance with the mechanical p
ciple that the action is equal to the reaction.

As we know, the Berry phase has a purely quantum
pological character and is the result of a cyclic adiaba
variation of the parameters of the Hamiltonian in configu
tion space.4 In optics the Berry topological phase has be
known as the Rytov effect5 of rotation of the plane of polar
ization of a local transverse mode propagating along a n
planar ray trajectory~cyclic variation of the direction of the
wave vector!. The transformation of the Berry topologica
phase in multimode fibers has been studied in Refs. 6 an
Although in their early papers8,9 Fedorov and Imbert10 had
shown that a finite electromagnetic plane wave should
dergo a lateral shift~or in curvilinear spaces, an angular r
tation!, which is of a purely electromagnetic nature, Libe
man and Zel’dovich11 attached a topological interpretation
the optical Magnus effect. In their opinion the topologic
character of this effect derives from the spin–orbit inter
tion of the ensemble of photons propagating in an inhom
geneous medium. The topological nature of the effect is a
reflected in the combined influence of the Magnus effect
Berry phase, which causes topological birefringence of
inhomogeneous medium.12,13 In few-mode fibers it is no
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purely transverse. Therefore, both the optical Magnus ef
and the Berry topological phase in these system do not h
an obvious representation.

The goal of the present study was to investigate the f
tures of the optical Magnus effect, Berry topological pha
and the topological birefringence of mode combinations
few-mode fibers with stepped and parabolic profiles of
refractive index.

1. Let us first consider the propagation of a circula
polarized CP11 mode14 in a few-mode fiber with a parabolic
refractive index profile. In such a fiber the polarizational co
rections to the propagation constants of the TE01 and TM01

modes are equal to each other (db25db4). Expressions for
the electric and magnetic fields of the CP11

6,e mode, for ex-
ample, can be written in the form14,15

et~CP11
6,e!5ê6cos~w2sdb21z!F1exp~ ib8z!,

ez5 i
A2D

V
~G1

2exp$ i ~b1z1s2w!%1G1
1exp$ ib2z%!,

h52 incoA«0

m0
e, ~1!

wheredb215(db22db1)/2 is the difference of the polari
tion corrections of the TE01 and HE21 modes,
b̃85b̃1(db11db2)/2 ~here b̃ is the propagation constan
of the mode withu l u51 in the scalar approximation, th
superscripte designates an even mode, and the6 sign indi-
cates the direction of circular polarization~the helicity
s561).

92720927-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Pattern of the ‘‘field lines’’ of the transverse Poyn
ting vectorPt for the CP11

1,e mode of a stepped-index fiber
a — Dbz50, b — Dbz5p/4; c — Dbz5p/2; d — pat-
tern of lines for the LP11 mode~the dark lines are the ‘‘field
lines’’ of Pt , the gray lines are lines of constant pseudop
tential!.
Using the results of Part I of this series of papers, we
th
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write an expression for the transverse components of
Poynting vector and thez componentM z of the angular mo-
mentum of the even mode CP11

6,e mode as

Pw522sKF1~G1
11G1

2!cos2~w2sdb21z!,

Pr52sKF1~G1
12G1

2!sin2~w2sdb21z!,

M z5rPw /c2, K5a1
2/2A«0

m0
nco

A2D

V
. ~2!

Figure 1a shows the pattern of the ‘‘field lines’’ an
lines of constant pseudopotential for the transverse com
nentsPt of the Poynting vector. The Magnus effect in the
fields is manifested as a rotation of the axis of an edge
location according to the equationw2sdb21z5p/2 for an
even mode andw2sdb21z50 for an odd mode. The axis o
the dislocation of a right-circularly polarized mode is rotat
counterclockwise, while that of a left-circularly polarize
mode is rotated clockwise.

One can see from expressions~1! and~2! and from Refs.
16 and 17 that the physical manifestation of the angular m
mentum is due to the helicitys of the wave. In this case th
angular rotationw of the axis of a dislocation is associate
with a flux density of the polarizational angular momentu
M s ~which should not be confused with the spin vectorS of
the photon ensemble!,21 which is related to the motion of th
maxima of the intensity of the CP mode along a helical t
jectory. In each transverse cross section of the fiber the
gular momentum density due to the Magnus effect will
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sity tensorgnm vanishes in the entire volume of the fiber:18

div gnm50. ~3!

2. Let us study the transformation of the angular mom
tum density in the process of formation of linearly polariz
LV vortices from CP modes. Composing the CV and
vortices from two CP modes: CV61

1 ⇒CP11
1e6 iCP11

6,0 ,
IV71

6 ⇒CP11
6,e7 iCP11

6,0 , we obtain for the electric field19

et~CV61
1 !5ê1exp$6 iw%F1~R!exp$ i ~ b̃82db21!z%,

et~ IV71
1 !5ê1exp$7 iw%F1~R!exp$ i ~ b̃81db21!z%. ~4!

For this field the Magnus effect does not appear in expl
form. In fact, for the sum of fields which are phase shifted
p/2 relative to each other and have mutually orthogonal a
of the edge dislocations and rotate at a constant rate, a pu
screw dislocation is created. However, for this field the
arises an additional phase equal tocb52db21z for the CV
vortex andcb5db21z for the IV vortex. In its structure this
phase corresponds to the Berry topological phase4 caused by
a cyclic variation of the direction of the orthogonal axes
the edge dislocations of the CPe and CPo modes. The differ-
ence of the Berry topological phase of the vortices is equi
lent to the difference of the phase velocities of the wav
The splitting of the phase velocities of orthogonal circula
polarized waves in multimode fibers on account of the co
bined influence of the optical Magnus effect and the Be
topological phase has been given the name topological b

928A. V. Volyar and T. A. Fedeeva



FIG. 2. Level linesuPtu5const for the CP11
1,e mode: a —

Dbz50; b: Dbz5p/4; c — Dbz5p/2; d — level lines
for the LP11 mode.
fringence by the present authors.12,13 The difference of the
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of
propagation constants of IV11
2 and CV11

1 vortices in a fiber
with parameters r053.5 mm, V53.6, nco51.475 is
2db2153.50. Then the value of the topological birefringen
is Dn5n12n2'3.631027, which is an order of magnitude
larger than the results of Ref. 12.

In a parabolic fiber the topological birefringence chara
terizes the evolution of a linearly polarized LV vortex. Th
vortex is created as as result of the interaction of all fo
types of CP modes, e.g.:

LV11
x,y→~CP11

1,e1 iCP11
1,o!6~CP11

2,e1 iCP11
2,o!

→CV11
1 6IV11 , ~5!

et(LV1
x)5( x̂cosdb21z1 l ŷsindb21z)

3F1exp$ i l w%exp$ ib8z%, ~ l 561! . ~6!

It follows from expression~6! that the uniformly linearly
polarized transverse electric field of an LV vortex undergo
a change of azimuth of the linear polarizationc756db21z
which depends on the sign of the topological chargel . This
rotation of the linear polarization of the field of an LV vorte
is the waveguide analog of the Rytov effect.5

The angular momentum and the components of
transverse Poynting vector for an LV vortex in a parabo
fiber can be written in the form

Pw5 lKF 1~G1
12G1

2!, Pr50, Mz5rPw/c2. ~7!

Since the field of an LV vortex is linearly polarized, th
formation of the angular momentum will involve the partic

929 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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a mechanism involving the topological chargel .
The rotation of the linear polarization~6! of an LV vor-

tex gives rise to a flux of the angular momentum dens
tensor, so that condition~3! holds in every volume of the
fiber. Unfortunately, in a stepped-index fiber the LV vort
is unstable, and its formation is part of the process of pro
gation of a CP mode.

3. The phenomenon of rotation of the axis of an ed
dislocation ~optical Magnus effect! and the rotation of the
plane of polarization of the field~Berry topological phase!
combine in a single wave process the evolution of a
mode in a fiber with a stepped refractive index profile.
such a fiber the field of an IV vortex is unstable.19 As was
shown in Ref. 19 and in Part II of the present series
papers, the propagation of an IV vortex in a stepped fiber
be represented as the transfer of energy between the p

vortices ê1F1(R)exp$2iw% and ê2F1(R)exp$1iw%. When
the energy from the first partial vortex has been transfer
completely to the second (Dbz5p/21mp), the fields of the
CV and IV vortices, adding together with identical topolog
cal charges but with orthogonal polarizations, form an L
vortex. Owing to the differences of the propagation consta
of the partial vortices the azimuth of the linear polarizati
of the vortex will rotate by an anglec5 ldb21z (l5s).14 If
Dbz5mp, then the addition of vortices with identical po
larizations but different topological charges will produce
purely edge circularly polarized dislocation, the axis
which is rotated by an anglew5sdb21z.
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We calculated the pattern of the ‘‘field lines’’ of the
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3A. V. Dugin, B. Ya. Zel’dovich, N. D. Kundikova, and V. S. Liberman,
JETP Lett.53, 197 ~1991!.

a

iz.

an,

iz.

P.
Poynting vectorPt and lines of equal pseudopotential for th
CP11

1,e mode of a stepped-index fiber~we have omitted the
analytical expressions for the components of the Poyn
vector on account of their unwieldy form!. Figure 1 and 2
show the distribution of the ‘‘field lines’’ and modulus of th
transverse vectorPt in different cross sections of the fibe
The transition from a field with a circularly polarized edg
dislocation to a field with a linearly polarized screw disloc
tion is characterized by a changeover from the polarizatio
part of the angular momentum density to the orbital par20

Since a change fromM s to M l occurs on account of a phas
shift Dbz5p/4, this process can be called conversion of
angular momentum. It should be noted that the differe
M s2M lÞ0 and the momentum defectDM should be con-
verted to a mechanical torque on the fiber. Figures 1d and
show for comparison the analogous patterns for the line
polarized LP11 mode fordb21zÞmp/2. It is seen from the
figure that the vectorPt contains four vortices.

The topological birefringence and angular moment
conversion are indicative of the dynamical unity of the op
cal Magnus effect and the Berry topological phase in
fields of a few-mode fiber, having their origin in the mod
dispersion of the fields of optical waveguides.
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Thickness of the damaged layer along the track made by a high-energy ion in polyimide

as
A. I. Vilenski , B. V. Mchedlishvili, V. A. Klyuev, and Yu. P. Toporov

Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow;
Institute of Physical Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted September 3, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 68–71~December 12, 1997!

The thickness of the damaged layer along a particle track in polyimide is estimated by the
method of thermally stimulated exoelectron emission and found to be;30 nm. © 1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01212-3#

The process of pore formation and development in poly-initial film, the thickness of the etched layer at that time w
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mer track membranes is determined by the degree of st
tural damage of the polymer and the thickness of the d
aged layer around the tracks formed by high-energy i
irradiating the polymer. Here it is very important to dete
mine the thickness of the damaged layer not only for
technology of track membranes but also from the standp
of general radiation materials science on account of
change in the properties of materials accompanying irra
tion. At the same time, the determination of the thickness
the damaged layer is an extremely complex experime
problem.

In Ref. 1 the thickness of the damaged layer in polyi
ide along the tracks created by argon, krypton, and tung
ions was estimated on the basis of data on the kinetic
etching of pores in the film. It was found that irradiatio
causes complete destruction of the polymer in the reg
where a high-energy ion passes~with a radius of up to 5 nm!,
and low-molecular products are formed~these are detecte
by infrared spectroscopy!. Around this zone a region with a
altered structure of the polymer forms, extending to 35 n

However, since there is no sharp transition between
etch rate of the polymer with the altered structure and
etch rate of the unirradiated polymer~possibly in part be-
cause of swelling of the polymer in the etchant!, it is hard to
determine the extent of the damaged layer precisely.

Therefore, in the present study we have attempted
estimate the thickness of the damaged layer along a trac
polyimide by a different method, viz., the method of the
mally stimulated exoelectron emission. The essence of
technique used is as follows.

The temperature dependence of the intensity of elec
exoemission~the so-called ‘‘glow curves’’! of polyimide
films were taken on a standard apparatus2 in a vacuum of
1024 Torr before and after the films were subjected to a flu
of high-energy ions. The preliminary activation of the film
was done in the plasma of a corona discharge in air.
experiments showed that after the irradiation by high-ene
ions the character of the glow curve of a film was alter
new peaks appeared due to electron emission from par
the film where the structure was damaged.

Then the damaged material around the tracks was etc
with a specially chosen etchant.3 In the course of the etching
we periodically measured the thermally stimulated exoe
tron emission currents from the film. When the character
the glow curve from the irradiated film matched that of t
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taken to be the thickness of the damaged layer.
The thickness of the etched layer of the polymer w

determined from the diameter of the pores on a Tesla BS-
scanning electron microscope and also by a hydrodyna
method.4

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the glow curves of t

FIG. 1. Glow curves of the thermally stimulated exoelectron emission o
initial polyimide film ~a!, of a film irradiated by argon atoms~b!, of the
irradiated film after etching for 10 min~c!, 60 min~d!, and 200 min~e! in a
30% solution of hydrogen peroxide.

93120931-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



thermally stimulated exoelectron emission of the initial poly-
n

h

g
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f
te

a
ec

tron emission, is found to be;30 nm, which is close to the

imide film ~a! and of the same film after irradiation by argo
atoms~1 MeV per nucleon at a fluence of 107–108 cm22)
~b!, after etching for 10 min~c!, 60 min~d!, and 200 min~3!
in a 30% solution of hydrogen peroxide. It is seen from t
figure that the character of curves~b! and ~d! is completely
identical, so that one can say that the entire layer of dama
polyimide is etched away after 200 min. Electron microsco
studies and hydrodynamic measurements gave a value o
order of 60 nm for the diameter of the pores in the film af
a 200-min etch.

Thus the thickness of the damaged layer around a tr
in polyimide, as determined by thermally stimulated exoel
932 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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data obtained in Ref. 1 and adds to their reliability.
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On the nature of the luminescence centers in epitaxial films of zinc telluride

in
K. V. Solov’ev, B. V. Lisovo , and Yu. A. Mironchenko

Kherson Industrial Institute
~Submitted May 5, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 72–76~December 12, 1997!

The luminescence properties of zinc telluride films are studied experimentally. The chemical
nature of the luminescence centers of ZnTe epitaxial films is established. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01312-8#

Analysis of published data on the luminescence proper-bination in zinc telluride, both in the epitaxial films and
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ties of thin films of zinc telluride shows differences in th
results obtained by different authors. For example, in Ref
and 2 the luminescence in ZnTe thin films grown on sapph
is attributed to intrinsic defects or to the presence of unc
trolled impurities. In Ref. 3 a series of luminescence ban
was observed in epitaxial films grown by vapor-phase e
taxy ~VPE!. The chemical nature of the luminescence cent
was not investigated in detail. There is practically no info
mation about the properties of ZnTe epitaxial films grown
liquid-phase epitaxy~LPE!. The discrepancy of the results a
to the position of the bands and the nature of the emiss
centers suggest that the recombination centers are of a
plex nature stemming from the tendency of defects to as
ciate and from the formation of intrinsic defects on acco
of the self-compensation effect.

The ZnTe epitaxial films investigated in the prese
study were grown by LPE on single-crystal substrates
ZnSe in an atmosphere of purified hydrogen. The lumin
cence spectrum of the undoped ZnTe epitaxial films at 7
exhibited a single band of luminescence with a maximum
around 0.76mm and a half-width of 0.3 eV~curve1 in Fig.
1!. For comparison, curve1 in Fig. 2 shows the typical spec
tral characteristic of undoped ZnTe single crystals. Char
teristic bands with maxima in the regions around 0.564, 0
and 0.76mm are observed. Both for the epitaxial films an
for the single crystals there is a characteristic absence
luminescence in the edge region of the spectrum, w
lmax50.525mm at 77 K. This is indicative of the presenc
of a large concentration of deep centers of radiative rec
1
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the single crystals. The presence of such defects in semi
ductors ordinarily prevents the appearance of edge lumin
cence. In studies undertaken to obtain information about
nature of the radiative recombination centers in ZnTe epit
ial films it was found that the luminescence vanished alm
completely after processing in saturated Zn vapor or in a
melt ~curve 2 in Fig. 1!. No additional photoluminescenc
bands arose in other parts of the spectrum. For compari
curve 2 in Fig. 2 shows the emission spectrum of ZnT
single crystals after annealing under analogous conditio
Annealing leads to suppression of the luminescence ba
with lmax50.564 and 0.76mm, while the intensity of the
luminescence in the 0.66mm region remains essentially un
changed.

The change in the spectral distribution of the photolum
nescence of ZnTe epitaxial films after annealing in satura
tellurium vapor is illustrated by curve3 in Fig. 1. It is found
that after such a heat treatment a new luminescence b
with lmax51.1 mm arises, while the emission with
lmax50.76mm is suppressed. A similar annealing of singl
crystal ZnTe samples suppresses all three luminesce
bands obtained in the initial state and, just as in the epita
films, gives rise to a luminescence band with a maximum
the infrared part of the spectrum~curve3 in Fig. 2!.

The results described above permit making certain c
jectures as to the nature of the defects responsible for
observed bands. When samples are heat treated in liquid
or saturated zinc vapor the density of zinc vacancies
creases as they are filled by zinc atoms. The significant
tel-

a-
FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of undoped zinc
luride epitaxial films at 77 K:1 — initial epitaxial film;
2 — epitaxial film after heat treatment in saturated v
por or molten zinc;3 — epitaxial film after heat treat-
ment in saturated tellurium vapor.
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FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of undoped zinc
luride single crystals at 77 K:1 — initial single crystal;
2 — single crystal after heat treatment in saturated v
por or molten zinc;3 — single crystal after heat treat
ment in saturated tellurium vapor.
crease in the intensity of the luminescence in the 0.56 and
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0.76mm regions indicates that vacancies are involved in
formation of the defects responsible for these bands.

The results on the luminescence in the 0.76mm region
for epitaxial ZnTe films show the characteristic features
the band indicated above. For example, after annealin
saturated zinc vapor the luminescence in the 0.76mm region
vanishes, the position of the maximum of this luminesce
is practically independent of the temperature of the sam
and the intensity of the exciting light, the illuminance
exitance characteristics are close to linear, and the temp
ture dependence of the intensity of this band is not descr
by a simple exponential law with an appreciable activat
energy. This behavior is characteristic for the so-called s
activated luminescence bands, which have also been
served in other II–VI compounds.4 The experimental result
are suggestive of intracenter radiative transitions which
cur between the ground state and an excited state of
complex acceptor@Vzn

222Dzn
1 #2 and which are describabl

by a model of configuration coordinates.
The position of the band in the 0.66mm region for ZnTe

single crystals corresponds to luminescence due to reco
nation of nonequilibrium carriers at the isovalent defect OTe

~Refs. 5 and 6!. The luminescence of oxygen was not o
served in the epitaxial films. This is because of the tech
logical conditions in the growth of the epitaxial films. Th
increase in the photoluminescence intensity of ZnTe epi
ial films in the 1.1mm region after heat treatment in sat
rated tellurium vapor can be accounted for by the appeara
of intrinsic defects in the crystal lattice of ZnTe. Indeed, su
a heat treatment of both the films and single crystals give
to stoichiometric tellurium on account of the unidirection
deviation of the homogeneity region of the compound to
side of excess Te. Here the formation of intrinsic defe
Tei can occur.7 In II–VI compounds interstitial atoms of Te
like those of other chalcogenides, form acceptor levels wh
are displaced from the upper edge of the valence band
0.1–0.15 eV and act as centers of radiative recombinatio

The luminescence withlmax51.1 mm is subject to tem-
perature quenching with an activation energy of 0.12 e
Here the luminescence can be observed only at low temp
tures~below 150 K!. This confirms the finding that the lumi
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thermal interaction with the band.
Photomicrographs of ZnTe epitaxial films in the a

grown state and after annealing in saturated Te vapor re
the presence of some tiny inclusions which look like da
spots. Similar results were obtained for the ZnTe single cr
tals. It has been established that these inclusions are acc
lations of excess tellurium.8 Near these dark microinclusion
there is practically no photoluminescence — they are ob
ously surrounded by regions of efficient nonradiati
recombination.9 It is apparently for this reason that the int
grated luminescent intensity of ZnTe epitaxial films a
single crystals decreases after annealing in tellurium. At
same time one observes an increase in the dark conduct
and extrinsic photosensitivity after heat treatment of the
itaxial films in saturated tellurium vapor.

In summary, a comprehensive investigation of the lum
nescence properties of zinc telluride epitaxial films in co
parison with the analogous properties of ZnTe single cr
tals, including a study of heat treatment in media which a
the stoichiometry, has revealed the chemical nature of
luminescence centers in ZnTe epitaxial films.
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Monte Carlo calculation of the low-temperature mobility of two-dimensional electrons

in a quantum well in a selectively doped GaAs-based heterostructure

V. M. Borzdov, S. G. Mulyarchik, and A. V. Khomich

Belorussian State University, Minsk
~Submitted December 30, 1996!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 77–83~December 12, 1997!

The feasibility of Monte Carlo calculations of the mobility of two-dimensional electrons in a
square quantum well in GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructures in a low electric fieldE5100 V/m
is demonstrated and results are presented for temperatures of 4.2 and 77 K. The dependence
of the mobility on the width of the potential well and on the surface density of charge
carriers is determined. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01412-2#

The transport of two-dimensional~2D! electrons in the equal to 0.067m0, wherem0 is the mass of a free electron,e
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quantum wells of selectively doped GaAs-based heterost
tures has been studied, and very intensively, for quite so
time now. Since heterostructures of this kind are now find
wide use in modern integrated electronics, such studies
acquiring practical importance in addition to purely theor
ical interest. For temperatures and electric fields in the ran
in which several lower energy subbands are populated
Monte Carlo technique is known to be an efficient meth
for studying transport processes in quasi-2D semicondu
structures~see, e.g., Refs. 1–5!. At the same time, we know
of no Monte Carlo calculations of the electron mobility
selectively doped GaAs heterostructures in the case of
temperatures, low electric fields, and degeneracy of the
electron gas, when only the lowest subband is populated
electrons and the so-called quantum limit is realized.

In the present paper we demonstrate the feasibility
using the Monte Carlo method to calculate the mobilitym of
2D electrons in square quantum wells in GaAs/spacer-la
AlGaAs heterostructures in a low electric fieldE5100 V/m
and we present results of such a calculation for temperat
of 4.2 and 77 K, showing the dependence ofm on such
parameters as the widthL of the potential well and the sur
face densityNs of charge carriers. Here it was assumed t
all the conduction electrons are found in the lowest subba
with a bottom energy ofE0 ~Ref. 6!.

The average mobilitym was calculated on the assum
tion that the average drift velocityvdr of the electrons is
related linearly with the electric fieldE ~Ref. 7!, and scatter-
ing on background and remote impurity centers and on
surface roughness of the semiconductor was taken into
count.

The theoretical analysis of impurity scattering of 2
electrons in square quantum wells has been the subject
number of papers, among which Refs. 8–10 deserve sp
mention. Here we have used the results of Ref. 10 in ca
lating the intensities for impurity scattering.

The scattering intensity for 2D electrons on an ioniz
impurity can be written in the general form

WI5
m*

\3p
E

0

p z2e4B~q!

~2«0«s!
2@q1SH~q!#2

du, ~1!

where m* is the effective mass of the electron, which
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is the electron charge,\ is the reduced Plank’s constant,«0

is the permittivity of free space,«s is the dielectric constan
of the medium («s512.9 for the GaAs/AlGaAs system!,1 ze
is the ion charge,q52ksinu/2, k is the modulus of the elec
tron wave vector,u is the scattering angle, andS is the
screening parameter, which has the form10

S5
e2m*

2«0«sp\2

1

11exp@~E02Ef !/kbT#
. ~2!

In Eq. ~2! kb is Boltzmann’s constant andT is the tempera-
ture. In the present study it was assumed thatE050 and that
the Fermi energy is given byEf5p\2Ns /m* . Explicit ex-
pressions for the form factorH(q) and for the form factors
for a background impurityBIb and for a remote impurityBIr

are given in Ref. 10~where a mistake made in Ref. 8 ha
been corrected!.

The electron wave functionc(z), where the direction of
z is from the heterointerface into the interior of the GaA
layer, is written

c~z!5A2

L
sinS pz

L D , 0<z<L, ~3!

whereL is the width of the square potential well.
The scattering intensity on surface roughness was ca

lated for the formula9,11

Wsr5
p4\D2L2

2m* L6 E
0

2p exp~2q2L2/4!

@11SH~q!/q#2
du, ~4!

whereD is the average height of the asperities on the surf
andL is the average distance between them.

To determine the current values of the scattering an
u, which must be randomly chosen for each scattering ev
from the distributionsP(u)du}B(q)du/@q1SH(q)#2 and
P(u)du}exp(2q2L2/4)du/@11SH(q)/q#2, we used the
sampling method of Ref. 12. For the choice of final states
took into account the fact that both the impurity scatteri
and the scattering on the surface roughness occur by el
scattering mechanisms.

The low-temperature mobility of the 2D electron g
was calculated by the single-particle Monte Carlo meth
since the scattering intensities and their angular distributi

93520935-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the electron mobilitym on the
width L of the quantum well:1 — T54.2 K, 2 —
T577 K. The values of the other parameters used in
calculation are given in the text. The points are t
experimental data of Ref. 11.
were such that for a sufficiently large numberN of collisions
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Using the above algorithm, we calculated the depen-
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11,
at
(N.105) there occurs a stable convergence of the elec
energy to a definite value for a specified electric fieldE. The
necessity of providing a large selection volumeN stems from
the fact that the accuracy of the Monte Carlo method
known to fall off with decreasing temperature, since the el
tron drift velocity becomes small compared to the therm
speed.12 In addition, because the electron gas is degene
under the conditions studied, the Pauli exclusion princi
was taken into account by including in the overall algorith
of the simulation a procedure~which was proposed in Ref
13 for degenerate semiconductors! in which the occupancy
of an electron state is checked after each scattering e
selection.
n

s
-
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dence of the mobilitym on the parametersL and Ns for a
quantum well in the structure GaAs/AlAs/Al03Ga07As. Fig-
ure 1 shows the results of a calculation ofm(L) at the tem-
peraturesT54.2 K andT577 K in an electric fieldE5100
V/m. The surface electron densityNs was taken as
Ns5331015 m22, the volume densities of background an
remote impurities were taken asNIb51020 m23 and
NIr 51024 m23, the thicknesses of the spacer layer and dop
layer werel sp56 nm andl d580 nm, respectively, and th
other parameters wereD50.4 nm andL511 nm. Also
shown for comparison are the experimental data of Ref.
which were obtained by measuring the Hall mobility
T54.2 K for the same parametersNIr , l sp , and l d at four
he

FIG. 2. Dependence of the electron mobilitym on the surface
electron densityNs . The values of the parameters used in t
calculation are given in the text.
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points: Ns154.331015 m22 ~point 1!, Ns251.931015 m22
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~2!, Ns353.2310 m ~3!, and Ns453.1310 m ~4!
for a quantum well with the same structure. The good agr
ment seen in Fig. 1 between the experimental data and
calculated curve for the chosen values of the parameteD
andL indicates that the numerical model used is sufficien
realistic for the transport processes that occur in the quan
well under study. The slight decrease in the mobility wh
the temperature is raised from 4.2 to 77 K is due to the sli
decrease in the screening parameterS according to Eq.~2!
and to the corresponding increase in the overall intensity
the scattering of the 2D electrons in accordance with Eqs~1!
and ~4!.

We note that in Ref. 11 the experimental points1, 2, 3,
and 4 were approximated by straight lines with the para
etersd50.283 nm,L155 nm, andL257 nm on the as-
sumption that the dominant scattering mechanism in the w
under discussion is scattering on the roughness of one in
face. However, as the authors of Ref. 11 themselves no
such an approximation is valid only for narrow wells wi
L,6 nm. Since in the present paper we are taking into
count impurity scattering as well as scattering on interfac
roughness, the approximating curves1 and2 in Fig. 1 differ
markedly from straight lines for valuesL.6 nm, and the
adjustable parameterL is larger than the values used
Ref. 11.

As a second example, Fig. 2 showsm(Ns) calculated for
a GaAs/undoped-AlGaAs/AlGaAs well atT54.2 K and
E5100 V/m for the parametersL510 nm,NIb51022 m23,
NIr 5231024 m23, l sp510 nm,l d550 nm,D50.3 nm, and
L56 nm. The monotonic increase in the mobility with in
creasingNs can be explained by a corresponding increase
937 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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S, and this ultimately decreases the electron scattering in
sity and increases the electron mobility.

Thus we have demonstrated that the Monte Ca
method can be used efficiently to calculate the mobility o
degenerate 2D electron gas at low temperature in a quan
well of a selectively doped GaAs-based heterostructure
der conditions corresponding to the electrical quantum lim
The main advantage of this approach is the possibility
including any number of important scattering processes
the overall algorithm of the simulation, regardless of t
complexity of their model description, and of obtaining n
merical estimates of the mobility and other kinetic para
eters characterizing the transport of 2D electrons under th
conditions.
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Observation of large-scale hydrodynamic structures in a vortex tube and

ergy
the Ranque effect
V. A. Arbuzov, Yu. N. Dubnishchev, A. V. Lebedev, M. Kh. Pravdina, and N. I. Yavorski 

Institute of Thermal Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Novosibirsk
~Submitted July 30, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 84–90~December 12, 1997!

The existence of large-scale structures in the form of a vortical double helix in a swirling
Ranque flow is observed for the first time. The structure of the vortical double helix is visualized
in real time by the method of Hilbert bichromatic filtering. The experimental result is
interpreted on the basis that the most probable physical mechanism for the spatial energy
separation in the gas flow~i.e., for the so-called Ranque effect! is viscous heating of the gas in a
thin boundary layer at the walls of the vortex chamber and the adiabatic cooling at the
center owing to the formation of an intense vortex braid near the axis. ©1997 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01512-7#

The Ranque effect is a surprising phenomenon that has
1
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been known for a very long time,but it has still not been
given an adequate physical explanation. The main puzzl
the Ranque effect is the mechanism for the onset of a s
stantially nonuniform distribution of the stagnation enthal
in a strongly swirled gas flow. Actually, over short times
the order of 0.1 s there occurs a significant redistribution
thermal energy in space, and one is dealing with an actu
operative Maxwell’s demon. There have been many attem
to explain this phenomenon,2–4 but they are all quite far from
reality. It is well known that sufficient conditions for con
stancy of the stagnation enthalpy are as follows~the Ber-
noulli theorem!: 1! the flow must be steady, 2! the forces of
viscous friction in the gas~liquid! must be inconsequentia
3! the heat exchange between fluid particles must be ne
gible. It should be said that the violation of the steady flo
condition does not in itself cause spatial separation of
heat content, since a simple permutation of the fluid partic
without a corresponding exchange of energy between th
does not alter the enthalpy. Nevertheless, nonsteady
models give good quantitative agreement with experimen
to the kinematics of the flow.3 Attempts to take viscous
forces into account were undertaken in Refs. 2 and 4. It
in
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separation is effected by some sort of heat engine in
flow.2,5 It should be noted that this hypothesis is inconsist
with the assumption that the process is adiabatic, wh
holds to good accuracy on large scales of the flow.

At the present time there are sufficient grounds for
suming that large-scale vortex structures play a fundame
role in the Ranque effect6 and, in particular, in the operatio
of the hypothesized heat engine. To elucidate the role
these structures we have attempted to make an experim
observation of the hydrodynamic structures in a Ranque v
tex tube.

We assembled an apparatus for visualizing the lar
scale structures in an aerodynamic flow. The method of co
Hilbert visualization of the phase fields of the optical dens
of swirling flows was used, with provisions for compensati
the optical distortions due to the stationary temperat
gradients.7 A working model of the visualizer was built, with
a field of view 100 mm in diameter. The optical signal w
detected by a fast video camera and sent to a data proce
system based on a personal computer for determinatio
the structural and kinematical parameters of the process
der study.
he
is
of
l is

,
o

FIG. 1. Visualization of large-scale vortex structures in t
form of a double helix. The exposure time of each frame
250ms. What is visualized is the gradient of the phase field
the optical density. The pressure at the inlet to the channe
0.6 MPa, the total air flow rate is 4.531022 kg/s; the change in
temperature at the ‘‘cold’’ and ‘‘hot’’ outlets is 33.9 and 1.6 K
respectively; the ratio of the flow rate at the ‘‘cold’’ outlet t
the total flow rate is 0.26; the adiabatic cooling efficiency
is 0.3.
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As the object of study we chose a vortex channel
square cross section with transparent walls, in which a sw
ing flow, similar to the flow in a Ranque tube, was arrang
At the ‘‘cold’’ end air was swirled in a slotted swirler. Th
‘‘hot’’ end was made in the form of a radial diffuser.

The gradient of the phase field of the optical density
the transverse and longitudinal directions of the vortex ch
nel was visualized in real time with a minimum exposu
time of 250ms in various dynamical regimes.

We established the existence of large-scale structu
with lifetimes an order of magnitude longer than the exp
sure time. We observed for the first time a vortical dou
helix ~Fig. 1! which is nucleated at the flat end surfa
around the peripheral hot air outlet and then propaga
along the longitudinal axis, repeatedly reclosing and bre
ing up. In the midsection of the device one can make
only individual fragments of this structure. We detected
rotational motion of the vortical helix. The presence of he
cal structure is evidence of an intense return current al
the axis of the flow. As has been shown by calculations o
similar type of flow,8 the streamlines can be represent
schematically in the following way~Fig. 2!. A strongly
swirled flow from the swirler moves along the walls of th
tube, and then a small part of the flow~hot air! leaves the
device, while the majority of the flow is directed toward th
center, significantly increasing the vorticity~by virtue of of
conservation of the circulation of the velocity along a co
tracting contour lying perpendicular to the axis of the flow!,
and that is what causes the vortical double helix. It should
noted here that the vortical helix occupies the central par
the device and does not appreciably affect the visc
boundary layer at the wall. Under our conditions the Re
nolds number Re is 105 or slightly higher, and the thicknes
d of the boundary layer is around 1 mm. After this the
along the axis moves in the reverse direction and e
through openings in the swirler~cold air!.

At an overall pressure drop of 4–5 atm the flow veloc

FIG. 2. Diagram of the flow in a Ranque vortex tube.
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to 80 m/s!. At a width of the tube of 3.4 cm and a length o
up to 1 m, the residence time of a particle in the tube sho
not exceed 0.1 s~the longitudinal velocity is not over 10
m/s!. Measurements show that the drop of the stagna
temperature at the exit from the vortex tube is 14 K. It is ea
to calculate that in order for a stagnation temperature dif
ence of 14 K to arise in 0.1 s it is necessary to have a dro
the air temperature of the order of 20 000 K~!! over a dis-
tance of around 4 cm~the transverse size of the tube!. In
actuality it would be hard to expect temperature drops
more than 100 K inside the tube; these would arise mainly
account of adiabatic cooling and heating of the gas. It is e
to find the characteristic size over which a heating of the
by 14 K will occur at a temperature difference of 100 K.
comes to around 1 mm. Thus in order for a heat engine to
operating, it would be necessary to have local tempera
gradients of the order of 105 K/m in the system. The actua
physical model must in turn explain how such large therm
loads arise in the flow. One can propose the following fo
mechanisms of energy separation in a hydrodynamic flow
being the most likely: 1! in the breakup of the large-scal
vortex structure, a large number of small-scale~1 mm! local-
ized vortices of high intensity are formed, and over the ch
acteristic dimensions of these vortices there is convec
energy exchange between the fluid particles and a su
quent separation of these particles on large spatial scale!
there is a substantial barothermal conductivity effect~i.e., the
transfer of heat owing to a pressure gradient! in the hydro-
dynamic system; 3! one must take into account the heat e
change between the gas and the walls of the vortex tube!
heating of the gas due to viscous dissipation of kinetic
ergy plays an important role.

In order for the first mechanism to be realized it is ne
essary that the vortex structure break up all the way to v
small scales over short hydrodynamic times. In principle t
can happen if the phenomenon of vortex breakdown,
decay of the vortex, is present in the hydrodynamic syst
However, the question arises as to the mechanism of
separation that would cause the colder particles to collec
the center of the chamber and the hotter particles at the
riphery. On the other hand, the phenomenon of barother
conductivity ~the second mechanism! has been studied ver
little. To all appearances it is insignificant in ordinary pr
cess of heat and mass transfer. In any case one cannot e
that the corresponding kinetic coefficient will be muc
higher than the ordinary thermal conductivity. The thi
mechanism, thermal contact of the gas flow with the s
rounding walls, requires a more detailed examination.

We note first of all that the Prandtl number for air
around 0.7, so that the thickness of the thermal bound
layer will be approximately of the same order of magnitu
as the hydrodynamic boundary layer, i.e., around 1 m
Thus we see that the main thermal load can be concentr
in a viscous boundary layer. Further, the velocity of the g
in the boundary layer is considerably lower than the veloc
of the main flow, so that the time of thermal contact of t
air particles with the wall is several times greater than
estimate of 0.1 s. It follows that in order to have a substan
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between the wall and the gas may be only a few tens
degrees. The effect of heat exchange with the wall has b
observed experimentally by other investigators,2 but it has
not been directly linked to thermal processes in the bound
layer.

In the boundary layer an intense dissipation of kine
energy occurs, which can strongly heat the gas over cha
teristic times of a few tenths of a second. Let us estimate
amount of viscous heating. We have

DT

t
>

n

2cp
S ]v i

]xj
1

]v j

]xi
D 2

>
n

2cp

u2

d2
>

T

2

u2

cpT

n

d2

>
T

2

u2

cpT

u

25l
>

T

2
M2

u

25l
, ~1!

whereT is the absolute temperature of the air at the entra
to the device (;300 K!, t is the residence time of a particl
in it (;0.1 s!, M is the Mach number (M2;0.1), u is a
characteristic velocity (;100 m/s!, l is a characteristic di-
mension (;4 cm!, and d55l /Re1/2 is the thickness of the
boundary layer. It follows that the increase in the stagnat
temperature of the air owing to viscous heating can amo
to around 150 K if one neglects heat exchange of the ga
the boundary layer with the walls of the vortex tube and w
the turbulent swirling flow outside the boundary layer. As w
have said, in our experiments the increase in the stagna
temperature was around 14 K, which is an order of mag
tude lower than the estimate and is indicative of very inte
heat exchange between the boundary layer and the main
bulent gas flow, which, like heat exchange with the wall, h
a deleterious influence on the Ranque effect. Thus we
that taking the viscous heating of the gas into accoun
principle solves the problem of the energy separation.
should add that in our experiments the dimensions of the
through which the hot air escaped were varied. It was fou
that the maximum effect was achieved when the width of
gap was equal to the thickness of the boundary layer, wh
confirms the conclusion made above.
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the Ranque effect is the cooling of the main flow to app
ciable negative temperatures. This could be explained if
region near the axis of the flow is a zone of rarefaction s
stantially greater than that which would arise as a resul
the rotational motion of the gas due to the near-wall jet flo
emerging from the swirler. This is possible if there is
intense vortex structure at the center of the tube, as we h
in fact observed experimentally. The presence of a region
high concentration of vorticity near the axis causes a sign
cant lowering of the pressure in it and, hence, adiabatic c
ing of the gas moving outside the boundary layer. As a re
the gas temperature falls off significantly in the paraxial
gion, as is indeed attested to by the emergence of cold
through the central opening in the swirler.

On the basis of what we have said, we can conclude
the most likely physical mechanism responsible for the s
tial energy separation in the gas flow~the Ranque effect! is
viscous heating of the gas in a thin boundary layer at
walls of the vortex chamber and the adiabatic cooling of
gas at the center on account of the formation of an inte
vortex braid near the axis; in this paper we have obser
this structure for the first time.

This study was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research.
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Excitation of a quasi-plane shear wave by a surface acoustic source producing

normal stresses

A. P. Kiselev, E. Krylova, and L. Yu. Fradkin

Institute of Mechanical Engineering Problems, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, Russia;
South Bank University, London, U.K.
~Submitted March 24, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 91–94~December 12, 1997!

The generation of elastic volume waves by a source which is widely used in acoustic flaw
detection is considered. This source produces normal stresses at the boundary of an elastic solid.
The source is large compared to the wavelength of the waves that are launched. The
possibility of exciting a shear wave with a plane front in the near zone is established, and an
estimate of its intensity is made. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!01612-1#

The fronts of the volume waves excited by an acoustic
uS5¹3~e I !, I 5
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source producing in-phase oscillations of the normal stres
the boundary of an isotropic and homogeneous elastic s
are illustrated in Fig. 1. These are the familiar1–3 longitudinal
and shear edge waves, bow waves, quasi-plane longitud
and quasi-plane shear waves, the wave front of the l
named being shown by a dashed line. Here we point out
possibility that such a wave exists, elucidate the mechan
for its generation, and estimate its intensity.

1. The essence of the matter at hand can be grasped
an analysis of a two-dimensional linear model in the case
a process which is harmonic in time. The displacem
u(x,z)e2 ivt of an elastic half space in the plane (x,z) is
described by the equation

1

k2
¹~¹•u!2

1

¸2
¹3~¹3u!1u50, z.0, ~1!

wherek and¸ are the wave numbers of the longitudinal a
shear waves. The source is modeled by specifying the
gential and normal stresses atz50 in the formsxz50 and

szz5H p~x!e2 ivt, uxu<L,

0, uxu.L,
~2!

wherep(x) is the distribution of the amplitude of the load o
the source. The process is independent of the coordinay.
Particular attention has historically been paid to the c
p5const.

2. We express the solution of our problem in terms of
solutionG(x2j,z) of the classical Lamb problem, where
the pointx5j of the boundary one specifies a point vertic
load p(x)5d(x2j). Clearly

u~x,z!5E
2L

L

G~x2j,z!p~j!dj. ~3!

The shear part ofG ~we are not interested in the longitudin
part! has the form4

GS~x2j,z!5¹3~eyc!, ~4!

where ey is the unit vector along they axis, and
c5c(x2j,z) is the corresponding transverse potential. F
the shear fielduS of the source we have
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3. At a depth of several wavelengths,¸z@1, one has4 at
observation anglesu which are not too large~specifically,
subcritical!

c~x2j,z!5
exp~ i¸r !

Ar
g~u!S 11OS 1

¸r D D . ~6!

Here r 5A(x2j)21z2, sinu5xj/r, and g(u) is the direc-
tional pattern of the shear wave. At first we require only t
property ~which follows from the symmetry of the Lamb
problem! that the directional pattern vanishes beneath
source,

g~0!50. ~7!

4. We consider a source which is long compared to
shear wavelength,̧L@1. We will address the most interes
ing case for flaw detection, that of the near field of t
source:

~¸L !2@¸z@1. ~8!

The contribution to the integral~5! from the rapidly oscillat-
ing functionc comes from the ends of the intervalj56L
~they describe edge waves! and also from the point of sta
tionary phase,j5x, provided that it lies within the interval
In accordance with the standard method of stationary ph
we expand the integrand in the neighborhood of the stat
ary point as

c~x2j,z!'
exp~ i¸z!

Az
gS h

z D p~x1h!expS i¸
h2

2zD , ~9!

h5j2x.

As a consequence of Eq.~7! the contribution of the station
ary point in leading order is zero. Moreover, for the case
constantp it can be shown that it vanishes in all orders, sin
in the higher terms of the expansion refining Eq.~6! the
amplitude is odd inh, while the phase is even. 5. We no
assume that the load is not constant along the source. N

94120941-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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the stationary point one hasp(x1h)'p(x)1hp8(x), and
the contribution of the stationary point is due to the te
quadratic inh, which is equal to

exp~ i¸z!

zAz
g8~0!p8~x!h2expS i¸

h2

2zD . ~10!

It follows from the explicit expression for the directiona
pattern4 that

g8~0!5

expS 2
ip

4 D
A2pm

2k

¸A¸
, ~11!

wherem is the shear modulus. Using a modification of t
method of stationary phase for the case of an amplitude fu
tion having a zero of multiplicity two at the stationary point5

we obtain, after some manipulations, the following expre
sion for the corresponding wave field:

uS,plane'
2k

m¸3
p8~x!exp~ i¸z!ex , ~12!

FIG. 1.
942 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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which was obtained for points lying beneath the source,
the phase of a plane shear wave traveling downward.

We note that the frequency dependence of the field~12!
contains an additional factor of (iv)21 in comparison with
that for a longitudinal quasi-plane wave. Therefore, in t
nonsteady-state case its time dependence is the integr
the time dependence in the longitudinal wave.

6. Thus the onset of a quasi-plane shear wave is du
the spatial nonuniformity of the vertical stress produced
the source at the boundary. Analysis of nonconstantp is
important in connection with the fact that for suppression
edge waves, which constitute noise in flaw detection, it
advisable to use apodization, i.e., to produce stresses
vanish at the edges of the source. In that case a shear w
with a plane wave front, like that discussed above, neces
ily arises.
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the South Bank University, London, with the support of t
Korolev Society, and was continued with the support
INTAS–RFBR Grant 95-0012.
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Determination of the parameters of atmospheric gas clouds by radar methods

at frequencies in the rotational spectrum

V. A. Ivanchenko and V. V. Nikolaev

Scientific-Research Institute of Mechanics and Physics at the N. G. Chernyshevski� State University, Saratov
~Submitted July 16, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 1–5 ~December 26, 1997!

An analysis is made of a method of determining the parameters and coordinates of atmospheric
gas clouds radar systems which can measure the attenuation of electromagnetic radiation
power at a resonant absorption frequency. A possible technical application of these systems is
indicated. This approach to the problem of controlling and monitoring the state of the
atmosphere can describe the propagation dynamics of contamination in real time, which is
extremely important for ensuring safety in regions liable to chemical contamination. After suitable
development, the proposed method may provide the basis for remote monitoring by radar
techniques and in principle, may also be used to study various types of nonreflecting objects
possessing the property of resonant absorption. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!01712-6#

In many industrialized countries there is currently a needwhereu is the distribution function,r is the distance from the
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to search for new methods and facilities for ecological mo
toring of the state of the near-Earth atmosphere. This
particularly pressing problem in areas of oil and gas extr
tion, chemical factories, areas where dangerous and poi
ous substances are stored and reprocessed, and also
gions liable to radioactive contamination.1

The state of the atmosphere is normally monitored us
sensors requiring physical contact whose principal disadv
tages include a short dynamic range, limited response t
and the need to develop expensive large-scale computer
communication networks when this equipment is used
monitor large areas.

In many respects, remote and especially radar meth
of ecological monitoring are free from these shortcomings2,3

Here we consider a possible method of determining the
rameters and coordinates of atmospheric gas clouds usin
active radar method. This method can provide a real-t
description of the propagation dynamics of contaminati
which is required to predict the ecological consequence
uncontrolled releases of harmful substances.

In conventional radar methods, electromagnetic radia
reflected from the object being studied is used as the so
of information. In principle, gas clouds may not reflect r
diation. However, it is possible to construct radar syste
which utilize the property of resonant absorption of millim
ter radiation at frequencies in the rotational spectrum of
gas. These systems require reference reflectors~reference
points! positioned at the boundaries of the area being mo
tored. Thus, the probe radiation reaches the receiving
tenna of the radar station after passing twice through the
cloud ~see Fig. 1!.

To solve this problem it is assumed that the gas clo
possesses symmetry relative to the axis perpendicular to
Earth’s surface and its concentration distribution obeys
law

n~r !5 Hn0u~r !,
0

r<R,
r .R, ~1!
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axis of symmetry,R is the radius of the cross section of th
gas cloud in the plane parallel to the Earth’s surface~which
characterizes the size of the gas cloud!, and n0 is the gas
concentration at the center (r 50). The absorption spectrum
of the gas is also known.

Using the basic radar formula4 and assuming that the
directional radiation flux is attenuated as a result of abso
tion both in the atmosphere and in the gas cloud, we
write

m~ f ,w!5xa~D2d!1E
0

d

x~ f ,x!dx, ~2!

wherem is a function having the form

m~ f ,w!5 lnS AG0S0SP0

4pD2AP
D ,

f is the radiation frequency,xa and x are the absorption
coefficients of the atmosphere and the contaminant gas
spectively,P0 is the radiation power of the station,P is the
reflected signal power on entry to the receiving antenna,S is
the effective scattering area of the reference point,S0 andG0

are the effective area and the coefficient of directionality
the transmitting antenna. The anglew as well as the distance
d andD are as shown in Fig. 1.

Since the absorption coefficient is proportional to the g
concentration4

x~ f ,r !5s~ f !n~r !, ~3!

formula ~2! with allowance for formulas~1! and ~3! may be
reduced to the form

m~ f ,w!5xa~D2d~w,w0 ,R,R0!!1n0s~ f !F~w,w0 ,R,R0!,
~4!

whereR0 , w0 are the coordinates of the center of the g
cloud,

d~w,w0 ,R,R0!52R sin~c!, ~5!

94320943-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Principle for determination of the parameters
atmospheric gas clouds:1—radar station and2—
reference point.
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c5arccosS R
sin~w2w0! D , ~6!

F~w,w0 ,R,R0!

52@R0 sin~w2w0!#E
0

c

uS R
cos~c!

cos~g! D dg

cos2~g!
. ~7!

Thus, the unknownsw0 , R0 , n0 , and R are found from a
system of four equations written for four independent de
minations of the anglew:

$m~ f ,w i !5xa~D2d~w i ,w0 ,R,R0!!

1n0s~ f !F~w i ,w0 ,R,R0!% i 51,4.

If the radiation frequency of the radar station transmit
can be tuned, the number of determinations of the anglw
can be halved. In this case, the parameters and coordinat
the gas cloud are determined from:

$m~ f i ,w j !5xa~D2d~w j ,w0 ,R,R0!!

1n0s~ f i !F~w j ,w0 ,R,R0!% i , j 51,2.

If no data are available on the distribution of the gas conc
tration, the values ofR, R0 , andw0 can be determined usin
three values forw and the known dependence

]m~ f ,w!

] f
5n0

]s~ f !

] f
F~w,w0 ,R,R0!

using the system of three equations

H m~ f ,w i !5xa~D2d~w i ,w0 ,R,R0!!

1s~ f !
]m~ f ,w i !

] f F]s~ f !

] f G21J
i 51,3

,
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n̄5
1

3 (
i 51

3 H ]m~ f ,w i !

] f F]s~ f !

] f
d~w i ,w0 ,R,R0!G21J .

Formulas~4!–~7! can then be used to reconstruct the dis
bution functionu.

In most cases, tuning the transmitter frequency of
radar station in the short-wavelength part of the millime
range presents appreciable difficulties. Thus, the prob
may be solved by using the broadeningD f of the energy
spectrum of short radio pulses~at half power!, which for
rectangular pulses has the form

W~ f !5
A2

4p2t Fsin~pt~ f 2 f 0!!

f 2 f 0
2

sin~pt~ f 1 f 0!!

f 1 f 0
G2

,

whereA and f 0 are the amplitude and filling frequency, an
t is the pulse length. For instance, for hydrogen sulfide
find f 05168.7 GHz, D f '884 MHz (t51 ns), and
D f '177 MHz (t55 ns).

To conclude, these results demonstrate that it may
possible to construct radar systems to determine the coo
nates, size, and concentration of atmospheric gas clo
which exhibit resonant absorption.

1S. P. Kalenichenko, Bezopasnost’ Zhizned. No. 13, 51~1994!.
2E. Shanda,Physical Principles of Remote Probing@Russ. transl., Nedra,
Moscow, 1990#.

3V. V. Bogorodski� and A. I. Kozlov, Microwave Radiometry of the
Earth’s Atmosphere@in Russian#, Gidrometeoizdat, Moscow~1985!.

4M. A. El’yashevich, Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy@in Russian#,
Fizmatgiz, Moscow~1962!.

5Radio Engineering Systems, edited by Yu. M. Kazarinov@in Russian#,
Vysshaya Shkola, Moscow~1990!.
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Influence of variations in the angular rotational velocity of a spacecraft on thermal

convection under conditions of weightlessness

Yu. A. Polovko and V. S. Yuferev

A. G. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 11, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 6–13~December 26, 1997!

Unlike the conventional approach where it is assumed that liquid motion under conditions of
weightlessness is caused by vibrations or residual quasisteady-state microaccelerations,
the present paper examines convection caused by variations in the angular rotational velocity of
a spacecraft. It is shown that although the level of microaccelerations caused by variations
in the angular rotational velocity is extremely low for the Shuttle spacecraft, Mir space station, and
unmanned spacecraft, of the order of 0.1–1mg, the ensuing convection and nonuniformity
in the impurity distribution during crystal growth may be very appreciable. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!01812-0#

According to current thinking, the driving force for con- whereFb5r0(gv1V3(V3R)1V̇3R0)bT(T2T0) is the
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vection under conditions of weightlessness in the absenc
any free liquid surface is a buoyancy force generated by
microacceleration vector. This vector characterizes the
sultant effect of various forces and at an arbitrary pointP in
the spacecraft connected rigidly to its structure, may be
culated using the formula1

g5R3V̇1~V3R!3V1V
*
2 ~3~er•R!er2R!2gv . ~1!

HereR is the position vector of pointP relative to the space
craft center of mass,V is the vector of the absolute angul
velocity of the spacecraft, where the dot indicates differ
tiation with respect to timet, V* is the orbital frequency,er

is the unit vector in the ‘‘center of Earth-spacecraft center
mass’’ direction, andgv is the vector of the microaccelera
tion caused by nongravitational forces~vibrations, atmo-
spheric resistance, and so on!. The first two terms in formula
~1! are associated with the motion of the spacecraft rela
to its center of mass and the third is associated with
nonuniformity of the Earth’s gravitational field. In this for
mulation of the problem the action of the microgravitation
field obviously vanishes if there is no density gradient in
liquid. However, the action of microgravitation is in fa
more complex. The rotation of the spacecraft produces
forces: a centrifugal forcer(V3R)3V and an inertial force
r(V̇3R) caused by variations in the angular velocity of t
spacecraft~r is the liquid density!. The centrifugal force is a
potential force and thus, when there are no density gradi
in the liquid, this force will only contribute to the pressur
without inducing liquid motion whereas when density gra
ents do exist, this force will bring the liquid into motion b
means of a buoyancy force. However, the inertial fo
r(V̇3R) is not a potential force and thus cannot be co
pletely incorporated in the pressure. This force will indu
liquid motion even in the absence of a buoyancy force. Th
for an arbitrary rotation of the spacecraft the force acting
a nonuniformly heated liquid under conditions of orbit
flight ~neglecting the nonuniformity of the Earth’s gravit
tional field! may be written as

F5Fb1Fi1Fc , ~2!

945 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 1063-7850/9
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buoyancy or Archimedes force,Fi52r0(V̇3r ) is the iner-
tial force caused by the nonuniform rotation of the contain
andFc522r0(V3u) is the Coriolis force. In these expres
sions,bT is the volume coefficient of thermal expansion
the liquid,T is the liquid temperature,T0 is the temperature
at some fixed point inside the container,R0 is the position
vector of this point relative to the center of mass of t
spacecraft,r5R2R0 is the position vector connecting thi
point with an arbitrary point inside the container, andu is the
velocity vector of the liquid motion. It can be seen that on
the buoyancy forceFb has an integer dependence on t
vectorg whereas the forcesFi andFc are determined by the
angular acceleration and the angular velocity of the spa
craft. It should also be stressed that the action of the forcFi

cannot be reduced to the action of some equivalent buoya
force. From this it follows that not only the microacceler
tion vector g but also the vector of the angular rotation
velocity of the spacecraftV must be used for the characte
istic of the microgravitational field of an orbiting space st
tion.

So far, experts on the physics of liquids and the mod
ing of crystal growth under conditions of weightlessne
have mainly focused their attention on the study of conv
tion under the action of vibrations~g-jitter! and residual mi-
croaccelerations, while the action of the forceFi has been
neglected. Here we propose to examine the convection
liquid under the influence of the nonuniform rotation of th
spacecraft. It will be shown subsequently that this convect
may be very appreciable although the variations in the an
lar velocity of the spacecraft are fairly small.

The magnitude of the angular velocity and its variatio
depend very much on the flight conditions and the orien
tion of the spacecraft. When an orbiting station has a c
stant orientation in a geocentric coordinate system, the an
lar rotational velocity of the station is generally zero.
practice, however, the orientation of a space station is o
maintained to within a few tens of minutes of arc and for th
reason the angular velocity exhibits deviations from ze
with an amplitude of the order of 1025–1024 s21. Under

94520945-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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different flight conditions, the average angular velocity
nonzero and its modulus is of the order of magnitude of
orbital frequency, i.e., the angular rotational velocity of t
station about the Earth.

In order to demonstrate the significance of this corr
tion, we consider the motion of an incompressible liquid in
rectangular three-dimensional cavity with rigid walls, show
in Fig. 1. The following quantities, the heighth, V0

21, V0h,
rV0

2h2, V0 , V0
2h, andDT are taken as the scales of lengt

time, velocity, pressure, angular rotational velocity, micro
celeration, and temperature, respectively. In the Boussin
approximation, the equations of motion of the liquid may
written in the following dimensionless form:

]u

]t
1u•¹u5Ek¹2u2¹p22V3u2

]V

]t
3r

1GrEk2S dV

dt
3R01V3~V3~R01r !!T,

¹•u50,

]T

]t
1u•¹T5

Ek

Pr
¹2T, ~3!

where Ek5 v/V0h2 , Gr5 bDTV0
2h4/v2 , and Pr5v/a are

the Ekman, Grasshof, and Prandtl numbers, respectively,
n anda are the kinematic viscosity and the thermal diffus
ity of the liquid.

The boundary conditions for the system~3! were defined
as

FIG. 1. Schematic of region studied.
e

-

,
-
sq

nd

T50 for z50 and T51 for z51,

]T

]x
50 for x50;d and

]T

]y
50 for y50;l . ~4!

As initial conditions, it was assumed that no convective m
tion occurred before timet50. Numerical integration of the
problem~3!–~4! was performed using a method proposed
Ref. 2, which was generalized to the three-dimensional c

We analyzed the convection which occurs under the
fluence of real variations in the angular velocity of a spa
craft. Examples of such variations are shown in Fig. 2 for
manned Mir-Shuttle complex~Fig. 2a! and for an unmanned
spacecraft~Fig. 2b!. The dependences of the dimensionle
components of the angular velocity were calculated by V.
Sazonov who kindly supplied us with this data. Here a
subsequently the scale ofV0 was taken as 0.001 s21. The
method of determining these velocities was described in
tail in Refs. 1 and 3. The flight of the Mir-Shuttle comple
took place in the gravitational orientation regime. In th
case, the modulus of the angular velocity of the complex
similar to the angular velocity of its rotation about the Ea
('0.001 s21), and the amplitude of the angular veloci
variations and the angular accelerations are fairly small
the order of 1024 s21 and 1027 s22, respectively. These val
ues of the angular acceleration and the amplitude of the
gular velocity variations are typical of heavy spacecraft fl
ing in this regime. However, satellites of lower mass, flyi
in lower orbits, may rotate considerably faster and w
larger variations in the angular velocity~Fig. 2b!.

It follows from formula ~2! that the ratio between the
buoyancy forceFb and the inertial forceFi is given by
uFi u/uFbu' ur u/bDTuR0u, whereuR0u is the distance betwee
the liquid container and the center of gravity of the spa
ship. The latter was taken to be constant in the calculati
R0x5R0y5R0z560, whereasbDT varied. The maximum of
the modulus of the convective velocityumax was taken as a
measure of the convection rate. It was also assumed
gv50, i.e., residual microaccelerations and vibratio
(g-jitter! were neglected. The results of calculations of t
maximum convection velocity which could occur in a cub
cavity under the influence of variations in the angular velo
ity of the Mir-Shuttle complex are plotted in Fig. 3. The ca
lid

FIG. 2. Angular velocity of spacecraft versus time: a—
Mir-Shuttle complex, b—unmanned spacecraft. So
curves—Vx , dashed curves—Vy , and dots—Vz .

946 946Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 Yu. A. Polovko and V. S. Yuferev
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bDT corresponds to isothermal convection which is n
glected in the standard approach to the problem of conv
tion in weightlessness. It can be seen that in this case,
dimensional convection velocity is 0.0120.02V0h or
0.120.2v/h. The last expression is obtained if the Ekm
number is taken as 0.1 for the calculations. It can be seen
although the convection velocity is fairly low, it may neve
theless have a fairly appreciable influence on impurity tra
port processes during crystal growth, particularly at lo
growth rates~of the order of one micron! and low impurity
diffusion coefficients. AsbDT increases, the amplitude o
the variations in the maximum convection velocity increa
substantially, which is clearly caused by interaction betwe
the buoyancy forceFb and the inertial forceFi . However,
the influence of thermal convection only becomes app
ciable for fairly large temperature drops whe
bDTuR0u@0.1. Figure 4 shows results of calculations of t
maximum convection velocity under the influence of the a
gular velocity variations shown in Fig. 2b in a rectangu
region with side lengthsl 5d50.5. In this case, the convec
tion rate is considerably higher, which is not surprising sin
the amplitude of the angular velocity variations of the spa
craft is more than an order of magnitude greater than thos

FIG. 3. Variation of the maximum convection velocity of a liquid in a cub
container as a function of time under the influence of angular velocity va
tions of the Mir-Shuttle complex. Ek50.1, Pr50.01, bDT50—continuous
curve, 0.001—asterisks, 0.003—dashed curve.
947 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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the Mir-Shuttle complex. It should be noted that in bo
these examples, the microaccelerations are small, of the
der of 0.2– 231026g0 , whereg0 is the acceleration due to
gravity at the Earth’s surface.

To sum up, the convection caused by variations in
angular rotational velocity of a spacecraft may be very
preciable and must be taken into account when designing
analyzing the results of technological experiments and fl
physics experiments on board spacecraft.

This work was carried out under contract between
Russian Space Agency and NASA NAS-15-10110.
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Mathematics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow~1996!.
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Translated by R. M. Durham
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FIG. 4. Variation of the maximum convection velocity of a liquid in
rectangular container with sidesl 5d50.5 as a function of time under the
influence of angular velocity variations shown in Fig. 2b. Ek50.158,
Pr50.01, bDT50—continuous curve, 0.001—asterisks, 0.003—dash
curve.
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Čerenkov superradiance from a subnanosecond electron bunch in a sectional

e

decelerating system
M. I. Yalandin, S. A. Shuna lov, V. G. Shpak, N. S. Ginzburg, I. V. Zotova,
A. S. Sergeev, A. D. R. Phelps, A. W. Cross, and P. Aitken

Institute of Experimental Physics, Urals Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Ekaterinburg;
Institute of Applied Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Nizhni� Novgorod;
Strathclyde University, Glasgow, Great Britain
~Submitted July 30, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 14–19~December 26, 1997!

Induced coherent radiation~superradiance! from a subnanosecond electron bunch in a combined
decelerating system has been investigated experimentally. In a first section formed by a
periodically modulated waveguide, the density of the bunch is modulated and it then radiates in
a second section formed by a waveguide partially filled with a dielectric. At an electron
energy of 250 keV and a peak current of 800 A, millimeter radiation pulses with powers up to 2
MW and lengths up to 800 ps were obtained. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!01912-5#
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tron bunches having dimensions greater than the wavele
of microwave radiation but still substantially shorter than t
characteristic lengths of the interaction space have rece
attracted considerable interest. The possibility of obtain
coherent radiation from these bunches was appreciated
tively recently and is associated with so-called superradia
effects.1–5 The evolution of this type of process inside a
electron bunch is accompanied by particle bunching wh
phasing is caused by slippage of radiation relative to
bunch as a result of a difference between the group velo
of the radiation and the translational velocity of the particl

The results of the first experimental observations of Cˇ er-
enkov supperradiance in the millimeter wavelength ran
were discussed in Refs. 6 and 7. The source of subnano
ond electron pulses was a high-current accelerator consis
of a RADAN 303 generator, a pulse slicer, and a coax
magnetically insulated vacuum diode with an explos
emission cathode.8 Superradiance was observed in two typ
of decelerating systems. The first system was a corrug
waveguide in which the electron bunch interacted with
concurrent spatial harmonic of a counterpropagating elec
magnetic wave under synchronism conditions similar
those found in backward-wave tubes:

v5~2k1 k̄ !Vi ,

whereVi is the translational electron velocity,v and k are
the frequency and longitudinal wave number, respectiv
k̄ 52p/d, and d is the corrugation period. An alternativ
decelerating system comprised a regular waveguide part
filled with a dielectric. Here, the wave was emitted in t
direction of translational motion of the particles and intera
tion took place under the conditions

v5kVi .

Features of the first system~a corrugated waveguide
cm long! included a high level of stability and reproducibi
ity of the microwave pulses at a moderate peak power of
MW. The angular distribution of the radiation broadly corr
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in the dielectric waveguide, whose typical length was 30 c
had a peak radiation power of 1 MW. However, the radiat
exhibited considerably lower stability and comprised a co
bination of E01 modes and the HE11 hybrid mode.

Here we report an experimental investigation of super
diance from an electron bunch in a combined~sectional! de-
celerating system where the first section, formed by a co
gated waveguide, serves to modulate the electron bunch
the second section, consisting of a waveguide partially fil
with a dielectric, functions as the emission~amplification!
region. An advantage of a sectional system is that the h
degree of stability and reproducibility of the superradian
pulses typical of backward-wave tube systems can be c
bined with the high peak power achieved previously as
result of emission from an electron bunch in a dielect
waveguide. As in previous experiments, the subnanosec
accelerator generated a beam with a current pulse lengt
300–500 ps and a typical electron energy of 250 keV. T
microwave pulses were recorded with a calibrated hot car
germanium detector with a transient characteristic of 200
The signals from the current, accelerating voltage, and
crowave signal detectors were recorded using a 7 GHz Tek-
tronix 7250 digitizing oscilloscope. The microwave unit
the experimental apparatus is shown schematically in Fig
The length of the corrugated section of circular wavegu

FIG. 1. Schematic of microwave section of experimental apparatus:1—
electron bunch,2—modulator formed by section of corrugated waveguid
and 3—emission region formed by a waveguide partially filled with a d
electric.

94820948-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. a—Signal from microwave detectors obtaine
without ~curve 1! and with modulator~curve 2!; b—
transformation of the signal with high-frequency filter
installed in the waveguide channel.
was 3 cm, the corrugation period was 3.3 mm with a corru-
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gation depth of 0.8 mm, and the average waveguide diam
was 8 mm. The length of the second section was 20 cm
composite dielectric waveguide with a dielectric constant
;3.5 was used as this decelerating system.

The operating efficiency of the sectional system is e
denced by Fig. 2a which shows that the installation o
modulator increased the peak power of the microwave p
approximately five times compared with the radiation only
the dielectric channel. We also note that without the sec
section, i.e., when the electron bunch only passed throu
short modulator, the output signal was at the noise level
was barely recorded by the detector. The spectral comp
tion of the radiation was estimated by installing hig
frequency waveguide filters~cutoff waveguides! with differ-
ent cutoff frequencies in the detector channel.

Figure 2b shows the evolution of the microwave pu
profile as the signal passes through various filters. It can
concluded from these results that the pulse spectrum lies
proximately between 36 and 40 GHz. The angular distri
tion of the radiation, shown in Fig. 3a, was recorded by
detector whose receiving horn was oriented to detect theEr

component of the field.
In an ideal variant the entry section should not on

modulate the electron bunch longitudinally but should a
define the transverse structure of this modulation, thus
signing to the radiation in the second section a spatial st
ture in the form of the E01 mode. It is known that when this
mode is excited, the angular distribution of the radiati
should have a zero~deep minimum! on the axis of the sys
tem. The absence of such a minimum indicates that the
diation spectrum contains the hybrid HE11 mode. This may
be attributed to the azimuthal inhomogeneity of the elect
bunch in the second section. This inhomogeneity is cau
by the initial inhomogeneity of the emitting surface of th
tubular cathode and also by some misalignment of the
tem. At least the replica of the bunch in various cross s
tions of the electrodynamic channel indicated that it p
sessed transverse asymmetry.

The percent content of the parasitic HE11 mode differs at
the beginning and at the tail of the microwave pulse. T
can be seen from a comparison of oscilloscope traces
corded by a detector positioned near the axis of the sys
~position1, Fig. 3b! and at the edge~position2, Fig. 3c!. A
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the pulse is observed for the horn in position2 with a corre-
sponding decay for the horn in position1. Thus, the angular
distribution for the tail section of the pulse is more consist
with the excitation of the E01 working mode. To interpret this
observation, it should be borne in mind that for the lead
section of the electron pulse the first section only operate
an electron beam modulator. However, the microwave ra
tion generated in this section in the form of a counterpro
gating electromagnetic wave relative to the bunch E01 is re-

FIG. 3. Angular distribution of radiation~a!, showing two positions of the
microwave detector along the radial coordinate at which the signals sh
in Figs. 3b and 3c were observed.
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end of the system and passes through the modulator con
rently with the electrons, before entering the second sec
where it again interacts with the tail section of the electr
bunch. Thus, the tail section is exposed to an additional
fluence from the incoming signal from the first section with
delay Dt'300 ps which ultimately gives the radiation th
spatial structure of the E01 mode.

To conclude, these experimental investigations h
shown that it is justified to use a sectional decelerating s
tem to generate high-power pulses of Cˇ erenkov superradi-
ance. The peak radiation power was increased to 2 MW,
overall length of the electrodynamic system was redu
~from 30 to 23 cm!, and the angular distribution and repr
ducibility of the pulses was enhanced.
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Desorption of fullerene C 60 from a mixture with a copolymer of trifluorochloroethylene

al
and vinylidene fluoride
A. O. Pozdnyakov, B. M. Ginzburg, O. F. Pozdnyakov, and B. P. Redkov

Institute of Problems in Mechanical Engineering, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 21, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 20–26~December 26, 1997!

Thermal desorption mass spectrometry has been used to study the desorption of fullerene C60

molecules from a mixture with a copolymer of trifluorochloroethylene and vinylidene
fluoride. The temperature range of the C60 yield from the copolymer mixture is substantially
lower ~approximately 100 °C lower! than the temperature range for the sublimation of pure C60

molecules. The temperature range of the C60 yield from the copolymer mixture is the same
as that for the desorption of HCl and HF formed as a result of copolymer cross linking reactions.
The desorption of C60 from the copolymer mixture is a two-stage process correlated with
the stages of HCL and HF formation for which the temperatures at the maximum desorption rates
differ. The results suggest that the copolymer cross-linking processes and the desorption of
C60 molecules are interrelated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02012-0#

Copolymers of trifluorochloroethylene and vinylidene the present study is to identify the nature of the therm
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7/1
fluoride are widely used for protective or antifriction coa
ings, so that the search for modifying additives such
fullerene C60 molecules and studies of their interaction wi
the copolymer macromolecules are of major practical a
scientific importance. We have already shown1 by mass
spectrometry that when a copolymer of trifluorochloroeth
ene and vinylidene fluoride is heated in vacuum, the m
volatile products are hydrogen halides~HCl and HF!,
trifluorochloroethylene, 1-propane, 3-chloro-1,1,2,3
pentafluorine and chloropentafluoroethane, and that un
all the other products, the formation of hydrogen halides
two-stage process. Combined with data on the reduced s
bility of the copolymer2–4 in the temperature range of th
low-temperature hydrogen halide formation stage, the res
suggest that at the low-temperature stage the formatio
hydrogen halides is a consequence of cross-linking react
between copolymer chains with the formation of C–C cro
links between the chains.

We have also begun to study the relative influence
reactions in the polymer chains and the temperature beha
of fullerene C60 taking polystyrene as an example. It w
shown in Ref. 5 that, unlike the case where a mixture
polystyrene and C60 is heated i.e., the case of van der Wa
interaction between polystyrene macromolecules and60

where destruction of the polystyrene merely leads to a n
ligible decrease in the maximum temperature of C60 desorp-
tion, when polystyrene is heated with grafted C60, i.e., under
conditions of covalent attachment of C60 to polystyrene mac-
romolecules, the destruction of the polystyrene is accom
nied by complex desorption of C60, for which the profile and
intensity of the thermal desorption peaks show good ag
ment with the thermal destruction reaction of polystyrene
may be hypothesized that the thermal desorption of C60 is a
unique microprobe, sensitive to the type of interaction
tween C60 and the polymer. It is also known from th
literature6,7 that C60 interacts readily with halogens and h
drogen to form stable compounds. Thus, one of the aim
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desorption of C60 mixed with a polymer having side hydro
gen atoms and side halogens. It is natural to assume that60,
which is highly active in relation to a broad spectrum
chemical agents,6–11 will exhibit selective interaction with
side atoms of macromolecules. This interaction shows
particularly well in the formation of interchain cross link
when a copolymer of trifluorochloroethylene and vinylide
fluoride is heated, as was demonstrated in our previ
study.1

We used an F-32 grade copolymer of trifluorochloro
hylene and vinylidene fluoride~average numerical molecula
massMn>1.23105, trifluorochloroethylene and vinylidene
fluoride content 73 and 27 mol.%, respectively! and C60 ~96–
98%! prepared by the Kratschmer method. Films were p
pared on the surface of steel foil by depositing 10ml of an
ethylacetate solution of the copolymer followed by a suita
quantity of a toluene solution of C60 using a calibrated mi-
crosyringe. The mass ratio of C60 to copolymer was around
1/3 which approximately corresponds to 100 C60 molecules
per copolymer molecule. The average calculated thicknes
the films after removing the solvents was around 2000 Å

We used an MCX-6 time-of-flight mass spectrome
~mass reflectron! with a resolving power of around 700, up
dated with a special vacuum chamber for thermal desorp
mass spectrometry. The pressure in the chamber of the m
spectrometer was maintained at 53105 Pa before the experi
ments.

The composition of the volatile products formed by he
ing films of the pure copolymer in the range 200–700
was determined in Ref. 1. Figure 1a shows two-stage t
perature curves of the hydrogen halide yield: two HF rele
peaks can be identified at 250 and 400 °C while HCl pe
are observed at slightly higher temperatures,;300 and
420 °C, i.e., the highest intensity of the cross-link formati
processes involving fluorine atoms on the one hand and c
rine atoms on the other is obtained at slightly different te
peratures. The yield of one of the comonomers of the copo

95120951-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the rate of f
mation of the comonomer (CF2CFCl) ~1!, HF ~2!,
and HCl ~3! as a result of heating a copolymer o
trifluorochloroethylene and vinylidene fluoride a
the rate: a—0.7 K/s and b—7 K/s.
mer, trifluorochloroethylene (CF2CFCl), involves a single-
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ne
stage process with a maximum at 400–410°. Figure
shows similar curves obtained at a heating rate an orde
magnitude higher than that used to obtain the curves plo
in Fig. 1a. In this case, the HF yield is observed at;330 and
440 °C. On the curve of the HCl yield the low-temperatu
stage is far less clearly defined than that for the low hea
rate~Fig. 1a! and shows up as some asymmetry of the ov
all peak in the low-temperature range, with the hig
temperature peak shifted to 440 °C. The trifluorochloroe
ylene yield is also shifted to higher temperatures~around
440 °C!, i.e., as at the low rate of heating, the hig
temperature stages of the yield of all the products lie in
same temperature range, which provides additional evide
that the structuring processes resulting in their formation
interrelated. It may be stressed that a characteristic featu
b
of
d

g
r-
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-
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ce
re
of

heating rate is a shift of the thermal desorption peaks tow
higher temperatures together with reduced resolution of
individual stages of hydrogen halide release.

An identification of the mass spectra of films prepar
from a mixture of C60 and copolymer revealed that, in add
tion to the products observed as a result of heating the p
copolymer, C60 molecules are also formed when th
copolymer-C60 mixture is heated. On account of the sma
quantities of C60 in the thin films being studied, we used hig
rates of heating~around 10 K/s! to record the thermal desorp
tion curves for the C60-copolymer mixture. Figure 2 show
the thermal desorption curve of C60 from a copolymer mix-
ture and for comparison, the temperature dependence o
rate of formation of C60 molecules from a polylayer of C60

molecules, which illustrates the sublimation of crystalli
-

FIG. 2. Rate of formation of60 from a 60 polylayer ~1!
and from a mixture with a copolymer of trifluorochlo
roethylene and vinylidene fluoride~2!.
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FIG. 3. Rate of formation of HCl~1!, HF ~2!, and C60

~3! as a result of heating a mixture of C60 with a co-
polymer of trifluorochloroethylene and vinylidene fluo
ride.
C60. These results indicate first, that there is a substantial
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difference between the state of the C60 molecules in the co-
polymer mixture and their state in films of pure crystalli
C60, as is evidenced by the shift of the main stage of C60

release from the copolymer mixture compared with pure60

toward temperatures approximately 100 °C lower. Seco
the curves reveal a two-stage process of C60 release from the
copolymer, i.e., the envelope of the C60 thermal desorption
curve exhibits a low-temperature shoulder at'330 °C and a
principal peak at 370 °C.

The abrupt change in the temperature range of the60

yield clearly reflects a change in the structural state of
C60 molecules in the polymer film and specifically indicat
that the initial crystalline C60 ‘‘dissolves’’ at the experimen-
tal temperatures. A possible interpretation of the two-st
formation of C60 from a copolymer mixture is based on com
paring the thermal desorption curves of C60 and the yield of
other volatile products from the C60-copolymer mixture~Fig.
3!. It can be seen that the low-temperature shoulder of60

release is observed at temperatures corresponding to the
temperature stage of the HF yield and the high-tempera
stage of C60 release corresponds to the low-temperature st
of the HCl yield, which is arbitrarily illustrated by the vert
cal arrows in the figure.

To conclude, it is quite plausible to assume that C60 in-
teracts fairly strongly with side atoms in the copolym
chain, as can be seen from its thermal desorption patter
the course of the intermolecular cross-linking reactions. T
C60 molecules, as in the case of polystyrene grafted to60
953 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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which traces the temperature behavior of the copolym
chain. Specifically, the removal of hydrogen halides as
result of the formation of intermolecular cross links, is a
companied by the desorption of C60. Taking as an example
the yield of hydrogen halides at high heating rates, it h
been shown that the thermal desorption of C60 may be an
indicator of chemical processes in the system in cases w
these are difficult to determine experimentally under
same conditions, for example, at low concentrations of
material being studied.
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Superconductivity in single crystals of the nonperovskite-like cuprate Ba 2Cu3O62x

on-
S. V. Moshkin, S. I. Goloshchapov, O. V. Frank-Kamenetskaya, I. I. Bannova,
T. I. Ivanova, T. N. Kaminskaya, M. A. Kuz’mina, and M. Yu. Vlasov

St. Petersburg State University; A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 4, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 27–34~December 26, 1997!

Spontaneous crystallization from a solution in a melt at a pressure of (0.8– 1)31023 Pa was
used to obtain single crystals of a new nonperovskite-like superconducting phase
Ba2Cu3O62x ~space groupPccm, a513.065,b520.654, andc511.431 Å!. The superconducting
properties of the crystals were investigated by modulated microwave absorption. The
superconducting transition temperatures were 5 K~sample No. 1!, 7 K and 13 K~sample No. 2!.
The superconductivity in the Ba2Cu3O62x crystals is attributed to the presence of CuO2

chains of edge-sharing copper-oxygen squares. Nonperovskite-like Ba2Cu3O62x crystals are a
new class of one-dimensional~1D! superconductors. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02112-5#
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7/1
incommensurate composite phase Sr0.4Ca13.6Cu24O411x

~Ref. 1! has shown that a perovskite-like crystal structu
containing CuO2 planes formed by stacked copper-oxyg
squares is not a necessary condition for superconductivit
cuprates of alkaline-earth metals. The structure
Sr0.4Ca13.6Cu24O411x contains two types of copper-oxyge
fragments formed by plane edge-sharing@CuO4# squares:
CuO2 chains and Cu2O3 layers of two-legged ladders. It i
not yet clear which of these fragments~one-dimensional or
quasione-dimensional! is responsible for the superconductin
transition of this phase atTc5(12– 9) K and a pressure o
3–4.5 GPa.

Here we describe a new superconducting nonperovsk
like phase Ba2Cu3O62x . Compounds with a similar chemica
composition are known in the Ba–Cu–O system and at le
five polymorphic modifications have been reported in
literature ~see Table I!. No data have been reported on t
preparation of single crystals of these phases. The cry
structure is determined to a first approximation using pow
diffractometry data only for the monoclinic modification3

No studies of the superconducting properties of Ba2Cu3O62x

modifications have been reported.
Single crystals of the Ba2Cu3O62x phase were prepare

in our attempts to synthesize crystals of high-tempera
superconducting phases in the Hg–Ba–Ca–Cu–O sys
The experiments were carried out by spontaneous cryst
zation from a solution in a melt. The solvent was exce
HgO1CuO. The composition of the charge was varied in
range: Hg:Ba:Ca:Cu5~2.0–3.5!:2.0:~0–1.5!:~3.0–6.0!. The
20 ml crucible~aluminum oxide! containing the charge wa
sealed in a thick-walled quartz ampoule. The ampoule w
inserted in an autoclave pressurized to an excess pressu
(0.8– 1)31023 Pa, heated to 700 °C, and held at this te
perature for 24 h. The ampoule was then heated to 950 °
a rate of 50°/h and, after being held at this temperature fo
h, was cooled to 850 °C at a rate of 4–15 °C/h. The furn
was then switched off.

Powder diffractometry data indicate that the ingots o
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superconducting phases: CuO, BaCuO2, Ca2CuO3, HgO,
Ca3Al2O6, an incommensurate composite pha
@Ca2Cu2O3#xCuO2], and also the oxide Ba2Cu3O62x , which
has a nonstoichiometric oxygen content and forms the s
ject of the present study. Fairly large crystals of the recen
discovered high-temperature superconducting ph
CaCuO21x are also formed in small amounts.5 The distribu-
tion and shape of the HgO crystals indicates that they
grown from the vapor phase while the other phases crys
lize from the solution.

The phase and chemical composition of the ingot s
gests that the solubility of mercury in the oxide melt is e
tremely low for the experimental parameters used. This
pothesis is also evidenced by the fact that the exc
pressures required to prevent damage to the ampoule
close to the gas pressure in the ampoule~Hg—
(4 – 6)31024 Pa and O2—~2–3!31024 Pa! calculated as-
suming that the HgO undergoes complete evaporation
dislocation. These values clearly correspond to the cryst
zation conditions in our experiments. It should be noted t
we did not succeed in obtaining the Ba2Cu3O62x phase at
atmospheric pressure.

The external appearance and mechanical propertie
the Ba2Cu3O62x crystals (1.030.530.07 mm) separated
from the ingot are very reminiscent of the Bi-2212 phase a
possess high electrical conductivity at room temperature.
sults of an x-ray spectral microanalysis performed usin
CAMSCAN-4DV scanning electron microscope show th
the crystals have the composition Ba2.0822.29Cu3Oy . An x-
ray analysis shows that this phase is an unknown orthorh
bic modification Ba2Cu3O62x ~see Table I!.

The orthorhombic modifications Ba2Cu3O62x studied by
us and described in the literature2,6 are characterized by th
parameterc'11.4 Å, which is present in both sublattice
of the superconducting phase Sr0.4Ca13.6Cu24O411x ~Ref. 1!
and have different parametersa and b which are
multiples of 4.2–4.4 and 3.4–3.7 Å, respectively. For t
orthorhombic phase studied the lattice parameters

95420954-04$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



a'4.3533'13.

TABLE I. Crystallographic Data for Ba2Cu3O62x Structural Modifications

2

System
Space
group

Lattice parameters Å

Sourcea b c

Cubic n.d. 18.28 a a Ref. 2
Tetragonal P42 /mcm 12.98 a 9.16 Ref. 6#40-312
Tetragonal n.d. 16.19 a 12.38 Ref. 6#40-313
Orthorhombic Cmcm 4.23 7.3368 11.3863 Ref. 6#40-76
Orthorhombic n.d. 4.38 3.66 11.36 Ref. 2
Orthorhombic Pcmm 13.065~15! 20.654~21! 11.431~8! Our data
Monoclinic P2 8.48 7.33 12.154 Ref. 3

b5110.4°
06 Å and b'3.4436'20.65 Å. The
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O–O spacing in this case is;4.1 Å (4.0736'24.44 Å),
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structure of the monoclinic modification Ba2Cu3O6 ~Ref. 3!
has the parametersa54.243258.48 Å, b53.673257.34
Å, andc511.4/sin(b)512.15 Å, which clearly indicates tha
the structures of these Ba2Cu3O62x modifications are similar.
The structure of the monoclinic modification3 has the same
CuO2 chains distributed along thea axis in theac plane as in
the superconducting phase Sr0.4Ca13.6Cu24O411x but the
spacing of the Cu–Cu and O–O bonds along the chain
substantially greater~2.82 as opposed to 2.75 Å!.

An analysis of the geometric characteristics of the s
structures of the composite phases M14Cu24O411x ~M-Bi, Sr,
Ca! ~Refs. 7–9 and the structure of the monoclin
modification3 shows that the presence of layers of unco
nected CuO2 chains and interacting two-legged ladde
(Cu2O3 layers! requires that one of the translations~or d/n!
in the plane of the layer is 11.4 Å and that the second~par-
allel to the chains! is equal to or a multiple of 2.7–2.8 Å o
3.9 Å, respectively. Assuming that such one-dimensiona
quasione-dimensional fragments exist in the structure of
orthorhombic phase under study, these cannot be dire
along thea axis because of the corresponding spacings
Cu–Cu or O–O, which in this case should be either 2.61
or 3.26 Å (2.6135'3.2634'13.065 Å). Plausible spac
ings are obtained if the CuO2 chains are distributed in
the @110# direction with a period of 24.44 Å
(2.7239'24.44 Å). It is less probable that the two-legg
ladders are directed in this direction since the Cu–Cu
is

-

-

r
e
ed
f

r

which is appreciably greater than 3.9 Å. The results o
detailed structural analysis now being conducted confirm
the structure of the new superconducting phase Ba2Cu3O62x

has nonintersecting CuO2 chains in the@110# and @ 1̄10# di-
rections.

The superconducting properties of the Ba2Cu3O62x

samples were studied by modulated microwave absorp
using a Varian E-112 ESR spectrometer. The measurem
were made at a frequency of 9.5 GHz and an excitat
power up to 50 mW. The first harmonic of the absorpti
signal at a modulation frequency of 100 kHz was record
experimentally for amplitudes of modulation of the magne
field up to 40 Oe. Temperature measurements were mad
the range 3–300 K using an Oxford Instruments continuo
flow helium cryostat. The sample temperature was measu
to within 0.1 K.

Two single-crystal Ba2Cu3O62x wafers were studied
Crystal No. 1 was grown at pO2'331024 Pa and crystal No.
2 was grown at pO2'1.731024 Pa. The 0.630.330.02 mm
surface of sample No. 1 was formed by the cleavage pl
and sample No. 2, 1.030.530.03 mm, was formed by the
growth surface. The surfaces of both crystals had a comp
profile associated with their macroblock structure. T
samples were placed in a plastic ampoule so that their pla
were perpendicular to a static magnetic fieldH0 .

Figure 1 gives the first harmonic of the absorption sig
n
FIG. 1. First harmonic of the microwave absorptio
signal at the modulation frequencyPvmod

(H) as a
function of the static magnetic field for a
Ba2Cu3O62x crystal ~No. 2!; Pmw520 mW;
Hmod540 Oe.

955 955Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 Moshkin et al.



of
FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the first harmonic
the microwave absorption signalPvmod

for Ba2Cu3O62x

crystals:1—sample No. 1,2—sample No. 2.
Pvmod
(H) for the second Ba2Cu3O62x sample as a function
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of the field. The behavior of the microwave absorption
weak magnetic fields is typical of that in superconductors
does not exhibit the typical hysteresis which may be att
uted to the limiting amplitude of the magnetic field modu
tion which suppresses the hysteresis. The field depend
Pvmod

(H) of sample No. 2 reveals a noise-like mesostruct
at T'4.5 K which is attributed to the penetration of vorte
‘‘bundles’’ into the superconducting volume of the sample
the magnetic field increases. For sample No. 1 a similar
noise-like mesostructure is observed atT,3 K. For both
samples the microwave absorption signal does not depen
the angle between the external magnetic field and the p
of the sample.

Temperature dependences of the microwave absorp
signal in Ba2Cu3O62x samples are plotted in Fig. 2. Fo
sample No. 1 the signal decreases sharply with increa
temperature and disappears atTc5561 K. For sample No. 2
we can identify two signals. The first has a sharp peak
T54 K and disappears atTc5761 K. This signal is similar
to that for sample No. 1 but its characteristic temperature
K higher. The weak signal observed up toT<13 K has an
amplitude an order of magnitude smaller.

These field and temperature dependences of the m
wave absorption signal in Ba2Cu3O62x single crystals are
typical of single crystals of type II superconductors. Ho
ever, the lack of dependence of the microwave absorption
the angle betweenH0 and the plane of the sample requir
explanation. We assume that this lack of an orientatio
dependence may be attributed to the following factors: fi
the complex surface profile of these macroblock single cr
tals levels out the influence of the demagnetization facto
the sample; second, the need to observe microwave abs
tion under limiting conditions of excitation and amplificatio
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that the sample is not completely transferred to the superc
ducting state. This observation is confirmed by the variat
of Tc with varying oxygen pressure during synthesis of t
samples and by the existence of regions with different sup
conducting transition temperatures in the second sample
the randomly distributed superconducting regions do
form an infinite cluster, the demagnetization factor of t
single crystal wafer becomes negligible.

The superconductivity of these Ba2Cu3O62x single crys-
tals can only be attributed to the presence of CuO2 chains
formed by edge-sharing copper-oxygen squares in the st
ture. These chains make it possible for the copper ions
undergo a disproportionation reaction: Cu111Cu31, similar
to that taking place in the two-dimensional CuO2 layers in
perovskite-like high-temperature superconductors.

The appearance of carriers in the CuO2 chains may be
caused by defects in the barium or oxygen sublattices.
known ~see Ref. 12, for example! that defects in the rare
earth sublattice in 1:2:3 compounds may be a source of
riers in the CuO2 layers and may give rise to supercondu
tivity. It may be postulated that the differences in th
temperature dependences of the modulated microwave
sorption in the Ba2Cu3O62x crystals are mainly caused b
the oxygen nonstoichiometry which differs for samples sy
thesized at different oxygen pressures.

The synthesis of superconducting Ba2Cu3O62x single
crystals, which are a new class of one-dimensional superc
ductors, is of fundamental interest from the point of view
identifying the mechanism of superconductivity in superco
ducting phases with a variable oxygen content.

This work was supported by INTAS~Project No. 94-
2007! and by the State Program ‘‘Current Directions in t
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Reciprocity relation for the effective electrical conductivity of a randomly

inhomogeneous medium in the fractal region

A. A. Snarski , K. V. Slipchenko, and I. V. Bezsudnov

Ukraine National Technical University, ‘‘Kiev Polytechnical Institute’’, Kiev
~Submitted July 11, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 35–39~December 26, 1997!

An accurate relation for the realization-averaged effective conductivities in the fractal region, i.e.,
for dimensions smaller than the self-averaging dimension, is obtained for a two-dimensional
randomly inhomogeneous medium. For large dimensions this relation yields the Dykhne
reciprocity relation. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02212-X#

It is well known that a macroscopically inhomogeneous tL1t L l /n tL2t L 2 q/n
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medium is described by effective characteristics, such as
effective electrical conductivityse which by definition re-
lates the volume-averaged electric fields and currents

^ j ~r !&5se^e~r !&, ^ j ~r !&5E
V
j ~r !dV,

^e~r !&5E
V
e~r !dV, ~1!

where j ~r ! and e~r ! are the local electric field strength an
current density.

The effective electrical conductivity is
se5s1f (h5s2 /s1 ,p), where s1 and s2 are the local
phase conductivities for a two-phase medium, andp is the
concentration of the phase with conductivitys1 .

The problem of determining a universal functio
f (h,p)/s1 near the thresholdpc is similar to determining the
critical behavior of the order parameter in the theory
second-order phase transitions and, as in this theory, doe
have an accurate solution.

However, as in the theory of second-order phase tra
tions for a two-dimensional two-phase situation, an accu
Dykhne solutionse5As1s2 ~Ref. 1! is known forse and is
valid for media with an average geometrically equivale
phase distribution. In terms of flow theory, this solution
that at the percolation threshold p5pc51/2;
t5(p2pc)/pc50.

For pÞpc such a solution does not exist but, as was a
shown in Ref. 1, a so-called reciprocity relation is obtain
which relatesse above and below the percolation thresho

se~t!se~2t!5se
2~t50!, se~t50!5As1s2. ~2!

On scalesL,j ~smaller than the self-averaging scale!,
an inhomogeneous medium is mesoscopic and the meas
characteristics, including the conductivity, fluctuate from o
realization to another. It was shown in Ref. 2 that if the ra
of the phase conductivities is nonzeroh5s2 /s1Þ0, the
realization-averaged effective conductivity$se% and resistiv-
ity $re% are given by

$se%5s1

tL1t

2tL
S L

a0
D 2 l /n

1s2

tL2t

2tL
S L

a0
D q/n

,
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2 2tL a0
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~3!

wheretL5(L/a0)2 1/n, a0 is the minimum dimension in the
system—the bond length in lattice models. The avera
over the realizations are power functions ofL, and these
systems are described as fractal ones.

It follows from Eq.~3! that although both$se% and$re%
depend strongly onL, their combination, which generalize
the Dykhne reciprocity relation~2! to the fractal region, is
almost independent ofL

$se~t,L !%$re~2t,L !%215se
2~t50,L@j!. ~4!

Figure 1 gives averages over realizations as a functio
various combinations, plotted using formula~3! and numeri-
cal analyses.

The reciprocity relation in the fractal region~4! can be
strictly proven by using a symmetry transformation.1 For a
medium with the local lawj (r )5s(r )e(r ), where s(r
POi)5s i in regionsO1 andO2 , respectively, the transfor
mations

j5Ln3e, e5
1

L
n3 j , L5As1s2 ~5!

convert the initial medium into a ‘‘tilded’’ one with the loca
law j̃ (r )5s̃(r ) ẽ(r ), where s̃(rPO1)5s(rPO2)5s2 ,
s̃(rPO2)5s(rPO1)5s1 , wheren is the unit normal vec-
tor. If the phases of the initial medium are colored black a
white, the tilded medium will be a negative of the initia
medium. Averaging the local law over volume with the cha
acteristic dimensionL!j gives

^ j ~r !&5ŝe^e~r !&, ŝe5se1̂1ŝe
a , ~6!

where the tensor symbol over the effective conductiv
stresses the fact that the conductance of each individua
alization differs in different directions. Since$ŝe% becomes
isotropic after averaging over realizations, it is meaningfu
express$ŝe% as two terms~6!—an isotropic componentse1̂
and an anisotropic correctionŝe

a , for which $ŝe
a%50.

Generalizing the transformations~5! to the volume aver-
ages^ j &5Ln3^ ẽ&, ^e&5L21n3^ j̃ & and applying these to

95820958-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a—Realization-averaged conductivities and resistivit
versus sample dimensions:1—$re(t50.15,L)%/$se(t50.15,L)%,
2—$re(t50.15,L)%/$se(t520.15,L)%, 3—$re(t520.15,L)%/
$se(t5520.15,L)%. The L axis gives the correlation length fo
given parameters,j(t50.15)'a0t2n'12.5, the averages over re
alizations cease to depend on the sample dimension;
realization-averaged conductivities versus sample dimensions:1—
$G(t50.1,L)%, 2—$G(t520.1,L)%; reciprocal realization-
averaged resistivities: 3—1/$R(t50.1,L)%, 4—
1/$R(t520.1,L)%, and 5—the ratios $G(t50.1,L)%/
$R(t520.1,L)% obtained by numerical calculations using
square mesh.
formula ~6! for a tilded medium, we obtainŝe5se1̂1ŝe
a ,

his

a

assumingpc51/2, yields the substitutiont→2t. Relation
al

in
on-
y

n

where the isotropic components of the conductivity in t
realization are related by

se~L,t!5L2/s̃e~L,t!, L25As1s2. ~7!

We average relation~7! over the realizations and assume th

$ r̃ e(t,L)%5$re(2t,L)%—transformation ~5! swaps the
phases, i.e., replaces the concentrationp with 12p which,

959 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
t

~7! then yields the reciprocity relation in the fract
region ~4!.

We shall briefly discuss another case. It was shown
Ref. 1 that such a solution also exists for phases with c
tinuously distributed resistivities. If the local conductivit
depends on the random variablex(r )5 ln s(r )2^ ln s& such
that the conductivity distribution function is an even functio
of x, then forL@x, we havese(L@j)5exp̂ ln s&.
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Using the reasoning put forward above, it can be shown
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that

$se~L !%/$re~L !%5se
2~L@j!. ~8!

A particular case of these media is a medium w
s(x(r ))5see

x(r ), with a smooth distribution function
D(x)5D(2x). In this case, we havese(L@j)5s0 and
the relations~8! have the form

$se~L !%/$re~L !%5s0
2 , ~9!

i.e., the ratio of the averages over realizations does not
pend onL although each of the averages over realizatio
such as$se%;e(L/a0)21/n

~Ref. 3! depends exponentially
strongly onL.
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Radiation characteristics of a dense cesium plasma in the visible range

ss
F. G. Baksht and V. F. Lapshin

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
~Submitted July 28, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 40–45~December 26, 1997!

Calculations are made of the radiation spectrum from a cesium plasma column. It is shown that
this plasma may serve as a light source with a high proportion of visible radiation and an
almost continuous spectrum. The visible spectrum is formed mainly by bright recombination 6P
and 5D continua whose thresholds are shifted in the long-wavelength direction. ©1997
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02312-4#

1. The development of ecologically clean, mercury-freeare related to its low thermal conductivity and larger cro
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light sources is a topical problem is contemporary lighti
engineering. One method of solving this problem involv
using pulse-periodic striking of a high-pressure arc.1 In Refs.
2 and 3 a pulse-periodic discharge in Na vapor with ad
Xe was used to demonstrate that, even when the power
posited in the discharge column is comparatively lowP
510– 60 W/cm), it is possible to obtain a plasma with
high temperature (T>6000– 7000 K) and high charged pa
ticle concentration (ni>(2 – 5)31017 cm23). Under these
conditions a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium is
tablished in the plasma with a comparatively low degree
plasma nonidealityG5(e2/r D)/(3/2kT)<0.2. Although the
thermodynamic functions of this plasma still differ littl
from those of an ideal plasma, interaction between
plasma particles already has an appreciable influence on
visible radiation spectrum. Here we calculate the radiat
spectrum for this type of plasma formed by ionization of
vapor. It is shown that as the concentration increases in
cesium plasma, the fraction of visible radiation increa
substantially mainly as a result of the formation of bright 6P
and 5D continua and a long-wavelength shift of the thres
olds of these continua. The resultant spectrum has a sub
tially higher color rendition index compared with a N
plasma. Additional advantages of cesium as an emitting
s
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section for resonant charge transfer of Csions. This means
that to a considerable extent, a buffer gas is unnecess
especially expensive xenon.

2. Here we calculate the spectral densityFl of the radial
radiation flux emitted by the surface of a homogeneous
sium plasma column. Under conditions of local thermal eq
librium, the value ofFl with allowance for Kirchhoff’s law
may be defined as

Fl5FlP~T!«~tl!. ~1!

Here FlP(T) is Planck’s function,tl52Rkl is the optical
thickness,R is the column radius,kl is the spectral absorp
tion coefficient,

«~tl!5
4

p E
0

p/2

duE
0

tl cosu

dxE
0

p/2

dc cosc exp~2x/cosc!

~2!

is the spectral emissivity (0<«(tl)<1). The spectral ab-
sorption coefficientkl was calculated as the sum of the a
sorption coefficients corresponding to free–bound, boun
free, and bound–bound transitions:

kl5kl
~ ff !1kl

~bf!1kl
~bb! . ~3!
a
FIG. 1. Main radiative characteristics of a cesium plasm
column with R52.5 mm: 1—b, 2—hvis , 3—«T . Solid
curves—n5831017 cm23, dashed curves—n5831016

cm23.
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ith
FIG. 2. Radiation spectrum of a cesium plasma column w
R52.5 mm: 1—FlP(T), 2—Fl ; a—n52831016 cm23,
T55000 K, b—n5831017 cm23, andT56000 K.
The value ofkl
(ff) is taken from Ref. 4. The coefficientkl

(bb)
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was determined with allowance for 6S→nP (n>6),
6P→nD (n>6), 6P→nS (n>7), and 5D→nF (n>4)
transitions in the cesium atom with due regard to the fi
structure of the levels. Two broadening mechanisms w
assumed for the (6S→6P) resonant line: broadening by C
atoms with resonant transfer of excitation5 and Stark
broadening.6 Only Stark broadening was assumed for all t
other lines. The coefficientkl

(bf) was determined with allow-
ance for photoionization of the 6S, 7S, 6P, 7P, 8P, 5D,
6D, 7D, 4F, 5F, and 5G states:kl

(bf)5(gngsg
(ph)(l). The

fine structure of the levels was neglected. The photoion
tion cross sectionsg

(ph)(l) was determined in terms of th
spectral density of the oscillator strengths calculated
Ref. 7

sg
~ph!~E!54p2aa0

2 d f

d~E/Ry!
, ~4!

where Ry is the Rydberg constant,a0 is the Bohr radius,
a51/137, andE is the photoelectron energy. The conce
tration ng of excited atoms was determined by the Sah
Boltzmann method. The calculations took account of the
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approximation, but neglected the decrease in the ioniza
potential as a result of interaction between charged parti
and neutral Cs atoms, which is comparatively unimport
under these particular conditions~in this context, see Ref. 8
p. 50, for example!.

3. We shall now discuss separately the method of ca
lating kl near the photoionization threshold. We analyze
spectrum of highly excited bound statesg8 adjacent to the
continuum, assuming that in a dense plasma these state
established with a certain probabilityWg8,1, which is the
result of plasma microfields acting on the atoms~see Refs. 9
and 10!. Thus, 12Wg8 is the probability of a free state rathe
than a bound one appearing in the continuous spectrum.
absorption coefficients for a series of spectral lines conve
ing toward the photoionization threshold therefore have
form: k(bb)5Wg8ngsgg8 , k(bf)5(12Wg8)ngsg

(ph) , where
sgg8 is the photoionization cross section corresponding
the transitiong→g8. In a dense plasma, the Stark lin
broadening causes merging of the higher terms in the s
tral series which converge toward the photoionization thre
old. Here, we assumed as an approximation that the l
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merge if the sum of the ‘‘electron’’ half-widths of neighbor-
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ing lines in the spectral series is greater than the spa
between the centers of the lines. When the lines merge,
cross sectionsgg8 is the same as the photoionization cro
section~4!. Thus, in the region where the lines merge we fi
k(bb)1k(bf)5ngsg

(ph) , i.e., in this region the total absorptio
coefficient does not depend on the probabilityWg8 of the
states being appearing in the discrete spectrum. This fact
important because the probabilitiesWg8 are calculated ap
proximately using model representations.

4. The results of the calculations are illustrated in Figs
and 2. Figure 1 gives the main radiative characteristicshvis

and «T of a homogeneous plasma column of radiusR
52.5 mm as a function of the plasma temperatureT for two
values of the total cesium concentrationn5ni1na :

hvis5
1

F E
l1

l2
Fldl and «T5

F

FP
,

where

F5E
lmin

lmax
Fldl, FP5sS.BT4.

Here hvis is the fraction of the visible radiation in the tota
radiation flux, «T is the integrated emissivity,sS.B is the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant,l15400 nm, l25750 nm,
lmin5250 nm, andlmax51500 nm. Also plotted is the de
gree of ionization of the plasmab5ni /n. It can be seen tha
the optimum conditions for achieving good radiative char
teristics are achieved at the maximum«T ~where b>0.5!.
Here a fairly high value ofhvis is combined with optimum
utilization of the plasma radiative capacity at the given te
perature. The corresponding plasma radiation spectra for
values ofn are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen from a co
parison of Figs. 2a and 2b that asn increases, the plasm
radiation spectrum is transformed from a line spectrum t
continuous one and approaches black body radiation. T
transformation of the spectrum is mainly caused by the
pearance of bright 6P and 5D continua and by the thresh
963 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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direction. To illustrate this, the dashed curve in Fig.
shows the spectrum when allowance is only made for
sorption in the continuous spectrum and the arrows indic
the thresholds of the 6P and 5D continua for an isolated
atom. The spectrum calculated in Fig. 2b corresponds
ni>431017 cm23. Note that at concentration
ni>1018 cm23 the plasma becomes strongly nonideal. In t
plasma microfields the deep levels of the cesium atom be
to decay and the intensity of the recombination continuu
may decrease~similar effects in a dense rare-gas plasm
were observed in Ref. 11!. This range of topics requires fur
ther investigation.

To conclude, we have shown that in a certain range
concentrations and temperatures a cesium plasma may s
as a light source with a high fraction of visible radiation a
a high color rendition index.

The authors would like to thank V. G. Ivanov for usef
discussions of the work.
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Some laws governing laser beam ignition of an ethylene stream in air

use
G. I. Kozlov

Institute of Problems in Mechanics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted January 13, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 46–50~December 26, 1997!

The process of laser beam ignition of an ethylene stream in air has been studied experimentally.
It has been established that the ignition process has two stages and the threshold power of
the igniting laser radiation is extremely low. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!02412-9#

A promising line of research involves studying the effectsurface of the lens. This observation was surprising beca
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of laser radiation on the ignition and combustion proces
of fuel gas mixtures. Practical interest is already being
rected toward aspects of the initiation of combustion a
explosion processes, the safe use of laser scalpels, the u
laser radiation to develop alternative ignition systems,
synthesis of various materials, and other applications.

Here an attempt is made to study experimentally
characteristics of the laser beam ignition of an ethyle
stream in atmospheric air. On account of its practical imp
tance, this aspect has recently been examined in var
studies1–3 but these have not touched on the fundamen
issues involved in studying the ignition mechanism in a la
beam.

The experiments were carried out using a planar fla
burner 6 cm in diameter and a 35 W cw gas-discharge C2

laser.2 Ethylene was supplied via the burner and flowed
into the atmosphere, intersecting the focusing region of
laser beam at the exit from the burner. The CO2 laser beam
was focused by a KCl salt lens, having a focal length of
cm, into a spot approximately 0.4 mm in diameter. By mo
ing the lens, the focusing region could be moved over
diameter of the burner and could be localized at vario
points in the stream approximately 1.5 cm above the e
cross section of the burner.

The evolution of the ignition process was recorded w
a video camera. An analysis of the video frames yield
some important conclusions on the evolution of the la
beam ignition process in an ethylene stream in air.

In the first series of experiments, the focusing region w
located approximately 1.0 cm from the edge of the burner
the zone where the ethylene stream mixed with the surrou
ing air. It was established that, above a certain threshold l
beam power, stable ignition of the fuel mixture occurred
ter an induction period had elapsed. For these conditions
threshold powerPt for initiation of the ignition process wa
unexpectedly low, only 11.5 W. However, this power cor
sponds to a fairly high threshold laser radiation intensity
the focus,St'104 W/cm2.

It was found that when the focus was shifted toward
center of the burner inside the ethylene stream, ignition
curred not at the focus, but in the convergent part of the li
cone, i.e., at the point where the composition of the f
mixture was optimum for initiation of the ignition process.
experiments where the focusing region was shifted deep
the ethylene stream, ignition occurred only 2.5 cm from

964 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997 1063-7850/9
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at this point the laser radiation intensity was extremely l
and did not exceedSt'40 W/cm2. Thus, for large laser
beam cross sections the threshold laser radiation intensity
ignition falls sharply~by two or three orders of magnitude!!.

This strong dependence ofSt on the beam diameter 2r 0

may be explained as follows. Let us imagine that the ignit
region is a sphere of radiusr 0 . Then, the energy releas
inside this sphere will be approximatelyPt¸2r 0 ~where¸ is
the coefficient of absorption of laser radiation by the fu
mixture!. Assuming that energy is lost by heat conductio
the energy losses for a spherical ignition region are 4pur 0

~hereu is the heat flux potential for the fuel mixture!. Equat-
ing the energy release to the heat losses, we find thatSt is
related to the radiusr 0 by the following expressions:

St'
2u

¸r 0
2 ,

which, to a first approximation, correlates reasonably w
with the experiment.

Another characteristic feature deduced from an analy
of these experiments involves the evolution of the igniti
process. Figure 1 shows two most typical video frames of
process when the focus was situated 1.0 cm from the edg
the burner. An examination of the video frames shows tha
this case, the ignition process is initiated in the focus
region of the laser beam. At the first stage of the process~see
Fig. 1a! a nucleating center with a light blue glow forms
the focus and its front rapidly propagates in all directions
a velocity exceeding both the propagation velocity of co
flames and the maximum flame propagation velocity
ethylene-air mixtures. The expansion velocity of the boun
ary of the pale blue zone is approximately 1 m/s and is pr
ably determined by the diffusion of active particles—
hydrogen atoms.

At the second stage of the ignition evolution process,
can be seen from the next frame taken after 40 ms and sh
in Fig. 1b, a bright explosive orange-yellow flash is observ
within the pale blue zone and its front propagates across
entire region of the fuel mixture.

This pattern of evolution of the ignition process in
laser beam indicates a complex thermokinetic mechanism
fact, if the laser beam acted only as a heat source, we sh
observe the formation of a flame front near the focus wh
would then propagate throughout the entire volume of
fuel mixture. However, details of the video recording of t

96420964-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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ignition evolution process indicate a fundamentally differe
two-stage explosive ignition process. At the first stage
ignition, the gas is weakly heated during its residence tim
the laser beam and estimates show that this heating doe
exceed approximately 300 °C. Under these conditions c
flame oxidizing processes take place in the mixture with
formation of intermediate products such as aldehydes
peroxides.

FIG. 1. Video frames of the laser beam ignition of an ethylene stre
1—lens,2—contours of focused laser beam,3—exit cross section of burner
4—ignition region ~hatched area—light blue zone, unhatched area
center—orange zone.
965 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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probably dissociate to form a large quantity of active ato
and radicals. These active particles initiate a chain-branch
chemical process in the pale blue zone, which leads to
progressive acceleration of the chemical conversions and
formation of various stable intermediate products, includ
acetylene. The bright orange flash at this stage of the igni
process is probably caused by an acetylene dissociation
action. The flash has a volume nature and is accompanie
an appreciable release of energy, expansion of the reac
products in the ignition nucleus, and by turbulence of t
entire stream.

The ignition region is then transformed into a jet of d
fusive flame which completely prevents oxygen in the
from penetrating into that part of the laser beam where ig
tion occurred. The action of the laser radiation on the eth
ene stream then becomes completely different, and this
be discussed in later publications.

To sum up, these results indicate that the mechanism
laser beam ignition of an ethylene stream in air is high
specific, the threshold beam powers are low, and the igni
process is a two-stage explosive process which requires
ther in-depth study.

To conclude, the author would like to thank the Unite
Kingdom for giving him a grant to carry out this research
Imperial College, University of London, in collaboratio
with Prof. F. Weinberg and Doctors F. Carleton and
Carabine.
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Evolution of deformation domains and kinetics of fatigue fracture of Duralumin

polycrystals at the mesoscopic level

V. E. Panin, V. S. Pleshanov, and V. V. Kibitkin

Institute of Physics of Strength of Materials and Materials Science, Siberian Branch of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, Tomsk
~Submitted May 14, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 51–57~December 26, 1997!

Laws governing the buildup of fatigue fracture under cyclic loading of aluminum alloy
polycrystals under conditions of multicycle fatigue have been studied by analyzing the space-
time dynamics of mesoscopic structures. It has been shown that under the periodic action
of an external mechanical field, deformation domains form in the material at the mesoscopic level.
The evolution of these dynamic mesoscopic domain substructures determines the kinetics of
the fatigue fracture of the polycrystals. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!02512-3#

1. INTRODUCTION solid at the intermediate~mesoscopic! level is a bulk struc-
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Mechanisms of fatigue fracture in solids have conve
tionally been studied along two lines of research on differ
scales.1–4 At the microscopic level, concerned with the phy
ics of plasticity, crystal structure defects, their interacti
and evolution are studied using dislocation theory. At
macroscopic level of the mechanics of a continuous med
and the mechanics of damage, the overall characteristic
the solid are investigated without regard to its internal str
ture. Both these lines of research have achieved conside
success but so far, the processes taking place in a crysta
material under cyclic loading at the microscopic level ha
not been related theoretically or experimentally to those t
ing place at the macroscopic level.

Here we propose a new approach to study the laws g
erning the fatigue-induced loss of integrity based on c
cepts of the physical mesomechanics of materials.5 Accord-
ing to this approach, the carrier of plastic deformation in
-
t

e
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of
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ble
ine
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a

tural element~mesovolume! which exhibits both transla-
tional and rotational deformation modes. The motion of the
mesovolumes may be described and analyzed using
equations of mechanics for a continuous medium while
accommodation processes within the mesovolumes an
their interfaces may be analyzed using dislocation theor
the microscopic level. When a load is applied to the surfa
of materials, space-time mesoscopic substructures
formed and an analysis of their dynamics may form the ba
for studying the mechanisms of deformation and fatig
fracture under cyclic loading.

Experimental investigations of mesoscopic mechanis
of fatigue fracture of polycrystals were carried out und
multicycle fatigue conditions using 7531030.8 mm plane
samples of D16 AT structural aluminum alloy. The alloy h
an average grain size of 18mm, with 250 MPa yield stress
370 MPa tensile strength, 870 MPa microhardness, and 1
r-
FIG. 1. Deformation domains ahead of the front of a su
face fatigue crack~crack above!. Number of loading cycles
N5603103.
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FIG. 2. Domain mesosubstructure near main crack~a!
and distribution of local shears«xy and rotationsvz

ahead of crack tip~b!. N5863103.
plasticity. A hole 2 mm in diameter was made in the center
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of the sample to introduce a stress macroconcentrator to
tiate the damage buildup processes. The tests were ca
out using a cyclic stretching~push-pull! system with a load
of 50650 MPa at a frequency of 1.5 Hz. The laws governi
the formation of the mesostructures were studied using
optical imaging measuring system5 which can construct the
fields of the displacement vectors of elementary section
the surface and can calculate the distributions of the lo
components of the plastic distortion tensor, i.e. the long
dinal «xx , transverse«yy , shear«xy , and rotationalvz com-
ponents.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results indicate that the process of fatigue fracture
Duralumin polycrystals at the mesoscopic level may be
vided into five main stages of evolution:

—randomly distributed zones of plastic shear in the
gion where the transverse cross section of the sample h
minimum;

—nucleation and quasibrittle growth of surface micro
racks in the local area of the plastic shear;

—brittle-plastic growth of surface cracks;
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—plastic elongation and final rupture.

Each stage has a specific type of mesoscopic struc
forming on the surface of the loaded polycrystal.

The first stage involves the formation of a system
randomly distributed zones of between 3–5 and 15–25mm
with localized plastic shear, in that area of the material s
ject to the maximum tensile stresses. During application
the load, these zones alter their position, which leads to
formation hardening of the material, nucleation and qu
sibrittle growth of surface fatigue microcracks at the seco
stage of damage. Almost no plastic deformation is identifi
experimentally in the vicinity of these cracks. These surfa
cracks develop in a thin surface layer associated with
Al2O3 oxide film whose role in the evolution of deformatio
at the mesoscopic level was studied in Ref. 6 for alumin
polycrystals.

After the surface crack has reached a certain len
~0.4–0.5 mm!, appreciable plastic deformation is observ
ahead of its tip. This indicates the onset of the third sta
where the integrity of the polycrystal is impaired. A chara
teristic block mesosubstructure forms in the stressed mat
ahead of the crack front, as can be seen in the field of

967Panin et al.



displacement vectors shown in Fig. 1. In accordance with the
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ideas put forward in Ref. 7, these blocks may be interpre
as bulk mesodefects — deformation zones formed in po
crystals in zones of highly localized plastic shear and pro
gating as an entire ‘‘shear1 rotation’’ system. The forma-
tion of these deformation domains is the most import
stage in the fatigue fracture process at the mesoscopic le
It indicates the onset of bulk displacements in the materia
the local stress concentrator zone and precedes the ap
ance of a fatigue crack in this part of the polycrystal. Stud
have shown that the trajectory of the fatigue crack is de
mined by the interdomain walls along the normal to the
rection of maximum tensile stresses. This behavior sho
good agreement with the theoretical results of Ref. 8.

In an external mechanical field, the deformation doma
tend to become oriented in the direction of the loading a
during a cyclic loading process. This is responsible for
fourth stage of the damage process — transformation o
surface fatigue crack into a through~main! crack with its
subsequent evolution. At the mesoscopic level, the propa
tion of a main surface crack may be described from the p
of view of the dynamic domain substructures by a ‘‘she
rotation-tear’’ system as opposed to the conventional ‘‘she
tear’’ system.9 The deformation domains adjacent to t
edges of the main crack are displaced in the direction of
applied load, thereby achieving a normal tearing mechan
~Fig. 2a!. This is preceded by spatial displacement of t
domains by a ‘‘shear-rotation’’ system, as can be se
clearly in Fig. 2b. Near the front of the crack the doma
exhibit varying orientation and undergo translation
rotational motion with the shear«xy and rotationalvz defor-
mation modes highly localized in front of the crack tip. A
essential accommodation process involves the formation
free surface at the tip of the main crack by a ‘‘shear1
rotation’’ mechanism. In this case, allowance for the ro
tional component is fundamentally important and is fu
consistent with the concepts of physical mesomecha
whereby rotational deformation modes form the basis of m
terial damage processes.

The final, fifth stage of the fatigue fracture process
volves the formation of a triangular zone of plastic elong
tion between the tip of the main crack and the side surfac
the sample.10 The evolution of the main crack then reache
968 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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surface at the front of the fatigue crack, the fracture is
placed by plastic shears in the direction of maximum tang
tial stresses. This effect is caused by overloading of
sample~in excess of the yield stress! when the main crack is
2.0–2.2 mm long. The conjugate boundaries of the elon
tion zone are oriented at angles of 45° and 1.35° to
loading axis. Mesodefects are displaced toward the tip of
crack along these boundaries by a shear mechanism. U
further cyclic loading, the sample finally ruptures in the pla
tic elongation zone as a result of the growth of a rotatio
deformation mode.

3. CONCLUSIONS

These results suggest that the kinetics of fatigue frac
of Duralumin polycrystals is determined by the evolution
a dynamic mesoscopic domain substructure by a ‘‘she
rotation-tear’’ system. The onset of fatigue fracture is p
ceded by the formation of transverse microcracks in
brittle surface layer associated with an Al2O3 surface oxide
film.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fu
damental Research~Project No. 96-01-00902!.
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Dependence of electron and hole lifetimes on the majority recombination impurity

concentration in the presence of auxiliary carrier trapping centers

V. A. Kholodnov and P. S. Serebrennikov

Theory Department, State Science Center of the Russian Federation, Orion State Scientific-Industrial
Organization, Moscow
~Submitted July 30, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 58–63~December 26, 1997!

It has been shown that a substantial increase in carrier lifetimes in a certain range of increasing
concentration of recombination impurities may also take place in the presence of auxiliary
~background! deep impurities, and two maxima may even be observed. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02612-8#

It was shown theoretically in Refs. 1–3 that when non-ne andpe are their equilibrium values!. Neutral atoms of the
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equilibrium carriers undergo impurity recombination
semiconductors,4–7 the lifetimes of the electronstn and holes
tp may increase by several orders of magnitude as the
centrationN of the recombination centers increases. Sign
cantly, the position of the maxima of the functionstn(N)
andtp(N) coincides with the value ofN for which the am-
bipolar mobility of the carriers vanishes, as was first repor
in the symposium proceedings.8 Consequently, even unde
conditions of strong carrier recombination at the curr
contacts9 the well-known negative property of intrinsic pho
toconductivity of a semiconductor10–12 is suppressed—the
photoelectric gain saturates with increasing electron fi
strengthE.

These results were obtained using a simplified mo
which includes shallow, completely ionized donors with t
concentrationND and negative, singly charged and neut
deep acceptors with the concentrationsN2 andN05N2N2

~single-level approximation!. For the sections of increasin
lifetimes2,3 we finds[N2

e /N0
e@1, whereN2

e andN0
e are the

corresponding equilibrium concentrations. This inequa
implies that capture of electrons by charged centers may
a significant role, which was neglected in Refs. 1–3. T
capture process was taken into account in Ref. 13 where
approximation of two-level recombination impurities w
used to show that, as for the single-level problem,1–3 the
curvestn(N) and tp(N) may have a section of very larg
increase. For this reason capture of electrons by auxil
~background! impurities may also play a significant role
Thus, it is appropriate to determine whether the functio
tn(N) and tp(N) may become highly nonmonotonic in th
presence of auxiliary trapping centers and this forms the s
ject of the present study. As in Refs. 1–3, and 13, we c
sider a slight deviation from the equilibrium state which
achieved, for example, when weak optical radiation is
corded using semiconductors. Unlike Refs. 1–3, we ass
that there is another~auxiliary! deep impurity, say an accep
tor, which may be in the same charge states as the maj
impurity, and has the concentrationÑ!ND ~the parameters
of the auxiliary impurity are denoted by tildes!.

Let us suppose that nonequilibrium electrons and ho
having the concentrationsDn5n2ne and Dp5p2pe , are
formed only by interband lasing or by injection from co
tacts~n and p are the electron and hole concentrations, a
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majority and auxiliary impurities capture electrons with t
probabilitieswn and w̃n , and also generate holes thermal
Charged centers capture holes with the probabilitieswp and
w̃p , and also generate electrons thermally. Thus, the rec
bination velocities of the electronsRn5Rn1R̃n and holes
Rp5Rp1R̃p consist of the corresponding partial comp
nents

Rn5wnnN02wnd21neN2 , R̃n5w̃nnÑ02w̃n d̃ 21neÑ2 ,

~1!

Rp5wppN22vpdpeN0 , R̃p5wppÑ22wp d̃ peÑ0 , ~2!

where d̃ 5Ñ2
e /Ñ0

e5d•(nt / ñ)5d•( p̃ t /pt); nt ,pt and ñ t , p̃ t

are the equilibrium carrier concentrations when the energ
of the Fermi levelEF and the corresponding deep levelE t or
Ẽ t are the same. In the steady-state case, we have

Rn5Rp , R̃n5R̃p . ~3!

As in Refs. 2, 3, and 13, we write

N5
nt~11d!

2d2 S 4
pt

nt

12
ND

nt

d2d2D 2
d̃ ~11d!

d~11 d̃ !
Ñ. ~4!

If the concentrations of the carriers and their trappi
centers deviate slightly from their equilibrium values, re
tions ~1! and ~2! can be linearized with respect to these d
viations. Then, using the Poisson equation, as in Refs. 3
13, we find that

Rn5
Dn

tn
1an div~DE!, Rp5

Dp

tp
1ap div~DE!, ~5!

where

1

tn~d!
5

dnt

2 FwnS x12
x2

d
D 1w̃nS x32

x4

d̃
D G

1
wnN

11d
1

w̃nÑ

11 d̃
, ~6!

96920969-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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tp~d!
5

2pt

dx5

@wp~x22dx1!1w̃p~x42dx3!#

1
wpdN

11d
1

w̃p d̃ Ñ

11 d̃
, ~7!

the dependences ofx1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , andx5 on d are deter-
mined by the system of equations

x11x25x31x450, x52x22x451, ~8!

S wnnt

2
1

2wppt

d D ~dx12x2!5
N

11d
~dwpx52wn!, ~9!

S w̃nñ t

2
1

2w̃pp̃t

d
D ~dx32x4!5

Ñ

11 d̃
~ d̃ w̃px52w̃n!,

~10!

an(d) and ap(d) are certain coefficients, andDE is the
change in the electric field strength caused by the devia
of n, p, N0 , N2 , Ñ0 , andÑ2 from their equilibrium values.
As in Refs. 2, 3, and 13, we use the same terminology for
lifetimes tn andtp even when quasineutrality is violated.

The curvestp(N) and tn(N) can easily be determine
by computer using relations~4! and ~6!–~10!. We also con-
sider the case of auxiliary deep donor impurities. The cur
tp(N) for both cases are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2. It can
seen that the functiontp(N) may be highly nonmonotonic
even in the presence of auxiliary trapping centers. Unlike

FIG. 1. Hole lifetimetp versus concentrationN of majority recombination
impurity in the presence of an auxiliary acceptor recombination impur

1—ñ t /nt51021, 2—ñ t /nt5103, 3—ñ t /nt5109. It is assumed that:
nt51024ni , ND5105ni , the auxiliary impurity concentration is

Ñ51021ND , wp /wn5102, wp5w̃p , and wn5w̃n . The lifetime is mea-
sured in units of 1/(niwp) andN is in units ofni , whereni is the intrinsic
carrier concentration.
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case of a single deep impurity,1–3 the value ofN5Nmax at
the maximum may differ appreciably fromND . It is even
possible to have two maxima although their value oftp

max is
reduced. We shall briefly discuss these results.

The lifetimetp increases with increasingN because the
concentration of nonequilibrium neutral atoms of the maj
ity deep impurityDN0 , which thermally generate holes, in
creases faster thanN2

e ~Refs. 2 and 3!. It follows from the
physics of the increase intp ~Refs. 2 and 3! that at the
maximum point we can write

ND1Ñ1
e ~N!5N1Ñ2

e ~N!, ~11!

whereÑ1
e is the concentration of equilibrium charged atom

of the auxiliary donor impurity. Ifñ t /nt is approximately an
order of magnitude lower, the conditionEF.Ẽ t is always
satisfied forN5Nmax. Thus, in the presence of an auxiliar
acceptor impurity ~situation ‘‘a’’! we have
Nmax5ND2Ñ[N1, and for a donor impurity~situation ‘‘d’’ !
we haveNmax5ND ~curve 1!. If ñ t is very large, then the
conditionEF,Ẽ t is always satisfied forN5Nmax. Thus, we
have Nmax5ND in situation ‘‘a’’ and Nmax5ND1Ñ[N2 in
situation ‘‘d’’ ~curve3!.

For intermediate values ofñ t ~curve2! we find EF.Ẽ t

at the first maximum andEF,Ẽ t at the second. Thus, w

:

FIG. 2. Hole lifetimetp versus of concentrationN of majority recombina-
tion impurity in the presence of an auxiliary donor recombination impur
which may be in neutral and positive singly charged states. Charged a

of the auxiliary impurity capture electrons with the probabilityw̃n and ther-
mally generate holes, while neutral atoms capture holes with the probab

w̃p and thermally generate electrons:1—ñ t /nt51021, 2—ñ t /nt550, 3—

ñ t /nt5109. It is assumed that:nt51024ni , ND5105ni , the auxiliary im-

purity concentration isÑ51021ND , wp /wn5102, wp /w̃p5102, and

wp5w̃n . The lifetime is measured in units of 1/(niwp) andN is in units of
ni , whereni is the intrinsic carrier concentration.
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3V. A. Kholodnov, Fiz. Tekh. Poluprovodn.30, 1011~1996! @Semiconduc-
tors 30, 538 ~1996!#.

;

e,

l

I.
Nmax5N2 for situation ‘‘d.’’ The maximumtp decreases
because a drop inEF below Ẽ t causes intense capture
nonequilibrium electrons by the auxiliary level, and thus su
presses any increase in the combined~majority plus auxil-
iary! concentration of nonequilibrium centers responsible
thermal hole generation. This does not occur for very h
values ofñ t because of the low probability of thermal ho
generation in this case.

A pattern similar to that depicted in Figs. 1 and 2 is a
observed for the functiontn(N).
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mental Research for supporting this work~Grant No. 96-02-
17196!.
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Evolution of domains and thermal hysteresis effects in the pyrochlore-structure

sion
ferroelectric Cd 2Nb2O7

N. N. Kolpakova, I. L. Shul’pina, L. Shchepan’ska, and P. Piskunovich

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg;
Institute of Molecular Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poznan, Poland;
A. Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland
~Submitted July 1, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 64–69~December 26, 1997!

An analysis of the thermally induced domain behavior in Cd2Nb2O7 under cooling and heating in
the dark has revealed that belowTc the coexistence of ferroelectric-ferroelastic domains of
different types is accompanied by irreversible changes in the domains of the previous phase
(Tc,T,Ts). Interaction of domains with dislocations and other lattice defects causes
thermal hysteresis in the phase transition region nearTs andTc typical of the ‘‘superheated’’
ferroic state. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02712-2#
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~glasses, relaxors, incommensurately modulated and
domly ordered systems! have recently formed the subject o
numerous investigations because of their importance for
development of fundamental ideas on interactions, state
lution, and phase transitions in these systems and their
sible applications.1–4

Relaxor behavior was recently observed in t
pyrochlore-structure compound Cd2Nb2O7 (Fd3m– Oh

7)
~Ref. 5!. Unlike the already known perovskite-structure r
laxors (Pm3m– Oh

1) ~Ref. 2!, in Cd2Nb2O7 the ferroelectric
and relaxor states coexist in the ferroelectric phase,
former predominating nearTc and the latter predominating a
T!Tc . Note that belowTs5205 K the compound is entirely
ferroelastic whereas belowTc5196 K it is partly ferroelec-
tric and partly ferroelastic.6,7 In this system the coexistenc
of ordered and disordered states and their evolution are
rectly related to changes in the domain structure. Here
propose to study the thermally induced change in the dom
structure in Cd2Nb2O7 and the related hysteresis effects
the phase transition region nearTs andTc .

A regime in which the sample was left ‘‘in the dark
during cooling and heating was used with Cd2Nb2O7 for the
first time, in order to study the evolution of the domains
photosensitive materials by optical spectroscopy. The illu
nation was only switched on at the instant when the doma
were photographed~less than 2 s exposure!. This regime can
reveal the real pattern of the domain behavior with tempe
ture, and can provide an accurate interpretation of data on
electrical, pyroelectric, thermal, and other properties of m
terials with allowance for the domain structure.

In order to identify the part played by dislocations a
other defects in changes in the domain mobility accompa
ing a phase transition, an analysis was made of the real c
tal structure of (111)cub plates by reflection and transmissio
x-ray diffraction topography using CuKa and MoKa radia-
tion at room temperature. It was observed that the sam
incorporate numerous microdefects and in some cases,
a thick, severely damaged, surface layer. Naturally face
plates which have only undergone etching, rather than
chanical treatment, have a thin surface relief, which is re
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geometry, the dislocation structure of these thin crystal pla
only showed up after the surfaces had been polished
chanically, followed by deep, prolonged~for several hours!
chemical etching in an orthophosphoric acid solution to
move any damaged layers. It was established that the cry
have a bulk cellular dislocation structure with an avera
linear cell size of around 15mm and a dislocation density o
;104 cm22 or higher.

Figure 1 shows the change in the domain structure i
(111)cub plate during cooling and heating in the dark. Th
investigations were carried out using the apparatus descr
in Ref. 7. In this plane, the projections of the domain walls
the @100#cub and @110#cub directions observed belowTs and
Tc , respectively,6,7 lie in the @112#cub directions and are al-
most indistinguishable. As a result, the static domain patt
in the (111)cub plane is complex and its dynamics have n
been analyzed so far.

In the ferroelastic phase (Tc,T,Ts), the domain pat-
tern consists of uniformly colored, relatively wide, dark a
light bands whose boundary is blurred. In the ferroelec
phase (T,Tc), the bands decay into narrower domains
the form of a wedge, which continue to narrow with decre
ing temperature and their colors appear in different orde
Some of these domains gradually disappear
T→Tdis'160 K, whereas others are observed optically up
Tinc585 K. Domains of the first type are not observed op
cally when the sample is heated toTs either in the dark or
under illumination. Domains of the second type gradua
become broader as the sample is heated toTc in the dark, and
disappear at temperatures several degrees aboveTc . This
pattern of domain behavior is repeated at thermal scann
rates of 1 K•min21, 5 K•min21, and 15 K•min21 if the cool-
ing and heating cycle begins atT>(Ts1DT), where
DT'20 K, and the sample is held at this temperature
approximately an hour. The domain behavior during heat
does not depend on whether the sample is cooled toT,Tinc

or T.Tinc . If the rate of thermal scanning is increased
15 K•min21, domains of the first type disappear at tempe
tures considerably higher than 160 K whereas domains of
second type remain broader over the entire temperature r

97220972-03$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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up to Tinc . As the sample is heated, the thermal hysteres
effect increases nearTs andTc . When the sample is repeat-
edly cooled at a rate of 15 K•min21 ~or with decreasingDT!,
a ‘‘memory’’ effect for the previous state is observed nearTs

andTc . The change in the domain pattern in the phase tra
sition region and in the ferroelectric phase implies that a
least two slowly evolving processes in real time take place
the system. These processes are associated, on the one h
with anchoring of domain walls at impurities and lattice de
fects and on the other hand, are caused by the specific ch
acteristics of the state and the internal properties of the sy
tem.

This conclusion is also supported by the results of calo
rimetric measurements~Fig. 2!. As the sample is cooled, a
broadl-type anomaly corresponding to two phase transition
is observed atTs5205 K and disappears atT'Tdis. As the
sample is heated, the DTA anomaly is shifted toward high
temperatures and disappears at temperatures 3–5 K ab
Ts , which may provide indirect evidence of the existence o
optically unobservable domains of the first type. Therma
hysteresis of the DTA curves is not typical of a first-orde
phase transition and more likely corresponds to the supe
heated ferroic state. The area bounded by the heating curve
approximately 10% smaller than the area below the coolin
curve, which indicates a difference between the thermal e
ergy of the exothermic and endothermic processes. For t

FIG. 1. Thermally induced evolution of domains in the dark during cooling
and heating of the sample at a rate of 5 K•min21. The thickness of the
(111)cub plate is less than 0.8 mm.
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exothermic process, the change in the total enthalpy
the total entropy of the two phase transitions
DH5(199626)J•mol21 and DS5(0.99560.13)J•mol21

•K21, respectively. The decrease in the thermal energy of
exothermic process is clearly caused by an irrevers
change in the domains of the first type.

Note that the sizes of the domains of the second t
~around 50–70mm at 120 K! are comparable with the size o
the dislocation cells, whereas atT,Tdis the domains of the
first type may even be appreciably smaller. Interactions
tween the two types of domains and the dislocation supe
tice may be responsible for the reduced mobility of the d
mains under heating and may cause a thermal hyste
effect in the phase transition region typical of the ‘‘supe
heated’’ state.

The coexistence of two types of domains in the fer
electric phase, capable of being switched by an external e
tric field6 and by uniaxial pressure,7 indicates that belowTc

not only do ferroelectric-ferroelastic domains of the seco
type appear but also the ferroelastic domains of the prec
ing phase~domains of the first type! become ferroelectric-
ferroelastic.

The evolution of the different domains and also the te
dency of the pyrochlore lattice toward a gradual reduct
in symmetry as a result of structural phase transitio
~i.e., m3m→mmm(ss)→mm2(pp) instead of m3m
→mm2(pp)! ~Ref. 6! support the assumption that the stru
tural instability of the Cd2Nb2O7 pyrochlore lattice with de-
creasing temperature is caused by instability of
(CdO8)

n2 sublattice.5,8 Dynamic disorder in the localization
of the Cd ions as a result of off-center displacements8 is
responsible for the structural instability of the (CdO8)

n2

sublattice which also provokes instability of the rig
(NbO6)

n2 sublattice, i.e., functions as a trigger mechani
for the phase transition sequence in the system.

This work was partly supported financially by the Ru
sian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No. 97-02-
18099!.

FIG. 2. Differential thermal analysis~DTA! of the excess specific heat o
the lattice in the phase transition region during cooling and heating at a
of 5 K•min21. The shaded area corresponds to a mirror image of the hea
curve and illustrates the existence of thermal hysteresis and the differ
between the thermal energy of the exothermic and endothermic proces

973Kolpakova et al.
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Method of determining the single-domain property of magnetic powder particles

Sh. M. Aliev, I. K. Kamilov, and K. M. Aliev

Kh. I. Amirkhanov Institute of Physics, Dagestan Scientific Center, Russian Academy of Sciences,
Makhachkala
~Submitted July 25, 1996; resubmitted April 25, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 70–73~December 26, 1997!

A method of determining the single-domain property of magnetic powder particles based on
Mössbauer spectroscopy is proposed and checked experimentally. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02812-7#

It is known that single-domain particles are formed when 4~12cos2 u i !
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a magnetic substance is vigorously ground. The physical
son for this effect is that, as the size of a particle is reduc
its magnetostatic energy, which is proportional to its volum
decreases faster than the energy of the domain walls, w
is proportional to the surface area of the particle. For a c
tain critical size, the single-domain state becomes energ
cally favorable. The critical diameter at which the particle
converted from the multidomain to the single-domain stat
determined from the expression:1

dcd5
9

4p

s

Ms
2 , ~1!

wheres is the energy density of the domain wall andMs is
the spontaneous magnetization of the particle. Magn
powders formed of single-domain particles have found
tensive technical applications, having been used to fabri
permanent magnets, magnetic tape for video and audio
cording, diskettes and other information media for comp
ing technology.

Here we propose a method of determining the sing
domain state of magnetic powder particles based on M¨ss-
bauer spectroscopy.

We consider an ensemble of single-domain particles
tributed isotropically in space. If this ensemble of particles
magnetized to saturation and the magnetizing fieldH is then
switched off, the maximum angleum of deflection of the
particle magnetization vectors relative to the direction of
applied field will be equal to the anglea between the diffi-
cult and easy magnetization axes in this magnetic substa
For magnetic substances with cubic anisotropy we h
a555° and for those with uniaxial anisotropya590°.
Thus, in the residual magnetization state, the magnetiza
vectors of single-domain particles are isotropically distr
uted in the solid angleV52um52a. If a domain structure
exists in the particles, thenum.a since, apart from domain
whose magnetization vectors are directed along the e
magnetization axes, the domain structure also contains
mains of closure and domain walls in which the magne
moments of the atoms are directed at an angle to the
magnetization axes.

Let us assume that the experimental geometry is s
that the direction of propagation of theg-quanta coincides
with theH direction. Then,S which is the ratio of the secon
to the first or the fifth to the sixth lines in the Mo¨ssbauer
spectrum of the57Fe nuclei in the sample, can be written a2
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S5
3~11cos2 u i !

, ~2!

whereu i is the angle between the direction of propagation
the g-quanta and the direction of magnetization of thei th
particle (0<u i<um):

cos2 u i 5
*0

um*0
2p cos2 u sin ududw

*0
um*0

2p sin ududw
5

cos3 um21

3~cosum21!
.

~3!

For single-domain particles we obtain:cos2 ui50.63 ~cubic
anisotropy! and cos2 ui50.33 ~uniaxial anisotropy!. Substi-
tuting these values into formula~2!, we obtain the following

FIG. 1. Mössbauer spectra of a sample of single-crystal ferrite Gd3Fe5O12

particles (d520 mm). The sample was converted to a state of resid
magnetization perpendicular to the plane of the sample for:1—
T5Tcom11 K, 2—T5Tcom133 K, and3—T5Tcom145 K.

97520975-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



criteria: if S1DS<0.30 ~cubic anisotropy! or S1DS<0.67
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~uniaxial isotropy!, the powder particles will be single
domain:DS is the experimental error in determining the p
rameterS.

If S2DS.0.30 ~cubic anisotropy! or S2DS.0.67
~uniaxial anisotropy!, the powder particles will have a do
main structure and the relative number of domains in
particles can be assessed from the value ofS.

The most favorable magnetic substances from the
perimental point of view are ferrites having a compensat
point Tcom. In fact, as a result of their low spontaneous ma
netization, even fairly large ferrite particles may becom
single-domain nearTcom ~Ref. 3!. In addition, particles which
are single-domain nearTcom are converted to multidomain
with increasing departure fromTcom. Thus, the validity of
the criteria may be checked experimentally by gradua
moving away fromTcom.

The method was checked for crystals of the sing
crystal ferrite Gd3Fe5O12 (Tcom5286 K) which possesse
cubic anisotropy. By passing the powder through a set of
sieves, we obtain ferrite particles of approximately unifo
diameterd520 mm. A standard technique was used to p
pare a sample from the powder. The sample was converte
a state of residual magnetization in a fieldH55 kOe applied
perpendicular to the plane of the sample. Typical spe
obtained nearTcom are shown in Fig. 1. The spectra cons
of two superposed Zeeman sextets attributed to iron ion
the a andd ferrite sublattices. The following data were o
tained for S: for T5Tcom11, K, S50.2660.04, for
T5Tcom133 K, S50.4560.04, and for T5Tcom145 K,
976 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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ticles are single-domain.
With increasing departure fromTcom, the particles are

converted to the multidomain state and the number of
mains in the particles increases. In the domain structure
domains occupy a considerably larger volume than the
main walls so that the increase in the parameterS with dis-
tance fromTcom is mainly caused by an increase in the nu
ber of domains of closure magnetized at an angle to the e
magnetization axes.

It should be noted that nearTcom, ferrite particles are
weakly magnetic so that during the particle preparation p
cess at room temperature the particles did not attract e
other and the isotropy of the sample was automatically
sured. In practice, strongly magnetic materials are more
quently used, in which the single-domain particles may
tract each other like elementary magnets, forming chains
clumps which may impair the isotropy of the sample
which the proposed method is based. Thus, it is bette
prepare the samples at temperatures above the Curie
peratureTc by selecting a binder which hardens nearTc .

1S. Krupichka,Physics of Ferrites and Their Related Magnetic Oxide,
Vol. 2 @in Russian#, Mir, Moscow ~1976!.

2S. M. Irkaev, R. N. Kuz’min, and A. A. Opalenko,Nuclear Gamma Reso-
nance@in Russian#, Moscow State University Press, Moscow~1970!.

3V. G. Bar’yakhtar and D. A. Yablonski�, Fiz. Tverd. Tela~Leningrad! 16,
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Introduction of color centers in fluorinated sol gel quartz glasses by radiation

thermal treatment

S. S. Vetokhin, E. S. Voropa , G. A. Lisovski , I. M. Mel’nichenko, B. V. Plyushch,
E. N. Poddenezhny , and V. A. Saechnikov

Scientific-Research Institute of Applied Physics Problems, Belarus State University
~Submitted May 8, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 74–79~December 26, 1997!

Data are presented to show how fluorination influences the optical quality and radiation
resistance of quartz glasses fabricated by the sol gel method. It is found that under the action of
gamma radiation, mainlyE8 centers form in the glasses. The incorporation of fluorine in
the xerogel lattice promotes the removal of hydroxyl groups and enhances the radiation optical
resistance of the synthesized samples in the red. It is observed that the radiation resistance
of the glass is enhanced in the ultraviolet by using irradiation-annealing cycles and this is attributed
to a decrease in the concentration of radiation-inducedE8 centers. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!02912-1#

The solution of problems involved in using glassy sili-
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con dioxide, which forms of the basis of fiber-opt
waveguides, in ionizing radiation fields is closely related
studies of the mechanisms responsible for the formation
radiation-induced color centers, and is aimed at developin
technology to produce glasses possessing enhanced rad
optical stability.1,2 Here we propose to examine the ef
ciency of a technological procedure involving the fluorin
tion of quartz glasses fabricated by a sol gel method, in te
of their radiation resistance.

The samples were prepared by a sol gel technique,
veloped by the authors, using tetraethylorthosilic
Si~OC2H5!4 as the initial component.3 The xerogel obtained
after drying at 60 °C was placed in a horizontal furnace i
pure quartz glass reactor, where fluorination was carried
holding the blanks at 1000 °C in a mixture of fluorin
containing gases prepared by dissociation of freon (C2Cl3F3)
in an oxygen atmosphere~samples in series 1!. Samples in
series 2 were not fluorinated. Both types of blanks were
tered as far as the optical glass state in a helium atmosp
at temperatures of 1200–1300 °C. Results of an x-ray
croanalysis gave the fluorine content in the series 1 glasse
0.45–0.5 wt.%.

The samples were exposed to primary irradiation
60Co gamma quanta, then annealed at 1000 °C, and exp
to further irradiation. The dose rate was 280 Gy/s. The
sorption spectra of the samples were recorded using S
KORD UV VIS, SPEKORD M-40, and SOLAR P-1256 ab
sorption spectrometers. The luminescence spectra w
measured with a FLUOROLOG-SPEX spectrofluorime
using a xenon lamp as the excitation source and recor
perpendicular to the direction of excitation. The ESR spec
were recorded using a Varian spectrometer.

After gamma irradiation, the ESR spectra of the samp
reveal a signal withg52.0013, known in the glass networ
to be anE8 center, which corresponds to a band with
maximum at 212 nm in the optical absorption spectra.
addition, at a dose of 53103 Gy series 2 samples began
reveal a weak absorption band near 580 nm. With increa
irradiation, the peak of this band underwent a lon
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FIG. 1. Optical absorption intensity in the 212 nm band~a! and ESR signal
intensity ofE8 centers~b! as a function of dose:1, 3—series 1 samples,2,
4—series 2 samples;1, 2—first irradiation,3, 4—repeated irradiation after
thermal annealing at 1000 °C;5—optical absorption intensity of nonbridg-
ing oxygen atoms for series 2 glasses.
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FIG. 2. Optical density of samplesD ~1, 2! andD/8 ~18, 28! for
series 1 samples~1, 18! and series 2 samples~2, 28!.
wavelength shift to 620 nm and this was accompanied by a
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synchronous increase in its intensity~Fig. 1, curve5!. As the
dose increased further, the peak reverted to its initial posi
580 nm and the band intensity fell accordingly. The pho
luminescence spectra revealed a 1.9 eV band attribute
absorption by nonbridging oxygen atoms.4

In the literature, the shift of the absorption peaks is
tributed to the formation of a hydrogen bond between hyd
gen belonging to a hydroxyl group and a neighboring n
bridging oxygen atom. A high concentration of[Si–OH
complexes is required to create conditions for the format
of hydrogen bonds, and the corresponding effects may
observed in quartz glasses with a high concentration of st
turally bound hydrogen. The authors of Ref. 6 examined
optical characteristics of two types of nonbridging oxyg
atom which give the same 1.9 eV red luminescence band
in a different spectral range of photoexcitation: a nonbrid
ing oxygen atom with a hydrogen bond and a[SiO2 com-
plex, formed by radiolytic breaking of peroxide bridges~H1
center!. The shift of the optical absorption peak near 2 eV
a result of the action of the absorption bands of each of th
nonbridging oxygen atoms.

These results on the shift of the optical absorption ba
in the range 580–620 nm may be interpreted by analogy w
Ref. 6. The gel fluorination stage was omitted for the serie
samples and these therefore contained structurally bound
drogen in the form of a fairly high concentration of[Si–OH
groups, as is evidenced by the infrared absorption spect
the 2700 nm band, caused by the stretching vibrations
these groups. Thus, the nonbridging oxygen atoms gener
at the initial stage of irradiation are caused by a hydrog
bond with neighboring hydroxyl groups, which is respo
sible for the 580 nm band. Since the precursors of nonbr
ing oxygen atoms are[Si–OH fragments, an increase in th
number of nonbridging oxygen atoms with increasing ir
diation dose is accompanied by a decrease in the conce
tion of OH groups and this leads to weakening of the hyd
gen bonds. Nonbridging oxygen without a hydrogen bo
forms the 620 nm band. Thus, the shift of the absorpt
peak to 620 nm is an effect caused by the superpositio
the 580 and 620 nm bands whose intensity varies in oppo
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tion band back to 580 nm with increasing irradiation
caused by the reappearance of hydroxyl groups and stren
ening of hydrogen bonds~the concentration of nonbridging
oxygen atoms is then reduced!.

The 212 nm band~E8 center! predominated in the ultra
violet part of the spectrum, its intensity being an order
magnitude higher than that of the band assigned to the n
bridging oxygen. Figure 1~curves1 and2! shows the kinet-
ics of the buildup ofE8 centers from the results of the optic
and ESR measurements. In the dose range 53103– 106 Gy
the corresponding curves are power functions. Figure
shows the infrared absorption spectra. A comparison
tween the intensity of the stretching vibration bands of
[Si–OH complexes at 2700 nm for both batches of samp
indicates that the series 2 samples contain a consider
quantity of structurally bound water which reduces their
diation resistance compared with the series 1 glasses~Fig. 1,
curves1 and2!. In addition a 3740 nm (267321 cm) vibra-
tional band can be detected in the infrared spectrum wh
corresponds to the vibration frequency of a diatomic m
ecule such as H35Cl1 ~Ref. 7!. These molecules may well b
present in these glasses, distributed in structural cavitie
the glass network, since the source of chlorine may b
technological process involving the hydrolysis of tetraeth
lorthosilicate and the source of hydrogen may be radiati
excited silanol and hydroxyl groups.

It is known8,9 that fluorine, as an electrophilic agen
attacks the Si–OR bond and thereby accelerates the hyd
sis of alkoxyl compounds, catalyzes the polymerization re
tion, and promotes the removal of hydroxyl from the g
However, as the temperature rises, the volatile compou
HF and SiF4, formed in intermediate reactions, reduce t
fluorine content in the gels, and the number of OH group
therefore reduced less efficiently.8 In the present case, the ge
was fluorinated at 1000 °C at the stage preceding sinte
~series 1 samples! which appreciably reduced the intensity
the vibrational band associated with the presence of hydro
groups and improved the radiation resistance of the gla
in the red~no nonbridging oxygen atom band was observe!.

These results indicate that fluorine clearly interacts p
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dominantly with[Si–OH groups, while the[Si–H com-
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glasses, by using radiation thermal treatment as an additional

-

lids
plexes are mainly unaffected and act as precursors for thE8
centers produced as a result of radiation damage to the
responding valence bonds with the formation of trip
coordinated silicon atoms and mobile hydrogen. No re
pearance of the[Si–H bond is observed since the hydrog
possibly stabilizes in the glass network where it combin
with the process fluorine. Repeated irradiation of t
samples, which was carried out after exposure to a dos
105 Gy and thermal annealing at 1000 °C for 1.5 h alm
doubled the radiation resistance for theE8 center ~Fig. 1,
curves3 and 4!, which may be explained by breaking o
stressed [Si–O–Si[ bonds followed by their high-
temperature reappearance during topological reconstruc
of the glass network. This observation may be used as
basis for enhancing the radiation optical resistance
979 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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Multiple formation of microcracks during mechanical loading of polymers

S. O. Gladkov and V. G. Nikol’ski 

N. N. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow
~Submitted April 9, 1997!
Pis’ma Zh. Tekh. Fiz.23, 80–85~December 26, 1997!

General kinetic and thermodynamic reasoning is used to propose a new mechanism for multiple
crack formation caused by a mechanical action on a polymer. It is shown that the role of
information ‘‘carrier’’ to ‘‘weak’’ ~in terms of thermodynamic stability! spots localized in the
polymer matrix is assigned to phonons as a unique class of quasiparticles which exist in
nonconducting and nonmagnetic dielectrics. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!03012-7#
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undergoing mechanical damage in mills, dispersers,
crushers have recently attracted growing interest, mainly
cause of the broad spectrum of applications of finely d
persed structures in engineering and industry. It is kno
that existing powder technology has reached a level wh
any surface coating of any degrees of complexity can now
fabricated. This has given rise to numerous problems o
purely physical nature, which include studying the physi
nature of the mechanism of microcrack formation in a po
mer undergoing mechanical damage. We shall discuss a
approach.

Let us consider a polymer subjected to shear strain.
known1 that when a material is exposed to an external m
chanical action, an elastic strain wave appears, propaga
through the material at the characteristic velocity of sou
for the material. Since polymers are, in most respects, iso
pic structures~in a polymer as such, there are no symmet
transformations typical of a purely crystalline structure!, we
can assume that sound propagates in a polymer at the s
velocity cs . It should be noted also that, since a polym
consists of randomly distributed crystallites and amorph
components, and each crystallite has its own axis of ani
ropy n, the total free energy of the structure within the ent
polymer matrix must clearly be averaged over all orien
tions n. As a result, a purely isotropic free energy will b
obtained, whose expression only contains combinations
derivatives (]ui /]xi)

2, whereu is the displacement vecto
of the medium, andi 51,2,3. Let us assume that the crysta
lites have the dimensionsR. In practice, two cases are foun
a! l@R and b! l!R, wherel is the wavelength of sound
Both cases may be taken into account in the same man
by introducing a functional dependence of the velocity
sound on the degree of crystallinityj of the polymer. Sup-
pose thatcs5cs(j), and the phonon dispersion is, as usua1

vk5cs(j)k, wherek is the wave vector. It was shown i
Ref. 2 that when an atom in a specific energy state with
energy« absorbsn phonons, the atom is excited and tran
ferred to the level«* . This process may be arbitrarily calle
a preparatory process preparing the atom for active chem
interaction. Since a polymer always contains some radic
foreign chemically active atoms, inhomogeneous defects
hibiting high chemical activity, and other similar ‘‘ele
ments’’, there is always a certain probability of finding a
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chemical bond with these elements. As we know, the m
efficient chemical reaction takes place at the surface o
solid structure. This implies that when the polymer mat
contains foreign macroscopic defects, the probability o
chemical interaction of the atoms in the main structure
fairly high and their contact is therefore afait accomplis.
However, since the defect concentration is usually low, t
chemical contact will be less likely than the multiple ‘‘repu
sion’’ of atoms. We shall examine this aspect in detail.

Since temperatures close to the polymer melting po
Tmp are being studied, the Vogel-Fulcher law, establish
empirically at the beginning of the twentieth century, beg
to apply under these conditions.1,2 This law basically states
that all dynamic parameters characterizing a given substa
begin to depend strongly on the degree of approximation
the melting point. In fact, these experiments indicate that
viscosity becomes a function of the temperature differen
h5h0 exp$2D/(Tmp2T)%1hp , where h0 is the polymer
viscosity atT5Tmp. Physically, this is quite understandabl
as the percolation point is approached3 ^T5Tmp&, exchange
interaction between molecules of the main polymer struct
is suppressed and another additional geometric param
appears—the correlation length, which increases rapidly
the melting point is approached~as a result of the stochas
ticity of the exchange interaction!. Formally, this gives us the
right to talk of bond weakening, and thus of increasing d
tance between the interacting molecules, which then justi
the introduction of viscosity and consequently, of the m
lecular mean free path.

Let us consider the following model scenario. Suppo
that at zero time when no mechanical load is applied,
polymer matrix has a certain equilibrium entropyS0 . Since
the polymer consists of crystalline and amorphous com
nents~here we are obviously talking of temperatures abo
the glass-transition temperatureTg!, we can write
S05jS011(12j)S02, wherej is the degree of crystallinity
~the ratio of the number of crystallite molecules to the to
number of polymer molecules!, S01 andS02 are the entropies
of the crystalline and amorphous regions, respectively. T
suppose that as a result of deformation, the surface of
polymer is displaced bydx. This displacement leads to
change in entropy which we denote bydS. Then, according

98020980-02$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics



to the first law of thermodynamics~neglecting the losses in
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the external medium!, we have

Fdx5dE2TdS, ~1!

whereF is the shear strain force~in other words, the externa
force! and dE is the change in the internal energy of th
polymer.

Since the external action comprises shear strain, the
problem which forms the essence of this study, involves
termining the relation between the entropy and the str
tensoruik , which is some temporally periodic wave prop
gating ahead of the shear strain front.

There is a high probability that prepared chemically a
tive particles may undergo a chemical reaction with ot
active elements. This reaction only takes place if the proc
is energetically favorable and this therefore gives rise to
quite specific thermodynamic problem of estimating wh
of two mechanisms of interaction between a pair of act
elements is more favorable, either:

a! interacting, having formed a bound structure, or
b! repelling each other, having broken the bond.

We shall only discuss a pair of interacting conglomera
~the number of atoms or molecules contained in its struc
is completely unimportant!, as this can obviously be gene
alized to an arbitrary number of conglomerates.

A mechanical shear strain generates a sound w
propagating through the material at the characteristic ve
ity of sound. It should be said that because of the mac
scopic nature of the mechanical action, there will be a su
cient number of these waves for us to talk of a multip
process. We stress that these advance waves are chara
tic not only of crystalline structures but also of amorpho
fiber, and other extremely complex dense structures. Dr
ing a parallel between these waves and phonons, we con
the possible repulsion of structure conglomerates~particles
for short! excited by the absorption ofn phonons.

We assume that the central spacing between particle
the excited state«* is r 0 . We arbitrarily call particle 1 left
and particle 2 right. Ify is the displacement of the left pa
ticle toward the right andr 02x2y is the displacement of the
right particle toward the left, wherex is the distance betwee
the particles after displacement, the total energy of this s
tem is E50.5m(v* )2y210.5m(v* )2(r 02x2y)21a/xn,
wherev* is the oscillation frequency of the excited particl
Differentiating the functionE$x,y% first with respect tox and
then with respect toy and equating the derivatives to zer
we find that the condition of minimumE gives:
y50.5(r 02x), and x satisfies the equationx22an/
m(v* )2xn115r 0 . The solution of this equation is onl
physically meaningful forx.r 0 . This implies that breaking
of the bond and separation by a certain large~compared with
the interatomic spacing! but finite distancex.r 0 is energeti-
cally favorable. Note that the frequencyv* is proportional to
981 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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acoustic quanta. It was shown in Ref. 2 that the correspo
ing probability is highest at comparatively high~say room!
temperatures. Thus, at those energetically weak points w
there is a local tendency to microseparation, a microcr
begins to form, its sizex increasing as the external stra
wave advances. Physically, this process is quite underst
able and only requires one factor, allowance for the proba
ity of an n-particle absorption process.

In order to allow for this process, we must bear in mi
that the frequency of an excited atom isv* 5v1nW, where
v is the frequency of the zero-point oscillations,n is some
characteristic frequency, andW is the probability of phonon
absorption. This probability was calculated in Ref. 2. In pr
ciple, this approach to explain the process of polymer da
age is fairly general and may also be applied to other type
structures. The role of the exciting mechanism will be p
ticular to each specific case: for dielectrics it will b
phonons, for magnetic substances it can either be phonon
magnons~competition between these two mechanisms is
termined by the temperature ranges for which the invest
tion is made!, and for metals it will be electrons.

Since an enormous number of phonons appear as
strain wave propagates, their interaction with numerous
oms and the transitions of these atoms forming the congl
erate to the excited state«* is also a multiple process. How
ever, since near each excited particle there may be at l
one other excited particle, ultimately it is energetically favo
able for these to separate, as has been shown above but,
there are many of these pairs, there will also be many inc
ent microcracks.

It should be noted that this theory of multiple microcra
generation using a many-phonon mechanism has a c
pletely realistic physical basis which does not contrad
known theoretical hypotheses.4–9
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Vortex structures in a ceramic under high-velocity impact

n-
V. A. Gorel’ski  and S. A. Zelepugin
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~Submitted April 11, 1997!
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A finite-element method in a two-dimensional axisymmetric formulation is used to analyze the
characteristics of shock-wave processes in a ceramic plate under the impact of a high-
speed cylinder. It is established that a vortex structure is formed and the evolution of the vortices
is investigated. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7850~97!03112-1#
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ing carried out so far have predominantly be
experimental,1,2 and simplified models and approaches ha
mainly been used for calculated estimates. However, the
cess of high-velocity loading of ceramic targets over a w
range of initial conditions can only be investigated using
single mathematical model by means of numeri
simulation.3,4 Here, a finite-element method in a two
dimensional axisymmetric formulation is used to analyze
characteristics of shock wave processes in a ceramic p
under the impact of a high-velocity cylinder. For the calc
lations we use a model of a medium vulnerable to damage
which cracks can form and grow.3 The system of equation
describing the nonsteady-state adiabatic motion of a c
pressible medium includes equations of continuity, moti
and energy, and an equation describing the change in
specific volume of the cracks.5

An analysis is made of a ceramic plate, 10 mm thick a
60 mm in diameter under the impact of a cylindrical ste
striker, 7.6 mm in diameter and 25 mm long. Glide con
tions were established at the contact surface between
striker and the plate: the initial velocity of the striker w
varied in the range 100–1500 m/s. The constants of
mathematical model for the ceramic were taken from Ref
Figure 1 shows the velocity fields in the radial cross sect
of the ceramic plate and part of the striker profile~the axis of
symmetry is at the left!. When the ceramic plate receives a
impact at a velocity of 100 m/s, a compression wave form
propagating toward the rear and side surfaces. At the s
time, a rarefaction wave forms at the free surface alongs
the striker. The interaction between these two waves at
initial stage of the process results in the formation of a vor
structure in the front surface layer of the ceramic plate. F
ure 1a shows the displacement of this vortex along the pl
In the plate an arbitrary distinction can be made between
main zone, most actively influenced by the striker, havin
radius approximately 3–4 times the striker radius, and
remaining peripheral zone. In the main zone, propaga
and interaction of the compression and rarefaction wave
observed between the front and rear surfaces at the in
stage of the process. After some time, new vortex structu
form in this region. Figure 1b shows the formation of a vo
tex in the surface layer of the ceramic plate beneath
striker, caused by the rarefaction wave reaching the fr
surface.

It is interesting to study the evolution of the first vorte
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ward at the same time. After 1.8ms ~see Fig. 1b! the center
of the structure is located approximately in the middle laye
of the ceramic plate. Then, as it continues to move along t
plate toward the side surface, the center of the vortex reach
the rear surface of the plate after 4ms. Then, as it moves into

FIG. 1. Velocity field in the radial cross section of a ceramic plate at variou
times: a—t50.7 ms, b—t51.8 ms, c—t56 ms, and initial impact velocity
100 m/s.
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5.5ms. Figure 1c shows the instant when the vortex struct
is most advanced, encompassing the entire thickness o
ceramic plate. The center of the vortex is located in
middle layers of the plate and is separated from the s
surface by approximately half the thickness. The maxim
velocity in this region reaches 16.4 m/s after 6.5ms, which is
fairly appreciable relative to the initial velocity of impac
After 8 ms, a short-lived, poorly defined ‘‘antivortex’’ struc
ture, of approximately 1ms duration, with the velocity vec
tors running in opposite directions, is observed in this regi
The velocity field in the plate then becomes equalized
the process continues with the striker and the plate mov
as a single entity.

An analysis of the calculations shows that the main f
tor responsible for vortex formation is the propagation
pressure waves of different sign in the ceramic plate. T
rarefaction wave formed at the beginning of the proces
localized in the front surface layers of the plate and pro
gates toward the side surface as the process proceeds.
reaching the rear surface of the plate, the compression w
begins to propagate along the rear surface in the same d
tion. The emergence of these two mutually opposed wave
the side surface of the plate causes the buildup of the vo
structure shown in Fig. 1c. Changes in the initial parame
such as the geometric dimensions and impact velocity ha
substantial influence on the formation of vortex structur
Halving the radius of the plate, while keeping the size of
calculation elements the same, intensifies the mutual in
ence of the processes in the main and peripheral zone
vortex structure near the side surface of the plate is obse
within 2–3.3ms. The influence of the peripheral region o
the main one can be seen in that a powerful vortex struct
not observed previously, forms in the ceramic beneath
striker within 5.9–6.5ms. On the whole, the wave process
are more vigorous in this case because of waves being
flected from the side surface of the plate. When the radiu
the plate is doubled, a vortex similar to that shown in Fig.
still forms in the plate at the same distance from the axis
983 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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damental role in the formation of vortex structures. The s
surface of the plate has no influence in this case, as ca
seen from the fact that the maximum velocities in the vor
are almost halved and the center moves along the p
which was previously prevented by the side surface. As
initial velocity of impact increases, the process of formati
of vortex structures in the ceramic changes substantia
Whereas at a velocity of 300 m/s, the process is qualitativ
similar to that analyzed above, at velocities of 600 m/s a
above, the rarefaction wave is initially suppressed near
front surface and a vortex structure similar to that shown
Fig. 1a does not form. However, a vortex similar to th
shown in Fig. 1c forms in the ceramic over the entire ran
of impact velocities. At velocities above 600 m/s the cen
of this vortex becomes mobile and its lifetime increases
1–1.5 ms. With increasing velocity, the relative maximu
velocity in the vortex decreases, being 10.2% of the ini
impact velocity at 300 m/s, 7.4% at 600 m/s, and 6.6%
1000 m/s. When a steel plate of the same dimensions is u
no regions with such clearly defined vortex motion are o
served. The vortex near the side surface, which is the m
clearly defined vortex structure in a ceramic, does not app
at all in a steel plate.
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Influence of degradation on the spectrum of voltage fluctuations in thick films

tic
of high-temperature superconductors
O. V. Gerashchenko

B. P. Konstantinov Institute of Nuclear Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg
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The noise parameters of high-temperature superconductors~yttrium barium cuprites! have been
studied before and after degradation. The samples were thick films—10.5 mm35.5 mm
38 mm—fabricated by magnetron sputtering on a ZrO substrate. A model is proposed for the
onset of voltage fluctuations. The results of the measurements confirm that the observed
noise spectrum is caused by fluctuations in the resistivity. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7850~97!03212-6#

It is known that condensation of water vapor on the sur-mined in the linear part of the current-voltage characteris
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face of high-temperature superconductors—yttrium bari
cuprites—during thermal cycling leads to deterioration~deg-
radation! of the superconducting properties, so that it is
considerable interest to study the influence of degradation
the electrophysical characteristics of the material. In
present case, the noise parameters of the supercond
were studied before and after degradation.

The samples were thick, 10.5 mm35.5 mm38 mm,
films of YBa2Cu3O72d high-temperature superconductor pr
pared by magnetron sputtering on a ZrO substrate.

The sample was placed in an electromagnetic screen
helium atmosphere and was cooled to liquid nitrogen te
perature in a zero magnetic field. A static magnetic fieldH
was applied perpendicular to the plane of the sample an
a direct currentj , which flowed along the long side of th
sample. The measurements were made using a standard
contact system. The voltageV(t) from potential contacts
separated by the distanced51.5 mm, was passed via
step-up transformer to an amplifier, a low-frequency filt
and an analog-to-digital converter installed in a perso
computer. The spectral power density of the voltage fluct
tions SV( f ) ~equal to the mean squareV2( f ) in a 1 Hz
frequency band! was calculated by a fast Fourier transform
tion. The critical current of the superconductor was det
f
n
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tor
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to

ur-

,
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from the cutoff to zero voltage. After the measurements,
sample was heated in air at room temperature~19 °C!, at
normal pressure and humidity~around 60%!. The measure-
ments were repeated after approximately 10 h.

Figure 1 shows the spectral density of the voltage fl
tuationsSV( f ) before degradation of the sample. The spe
tral intensity increases in the low-frequency range becaus
the system noise, since the signal-to-noise ratio is low in
range and thus, when the intrinsic noise of the system
subtracted from the measured spectral density, this give
large error.

It can be seen that forf >100 Hz, SV( f ) consists of
‘‘white’’ noise. Assuming that the voltage fluctuations a
generated by independent motion of magnetic flux quantaF0

under the action of the Lorentz force~see Refs. 1 and 2!, in

the low-frequency limit~f !t21, wheret;(dwB)/ V̄ is the

transit time for a vortex in the sample,V̄ is the average
voltage drop at the potential contacts,d is the distance be-
tween them,w is the sample width, andB is the magnetic

induction! we obtainSV(0)52F0V̄. In our case, the critica
current density was j c(H50)'30 A/cm2, and t21

;104 Hz. The spectral density wasSV(0)52.4310220 V2/
Hz for H50 Oe andSV(0)57310219 V2/Hz for H5318
s
FIG. 1. Spectral power density of voltage fluctuation
for H50 Oe ~1! and H5318 Oe ~2! and a transport
current densityj 51.43 A/cm2, T'78 K. Sample be-
fore degradation.
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or
FIG. 2. Spectral power density of voltage fluctuations f
H596 Oe~1!, H5194 Oe~2!, andH5400 Oe~3!. Trans-
port current densityj 51.43 A/cm2, T'78 K. Sample after
degradation. The straight line has the slopeg521.
Oe. The measured fluctuation intensities in the white part of
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the spectrum were of the same order of magnitude~the dif-
ference did not exceed a factor of two!. Thus, it is proposed
that a model for the occurrence of voltage fluctuations a
result of the independent motion of magnetic flux vortic
may be used to obtain an approximate estimate of the fl
tuation intensity for these thick-film high-temperature sup
conductors.

After the sample had been heated in air and held
around 10 h, the experiments were repeated. It was fo
that the sample retained its superconducting properties
the critical current density was drastically reduced
j c'1 A/cm2. Figure 2 gives the voltage fluctuation spec
of the same sample for the same transport current.

It can be seen that first, the absolute intensity of
fluctuations increased~by more than three orders of magn
tude compared with the value before degradation and by
orders of magnitude forf 51 kHz, compared with the mode
valueSV(0)52F0V̄;10218 V2/Hz!. It should also be noted
that the relative intensity of the fluctuations is increased,
example, forf 51 kHz we haveSV / V̄2;10211 Hz21 before
degradation and;1029 Hz21 after degradation.

Second, the frequency dependence of the spect
changed fundamentally, now being described bySV( f )
985 Tech. Phys. Lett. 23 (12), December 1997
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sensitive to the external magnetic field~which also indicates
that the sample retained its superconducting properti!.
Note that a 1/f spectrum is frequently observed when stud
ing high-temperature superconductors~see Refs. 3 and 4!
and is associated with resistivity fluctuations. The author a
tends to this view, since degradation leads to an increa
fraction of nonsuperconducting phase in the sample and
to greater inhomogeneity~granulation!, which may be a
source of 1/f noise.
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